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Legal notice

Name of the software: OPAL++
Version: v2.6
Copyright (C) 2012-2020 László Daróczy, OvGU/ISUT/LSS

Please read this document carefully!
The following software is the property of Dr.-Ing. László Daróczy and the Otto
von
Guericke
Universität,
Lehrstuhl
Strömungsmechanik
and
Strömungstechnik, Institute of Fluid Dynamics & Themodynamics, Magdeburg
(further on OvGU/ISUT/LSS). Any unauthorized use is violating the copyright of
the software. In case you have doubts regarding your copy of the software,
you can contact the developers on daroczylaszlo@gmail.com
e-mail
address.
Any use of the software outside OvGU/ISUT/LSS is only permitted with the
direct authorization of the developers. In case you are interested in the
software, feel free to contact the developers on daroczylaszlo@gmail.com
address.
Copying, sharing and modifying the software is not permitted. You shall not
attempt to reverse engineer, hack, de-compile or disassemble the original
code.

Besides the above copyright notice, OPAL++ uses muParser software library
written by Ingo Berg, SHA-512 algorithm written by Olivier Gay, SOBOL subrandom generator derived from the work of Frances Y. Kuo and Stephen Joe,
boost, libssh2, OpenSSL, zlib and Eigen library.
The following copyright notices apply:
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Copyright (c) 2011 Ingo Berg
Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this
software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the
Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy,
modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and
to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following
conditions:
The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies
or substantial portions of the Software.
THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL
THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR
OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,
ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR
OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2008, Frances Y. Kuo and Stephen Joe
All rights reserved.
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are
permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
-

-

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this
list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,
this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation
and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
Neither the names of the copyright holders nor the names of the University
of New South Wales and the University of Waikato and its contributors may
be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software
without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS
OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN
NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,
INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT
NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,
DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
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ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF
THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
FIPS 180-2 SHA-224/256/384/512 implementation
Last update: 02/02/2007
Issue date: 04/30/2005
Copyright (C) 2005, 2007 Olivier Gay <olivier.gay@a3.epfl.ch>
All rights reserved.
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are
permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of
conditions and the following disclaimer. 2. Redistributions in binary form must
reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
distribution.
3. Neither the name of the project nor the names of its contributors may be used to
endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written
permission.
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE PROJECT AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AN ANY
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE PROJECT OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY
DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR
SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER
CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE
USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
zlib.h -- interface of the 'zlib' general purpose compression library version 1.2.7, May
2nd, 2012
Copyright (C) 1995-2012 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler
This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied warranty. In no event
will the authors be held liable for any damages arising from the use of this software.
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Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose, including
commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to the
following restrictions:
1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim that you
wrote the original software. If you use this software in a product, an
acknowledgment in the product documentation would be appreciated but is not
required.
2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be
misrepresented as being the original software.
3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.
Jean-loup Gailly
jloup@gzip.org

Mark Adler
madler@alumni.caltech.edu

Boost Software License - Version 1.0 - August 17th, 2003
Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person or organization obtaining
a copy of the software and accompanying documentation covered by this license
(the "Software") to use, reproduce, display, distribute, execute, and transmit the
Software, and to prepare derivative works of the Software, and to permit third-parties
to whom the Software is furnished to do so, all subject to the following:
The copyright notices in the Software and this entire statement, including the above
license grant, this restriction and the following disclaimer, must be included in all
copies of the Software, in whole or in part, and all derivative works of the Software,
unless such copies or derivative works are solely in the form of machine-executable
object code generated by a source language processor.
THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT
SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ANYONE DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE
FOR ANY DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR
OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE
USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
Copyright John Maddock 2006-7.
Copyright Paul A. Bristow 2007.
Use, modification and distribution are subject to the Boost Software License, Version
1.0.
(See
accompanying
file
LICENSE_1_0.txt
or
copy
at
http://www.boost.org/LICENSE_1_0.txt)
Copyright (c) 2007 John Maddock
Use, modification and distribution are subject to the Boost Software License, Version
1.0.
(See
accompanying
file
LICENSE_1_0.txt
or
copy
at
http://www.boost.org/LICENSE_1_0.txt)
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This header just defines the function entry points, and adds dispatch to the right
implementation method. Most of the implementation details are in separate
headers and copyright Xiaogang Zhang.
Copyright (c) 2006 Xiaogang Zhang
Use, modification and distribution are subject to the Boost Software License, Version
1.0.
(See
accompanying
file
LICENSE_1_0.txt
or
copy
at
http://www.boost.org/LICENSE_1_0.txt)
Copyright (c) 2004-2007 Sara Golemon <sarag@libssh2.org>
Copyright (c) 2005,2006 Mikhail Gusarov <dottedmag@dottedmag.net>
Copyright (c) 2006-2007 The Written Word, Inc.
Copyright (c) 2007 Eli Fant <elifantu@mail.ru>
Copyright (c) 2009 Daniel Stenberg
Copyright (C) 2008, 2009 Simon Josefsson
All rights reserved.
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are
permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of
conditions and the following disclaimer.
Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of
conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials
provided with the distribution.
Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of any other contributors
may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without
prior written permission.
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS )
HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,
STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY
WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY
OF SUCH DAMAGE.
The OpenSSL toolkit stays under a dual license, i.e. both the conditions of the
OpenSSL License and the original SSLeay license apply to the toolkit. See below for
the actual license texts. Actually both licenses are BSD-style Open Source licenses. In
case of any license issues related to OpenSSL please contact opensslcore@openssl.org.
OpenSSL License
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Copyright (c) 1998-2011 The OpenSSL Project. All rights reserved.
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are
permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of
conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list
of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other
materials provided with the distribution.
3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software must display the
following acknowledgment: "This product includes software developed by the
OpenSSL Project for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"
4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to endorse
or promote products derived from this software without prior written permission. For
written permission, please contact -core@openssl.org.
5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL" nor may
"OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written permission of the OpenSSL
Project.
6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following acknowledgment:
"This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project for use in the
OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED
OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN
NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY
DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR
SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER
CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE
USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
====================================================================
This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young
(eay@cryptsoft.com).
This product includes software written by Tim Hudson
(tjh@cryptsoft.com).
Original SSLeay License
Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)
All rights reserved.
This package is an SSL implementation written by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).
The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.
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This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as the following
conditions are aheared to. The following conditions apply to all code found in this
distribution, be it the RC4, RSA, lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code. The SSL
documentation included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms
except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).
Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in the code are
not to be removed. If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given
attribution as the author of the parts of the library used. This can be in the form of a
textual message at program startup or in documentation (online or textual) provided
with the package.
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are
permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright notice, this list of
conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list
of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other
materials provided with the distribution.
3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software must display the
following acknowledgement: "This product includes cryptographic software written
by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)" The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the
routines from the library being used are not cryptographic related :-).
4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from the apps
directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement: "This product
includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED
WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO
EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,
INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT
NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,
DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING
NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or derivative of
this code cannot be changed. i.e. this code cannot simply be copied and put
under another distribution licence [including the GNU Public Licence.]
Eigen: Only MPL2 licensed parts are used (http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/ ).
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Licensing
As a proprietary software, the use of OPAL++ is restricted to the licensed users. In
order to promote network security, OPAL++ relies on an encoded license file instead
of a network license, thus no network connection is needed. The license file has to
be copied in the installation folder next to the executable. The license file specifies
the name of the user, the e-mail of the user and the validity of the license.

By starting the software you comply to accept the license agreement. The reverse
engineering of the licensing method is strictly forbidden by law.
For a valid license key please contact support.
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Support
In case you experience troubles, you have encountered a bug; or any feature or
option of the software is not clear, you can directly contact the developers on
daroczylaszlo@gmail.com.

In case you would like to report a problem, please always send:
-

The description of the problem (if not protected by NDA).
The scripts, setup and data file (if not protected by NDA).
The specification of the system (hardware and operating system) you have
used.
The description of the error.
The description, when did the error occur.
The error codes printed by the software.
Any additional information, which may be useful to evaluate the case.

In case of an incorrect setup we will contact you as soon as possible and send the
necessary description to correct your setup.
In case the observed error is a bug we will try to send you back a description to
circumvent the error as soon as possible. When the error is found in the software
code, an updated version will be sent to all users.
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I. Introduction to OPAL++
OPAL++ is a software designed to perform multi-objective (and single-objective)
optimization engineering problems. As at engineering problems one cannot always
clearly define the problem by using only explicit mathematical functions, OPAL++
provides an interface for coupling with different software.
As for several computations huge resources and computation time is needed,
OPAL++ supports parallel execution using the MPI interface. As OPAL++ can evaluate
in parallel different cases, and the numeric calculation itself can be parallel, this
provides a very fast and efficient two-level parallelization, which can be
advantageous especially for huge problems.
The software is fully portable and is available both on Windows and Linux, in x86 and
x64 version on request.

Please note, that OPAL++ heavily relies on fork() and system()
calls. For these reasons you need to have at least OFED 1.2.1
and Linux kernel 2.6.16 installed. In case of Windows use
OpenMPI 1.6.2 or greater.
Always prefer Ethernet over Infiniband (OPAL++ uses a minimal
communication among the nodes)!

OPAL++ is completely new software, although it shares many concepts with its
predecessor, OPAL, [1], such as flexible coupling with external software, and flexible
coupling with numeric simulation software. However, the new interface and scripting
language is much easier to use and requires less work from the side of the end user.

I.1. Notation of this manual
In this document the following notations will be used:

I.1.1 Script
Any part of a script written by the user will be presented in a green box:
OPAL2.SETUP.SOLVER.METHOD=NSGAII

I.1.2 Output by OPAL++
Any output generated by OPAL++, or the content of any file, which is not a script will
be presented in a gray box:
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T=1000
D1=5.2
D2=5.9
D3=1.7

I.1.3 Warning
If the misuse of a software feature could lead to problems (i.e. different result
compared to the intention of the user), but not to critical problems (e.g. OPAL++ will
try to correct the mistake, but possibly not according to the intention of the user), a
warning is presented:

If you chose a solver, but change the setting of another solver,
then obviously it will have no effect.

I.1.4 Error
If the misuse of a software feature could lead to critical error (freeze, or incorrect
execution), an error box will be presented, e.g.:

If you try to change the setting of a solver without having
defined the solver previously, the definition will be omitted, but
OPAL++ will report you this.
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II. Dictionary to OPAL++
When reading the manual, the following definitions apply:

A
AES-256: AES-256 is an encryption method; up to now the method is considered as
one that cannot be cracked

B
blocking communication: blocking communication means, that the node starting to
communicate (send/receive operation) with another node cannot proceed any
further until the communication is finished; in OPAL++ blocking communication is the
same concept as MPI blocking communication; during waiting the blocked node
consumes CPU time
binary variable: binary or discrete variables are decision variables, which can
represent only predefined values on an interval, e.g. 0,1,…,6,7 or 0.5,1.0,…

C
case: short form for individual
constraint: a constraint is a rule, which the individuals must obey, i.e. any individual
which breaks the rule is considered as infeasible; OPAL++ only supports inequality
constrains
constraint violation: if an individual does not satisfy a constraint, then it has a
constraint violation, which quantifies, how much does it not satisfy the rule; if the
constrain violation is not zero, the individual belongs to the infeasible set
convergence: convergence is the property of an optimization method, that it is able
to get closer to the true Pareto-front with every iteration

D
decision variable: the decision variable is a variable, which does not depend on any
other value or variable, but on which the derived variables, constrains and
objectives depend; the software changes the value of the decision variables in order
to determine the Pareto-front; these values are the most important output for the
end-user; decision variables can represent e.g. dimensions of a machine, operating
conditions, etc.
derived variable: a temporary storage place for a single value; derived variables
can depend on the decision variables or other derived variables, and can be
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referenced in the objective functions and constrains; the value itself is not used
directly by the optimization process
design constraint: design constraint is a constraint, which can be evaluated without
the full evaluation of an individual, i.e. the constraint only depends on the values of
the decision variables, and not on the objectives; in OPAL++ the concept is
extended for a wider use: design constraint is a constraint, which is to be evaluated
before the numeric simulation occurs
design of experiment (DOE): DOE is a method to determine a set of cases to be
analyzed; it is used by OPAL++ to initialize the first generation with well-distributed
individuals in the design space
diversity: diversity is the property of an optimization method, that it is able to
generate well-distributed points of the Pareto-front (usually interpreted in the
objective space)
dominated individual: an individual is dominated, if another individual exists in the
analyzed set, which dominates the current individual
domination: an individual is dominating another individual, if it is clearly better, than
another individual; most algorithms use Pareto-dominance, thus an individual is
better than another individual, if all of its objective values are not worse, than of the
other individual, and at least one objective is better

E
external library: external loadable libraries can be used by the software to evaluate
elements, to couple with external software, or to post-process the results; the external
library can contain any user-written code; this allows the creation of plug-ins for
OPAL++
external software: any software other than OPAL++, which is used during the
optimization process

F
feasible individual: feasible individual is an individual, which does not violate any
constraint
full archive: the list of all elements ever encountered during the optimization process
full-evaluation: full evaluation means, that all explicitly and implicitly defined
objectives of the individuals are calculated
functional constraint: functional constraint is a constraint which can only be
evaluated after the evaluation of objectives (or derived variables, which depend on
the result of the numeric calculation); in OPAL++ the concept is extended for a wider
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use: functional constraint is a constrain, which is to be evaluated after the numeric
evaluation

G
H
I
individual: an individual is the set of the decision variables, derived variables,
constraints and objective functions, which clearly define the analyzed variation of
the problem; i.e. an individual represents one possible solution of the problem
infeasible individual: infeasible individual is an individual, which has a constraint
violation, i.e., is not feasible
interpreter: short form for LOS! interpreter

J
K
L
LOS!: [loːs], Language for OPAL++ Scripting
LOS! interpreter: LOS! interpreter is a structure defining the available commands and
corresponding operations for a script

M
master-node: the node, which is coordinating the work of the worker nodes
(farmers), i.e. determining which cases to evaluate, creating new individuals and
performing management and save operations, including all communications with
the user
method: short form for optimization method

N
node: nodes are different instances of the software running on different cores or
computers
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non-blocking communication: non-blocking communication means that the node
starting to communicate (send/receive operation) with another node will sleep until
the communication is finished in order to lower the processor usage; OPAL++ nonblocking communication is not the same concept as MPI non-blocking
communication!
non-dominated individual: an individual is non-dominated, if in the analyzed set no
individual exists, which would dominate the current individual
numeric evaluation: numeric evaluation is the part of the evaluation, which is done
on the worker-nodes; for this part of the evaluation an external software is needed
and/or OPAL++ cannot directly perform it inside its source code

O
objective: short form of objective function
objective function: the objective function is an explicitly or implicitly defined function
of the decision variables, which we would like to minimize or maximize, i.e. we prefer
lower or higher values
optimization method: a method, which determines how the new individuals are
generated based on the current set of individuals; the goal of the optimization
method is to find a set of solutions as close as possible to the true Pareto-front
optimization process: a process, in which the software tries to determine the Paretofront of the problem

P
parallel execution: an optimization process, which uses several cores of one or more
computers
Pareto-front: Pareto-front of a set is a sub-set, which only contains non-dominated
elements
password manager: password manager is a module of OPAL++, which is responsible
for the encryption, decryption and secure storage of passwords; OPAL++ uses AES256 encryption
problem: short from for the problem definition
problem definition: the definition of the problem to be solved, which contains the
definition of decision variables, derived variables, constrains and objectives
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Q
R
result: the result of the optimization process is the Pareto-front and the full archive
Response Surface Method: Response Surface Method is a method to interpolate the
values of a scalar field at arbitrary points based on information available at certain
points
RSM: short from for Response Surface Method

S
script: a list of commands in predefined format, which can be interpreted by the
software or by any external software
serial execution: an optimization process, which is running on a single core of a single
computer
setup: a setup consists of a problem definition, together with the definition of the
solver(s), the script files and all necessary data files; only a full and valid setup can be
used for the optimization process
shell channel: shell channel is a communication channel over ssh, which can be
used to access a remote computer through emulating a command line interface
slave-node: same as worker-node
software: OPAL++
solver: same as optimization method
sftp: sftp is a network protocol for file transfer and disk operations over a secure
channel across computers and different operation systems; sftp can be used e.g. to
instruct OPAL++ to download a file from a remote location
ssh: ssh is a network protocol, which provides a safe communication channel across
computers and different operation systems; ssh can be used to instruct OPAL++ to
connect e.g. to another cluster
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T
U
V
validity of case: a case is valid, if no problem occurred during the full evaluation of
the case (e.g. in the external software)
variable: short form for decision variable

W
white-space character: spaces and/or tabulators
worker-node: a node which is performing calculations only, and performs no direct
communication with the user
working directory: working directory is a directory, which will contain all the results of
the optimization process

X
Y
Z
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III. Understanding multi-objective
optimization
Let’s suppose that we have a problem with n (independent) variables:

where

 =  , … ,  , where  ∈

is the set of feasible solutions.

Besides these, we have m functions so, that

 =   , … ,  

=  ,  =  ,  , … , 

where  =   is the i-th objective function. Supposing, without the loss of
generality that we want to minimize all functions, our multi-objective optimization
problem can be defined as:

 → 

O
, ℎ  ∈

(We do not lose the generality by considering only minimization problems, as

is always true.)

 → max ⇔  ∗  = − → min




However, the different functions represent usually conflicting goals, e.g. when we
want to improve the quality of our product but decrease the manufacturing costs,
the two goals cannot be fulfilled in parallel, but many possible solutions exist with
different compromises. However, we have to define, when a solution is better than
another. Further on, a single solution representing a single element of the feasible
solutions will be called individual.
Supposing that A and B are individuals, and Ai represents the value of the i-th
objective function for individual A, A is better than B, i.e. A is Pareto-dominant if,

( ≺ * ⇔ +∀ ∈ 1 … : ( ≤ * 0 ∃2 ∈ 1 … : (3 < *3 5,

i.e. one individual is better if and only if it is better at least for one objective than the
other individual, but is not worse for any objective function, than the other individual.
Theoretically, we are searching for the true Pareto-front, which is
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however, this set is usually infinite or very hard to find, for which reason we construct
an algorithm, which tries to find this set, and during the operation it creates a set of
individuals iteratively.
Generally, the iterative optimization algorithms can be described as [2]:

≔0

(C ≔ ∅
while
do

EFE+(> , 5 = GE

 ≔+1

 > ≔ 9EEFE

(> ≔ IJ0E(>K ,  >

end while

where

(>

Output: (>

is the archive at generation t, and

generation t.

 >

new population generated at

We approximate the true Pareto-front by:

6 ∗ (>

6 ∗ (> ~6 ∗ 

, where

≔ @9 ∈ (> |∄ ∈ (> ∶  ≺ 9A.

An example can be seen for a Pareto-front in

Figure 1.

In this Figure you can

immediately recognize two important properties. When trying to approximate the
(possibly) infinite true-Pareto-front:
-

-

we should get as close to the front as possible, i.e. we should improve
convergence; e.g. the individual B is not as close to the front, as the other
points
we should try to find a well-distributed set to approximate the true Paretofront, i.e. we should preserve the diversity; e.g. the individuals at point A are
very close to each other
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y2

A
B

y1
Figure 1
Example for a Pareto-front

In what follows, we will use the previous definitions or a slightly modified version of
them.
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IV. Understanding dominance and
evaluation in OPAL++
As the optimization of engineering, numeric simulation based problems can involve
many difficulties compared to pure mathematical problems, dominance and
evaluation of individuals had to be redefined in OPAL++. OPAL++ uses the following
mathematical formulations.

IV.1. Variables
Any individual can be clearly represented with the decision variables

 =  , … , 

, where 

∈ L, , ,M N,  = 1, … , 

The variables can be divided into two parts, the real variables (represented with
double-precision), and the binary variables, represented with the defined precision.
The OPMQ real variables are:
where

 O = +O , … , ORSTU 5

,

 V = +V , … , VWXY 5

,

O
O
O ∈ L,
, ,M
N,  = 1 … OPMQ ,

and the binary variables are

where

V
V
V ∈ L,
, ,M
N,  = 1 … V .

It is always true, that

V + OPMQ = .

the bits are denoted by
the value:

V

=


V


Z3 , 2 = 1 … V
(Z3 = 0/1), the

Supposing, that the i-th binary variable is represented by

V
,

+

V
V
,M
− ,
X
2WXY

−1

X
WXY

]

3^

number of bits, and

i-th binary variable has

Z3 23K
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W
W
X,_T`
KX,_XY
V
V
i.e. the binary variable can represent the L, , ,M N range with
X
YWXY K

precision.

Supposing, that A is an individual, the i-th real variable, the i-th binary variable, and
the i-th variable is denoted by

(.  ; (. O ; (. V ,

respectively.

IV.2. Derived variables
Although the individual is clearly represented by the variables, storage is available for
temporary or intermediate variables as well:

c = d , … , 0EF e

where

ℎ 

 = ℎ , c∗f

,

, so c = g, c ∗ .

define the equation, or use any external software to calculate the value. cf∗ is the
vector of previously defined derived variables (cf∗ = h ,  , … , K i), i.e. a derived

can be any explicitly or implicitly defined function, i.e. the user can directly

variable can use the value of a previously defined and calculated derived variable,
but a clear order of calculation must exist.

Supposing, that A is an individual, the i-th derived variable is denoted by

(.  .

IV.3. Objectives
The main goal of the optimization process is centered around the objectives

where

and as

 ≣ k =  , … ,  ,
 =  , c
c = g, c ∗
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 =  , c =  +, ℎ, c ∗  5 =   .
 =   → 


or

 =   → 


However, OPAL++ always works with minimization, and therefore the latter task is
converted into a minimization problem. Moreover, as for the different diversitypreserving techniques an appropriately normalized objective space is needed, we
normalize these values, and thus we get the normalized objective values:
pO
 lmno = pO , … , 
; pO = F 

If the range of the normalization is L, , ,M N, and the normalization factor is q ,
then the normalized value can be calculated, when using:
-

sX KsX,_XY

, 

AUTO_NORMALIZATION, as:

pO

=r

sX,_T` KsX,_XY
sX KsX,_XY

1−

sX,_T` KsX,_XY

, 

 =   → 


 =   → 

 ,   =   → 

pO = t
,
− ,   =   → 
-

-

NO_NORMALIZATION, as:

, 

NORMAL_NORMALIZATION, as:

pO
-

sX KsX,_XY



=r

q

sX,_T` KsX,_XY

q u1 −

sX KsX,_XY

sX,_T` KsX,_XY

1 + q

 =   → 

v , 

sX KsX,_XY

, 

EPSILON_NORMALIZATION, as:

pO

=r

respectively.

sX,_T` KsX,_XY

1 + q u1 −

sX KsX,_XY



,

sX,_T` KsX,_XY



 =   → 


 =   → 

v , 



,

 =   → 


,

Objectives can be organized into two groups:
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External objectives: In case of an external objective, the  =   is an
implicit definition, where OPAL++ provides the framework for the storage,
normalization and comparison, but is the user’s task to calculate the value.

Internal objective: In case of an internal objective, the 
in OPAL++ and can explicitly calculated.

=  

is defined

To have an appropriate abbreviation for this, we introduce the external function,
which is 1 for external objectives, and 0 for internal objectives:

w ≡ 1 ⇔   EEFG
w ≡ 0 ⇔   EFG

Supposing, that A is an individual, the i-th objective and normalized objective is
denoted respectively:

(.  ;

(. pO .

IV.4. Constrains
As stated in Section III, the individuals must stay in the feasible set of solutions.
However, with the use of genetic algorithms, we cannot always ensure, that the
newly generated individuals will stay in the feasible set, nor can we always explicitly
define the constraints as functions of the variables. For this reason, a different
concept has been introduced, the constraint violation [3]. We have to formulate the
k constrains, as follows:

9 , c, k = 9 , g, c ∗ , k, g

The constrains can be divided into three groups:
the

= 9  ≤ 0,  = 1 … y

 ∈ L, , ,M N

constraint

is

-

in-active

-

automatically satisfied in OPAL++, and is therefore a trivial constrain, i.e. it is
satisfied but no additional operations have to be performed for this
design constraints: the i-th constrain is a design constraint if and only if it can

or

trivial

constrains:

be written in the form of

9 , c = 9 +, g, c ∗ 5 = 9  ≤ 0,

 = 1 … yzMO

i.e. it is

 = yzMO +

not depending on any objective value. We always order the constraints so,

1 … y are the functional constraints.
that constraints

-

are the design constraints, and

9 , c = 9 +, g, c ∗ 5 = 9  ≤ 0,

functional constraints: the i-th constraint is a functional constraint if and only if
it cannot be written in the form of

i.e. it depends on the objective values. We always order the constraints so,
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 = yzMO +

IV.5. Constrain violation
OPAL++ does not store the calculated values for the constraints, but it stores a global
constraint violation, i.e. the sum of all violated constraints. For this we also introduce
the constraint normalization factor { :


| = ]  d0;
^

9 }, ~, m 
{ e

Although this formulation could be enough, we go even further to introduce a
computationally inexpensive form. As it is possible, that the full evaluation of an
individual is costly, and as the Pareto-front should not contain any infeasible solution,
we define the following form:
TR

|zMO = ]  d0;
^

|zMO + ,

|=



]  d0;

^TR

9 }, ~, m 
{ e

 |zMO ≠ 0

9 }, ~, m 
{ e ,  |zMO = 0

where P is a penalty factor, i.e. a huge value (109). Always make sure to normalize
design constraints below this value!
This way an individual will have a higher constraint violation, than the defined
penalty, if it violates design constraints, but will have a constraint violation lower than
this penalty otherwise, i.e. we prefer individuals, which violate only functional
constraints. Using this form, we do not need to perform a full evaluation for elements,
which violate design constraints.
Supposing, that A is an individual, the constrain violation is denoted by:

(. | .
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IV.6. Validity
Besides the above mathematical formulations, in real world applications several
problems can occur during the valuation of an individual, e.g. the resulting mesh
could be inappropriate, software crash could happen, etc.
For this reason, an additional bit, a validity bit is added to the problem, so that

(.

(.

= 1 ⇔  JFZGE IFE0

= 0 ⇔ Iy EFFF IFE0

IV.7. Summary of an individual
An individual is clearly represented by the variables, but it does contain additional
objects as well. OPAL++ stores the following values for each individual:

 O = +O , … , ORSTU 5
  =  , … , 
t



 V = +V , … , VRSTU 5


c = d , … , 0EF e
00IG =

 =  , … , 
 lmno  pO
pO  Z2EE
= 
, … , 


|


IV.8. Dominance
Based on the previous definitions, the following relations define the dominance
between elements:

( ≺ * ⇔ (.

( ≺ * ⇔ (.

( ≺ * ⇔ (.
⋀

⋀

= 1 ⋀ *.

= 1 ⋀ *.

= 1 ⋀ *.

=0

= 1 ⋀ (. | < *. |

= 1 ⋀ (. | = *. | = 0 ⋀

∃2 ∈ 1 … : (. 3pO < *. 3pO

∀ ∈ 1 … : (. pO ≤ *. pO
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i.e. individual A dominates element B, if A is valid and B is not, or if A has smaller
constraint violation than B, or if they both have 0 constraint violation, and A is better
at least in one objective value than B, but not worse in any.

IV.9. Order of evaluation
Based on the previous definitions, we can now define the order, in which the
evaluations are performed.

= 0; | = 0; |zMO = 0

1. Initialize values:

 O = +O , … , ORSTU 5

2. Determine the new values for


Z3 ,  = 1 … V , 2 = 1 … V

3. Calculate the values of

 =
V

+V , … , VRSTU 5

;

V

=

V
,

+

and

W
W
X,_T`
KX,_XY
X

YWXY K

WXY
∑3^
Z3 23K

X

4. Calculate the values of derived variables, where ℎ , cf∗ is explicitly defined:

c = d , … , 0EF e

TR

5. Calculate the design constraint violation:

|zMO = ]  d0;
^

9 }, ~, m

/{ e


|zMO ≠ 0 and y ≠ yzMO , then | = |zMO + . If |zMO ≠ 0, but y = yzMO ,
then | = |zMO .
If |zMO ≠ 0, then the evaluation is ready, do not proceed any further.

6. If

7.
8. Perform the user-defined part of the evaluation for the individual. In this part,
the evaluations for the

 = ℎ , cf∗

 = ℎ 

derived variables will performed,

, if w ≡ 1

where the function is implicit, and for the external objectives:

 =  , c , if w ≡ 1

= 0, the evaluation is finished, do not proceed any further.

The validity bit is also determined during this operation.
9. If

 =  , c , if w ≡ 0

10. Calculate the values of the explicitly defined objectives.


11. Calculate the full constraint evaluation

| = ]  d0;
^TR

9 }, ~, m 
{ e
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pO = F 

12. Calculate the normalized objectives
13. The evaluation is finished
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V. Getting started
In this chapter, you will get a short glimpse into the software, and how easy it is to use
OPAL++.
Please note however, that to fully understand the software, you should read Sections
III - VII.

V.0 Installation & global settings
V.0.1 Installation on Windows
To start OPAL++ on Windows, first the supplied OpenMPI has to be installed on the
system. After installing the OpenMPI, the executable of OPAL++ simply has to be
copied into a folder along the license file, and the software is ready to be used! The
name of the executable is OPAL2.exe.

V.0.2 Installation on Linux
To start OPAL++ on Linux, the supplied compressed archive has to be unpacked to
the final location of the software.
tar –zxvf OPALpp24.tar.gz

As OPAL++ uses a precompiled OpenMPI distribution, the environmental variables
have to updated as well. If the software was unpacked to install_folder, the following
variables have to be defined:

PATH
OPAL_PREFIX

Table 1
Environment variables to be defined
Environment variables
$PATH:install_folder/bin/:install_folder/openmpi/bin
install_folder/openmpi

install_folder has to be an absolute path.
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V.0.3 Global settings
As on different systems different restrictions and access rights may apply, the
behavior of the software has to be adaptable. To change the default behavior, a
simple text file has to be defined next to the executable in the installation directory
with the name ‘opal2_settings.ini’. In this file, the different settings can be changed
using a similar syntax to the scripting language of OPAL++ (see later).
V.0.3.1 Temporary folders
Throughout the optimization process OPAL++ requires a temporary folder. This folder
has to be accessible only on the worker nodes (i.e., local partitions can be specified
as well). The default location for the temporary folder can be found in Table 1.

Linux
Windows

Table 1
Default locations for temporary folders
Default location for temporary folders
/tmp
C:\\Temp

To change the default folder, use the following command:
SETTINGS.TEMPORARY={absolute path to folder}

If you define a folder as temporary folder, which is inaccessible
to the user, OPAL++ will never start any operation, as it will wait
to gain access to the folder.

The location of the temporary folder has to be specified as an
absolute path!

Do not forget to frequently clean-up the folder!!!!
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V.1 Example problem
Let’s suppose you want to design a revolutionary heat-insulation for the door of a
furnace, see

Figure 2. The door will be covered with a three-layer insulation, steel

(the door itself), a revolutionary aero-gel designed by another company, and plastic
(to cover the aero-gel). The temperature of the plastic layer cannot exceed 330 K.
Each layer has to be at least 0.5 mm in depth. Also, your client requested the door
not to be thicker than 60 mm. The operating temperature of the furnace is 1000 K.
Another problem is that the steel sheets are only available with thickness 0.5, 1.0, 1.5,
etc.
The surface of the door is (

= 3 .

The price of the steel is >PPQ

= 100 €/

The price of the aero-gel is MPOp

The price of the plastic is QM>

= 12000 €/
= 720 €/

The price of the assembly is MPV.

The price of the electricity is: PQP>.

= 45€.

= 0,1 €/yℎ

Figure 2
3 layer-insulation
The furnace will be operating for 24/7 for two years. The aero-gel has temperaturedependent properties, so the calculation of the thermal conduction is not simple.
Therefore, for the calculation of the heat loss and temperature of the external
surface of the door you were given a software by the manufacturer of the aero-gel.
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which contains the

thickness of the three insulating layers in mm, and the temperature of the furnace in
Kelvin in the following format:
T=1000
D1=5.2
D2=5.9
D3=1.7
The program will return two text files, temperature.txt (T) and heatloss.txt (Ploss), each
containing one single numeric value, the first the temperature of the plastic layer in
Celsius, and the second the heat loss in W/m2. The calculation takes 2 seconds.
You would like to minimize the temperature on the surface of the door, the
manufacturing cost, and the operating cost. The three objectives are conflicting, as
you would get the lowest operating cost with an infinitely thick insulation, and the
lowest manufacturing cost with no door, but you have to find an appropriate
compromise.
You have an 8-core workstation, and the external software is located at
/home/user/Insulation_input/InsPr.

InsPr.exe
variables

input.txt

temperature.txt;
heatloss.txt

Figure 3
Input and output for a single evaluation
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V.2 Mathematical formulation
Let’s mathematically formulate our problem!

V.2.1 Variables
The three variables to be optimized are the thickness of the steel, the thickness of the
aero-gel and the thickness of the plastic (represented in mm):

0>PPQ , 0MPOp , 0QM>

where

0QM> ∈ 0.5,60.0
0MPOp ∈ 0.5,60.0

V.2.2 Objectives

0>PPQ ∈ 0.5,1.0, 1.5, … ,60.0

The first objective is the temperature, which is to be minimized, and is directly
returned by the external software:

 → 

The second objective is manufacturing cost, which is to be minimized:

>PPQ 0>PPQ + MPOp 0MPOp + QM>. 0QM>
|M = MPV. + ( ∙ ¢
£ → 
1000

and so

|M = 45 + 0,30>PPQ + 360MPOp + 2,160QM> → .

The third objective is the operating cost

|p =

V.2.3 Constraints

|p = ( ∙  ∙ Qp ∙ PQP>. → 

3 ∙ 24 ∙ 365 ∙ 2 ∙ 0,1
∙ Qp = 5,256Qp → 
1000

Finally, we have to formulate the constraints.
The thickness of the door must be smaller than 60 mm:

0>PPQ + 0MPOp + 0QM> < 60 → 0>PPQ + 0MPOp + 0QM> − 60 < 0
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The temperature on the surface of the plastic door must be smaller than 330 K
(47°C):

 < 47

V.3 Formulation in OPAL++
First, we will setup the master-script, which will contain all necessary settings for the
problem. You have to create an empty file first.
You have to tell OPAL++, that you will need for all evaluations the software (which is
a small executable) and the input file for it:
OPAL2.SETUP.FILES.ADD({/home/user/Insulation_input/InsPr},{program},BINARY_DATAFILE)
OPAL2.SETUP.FILES.ADD({/home/user/Insulation_input/input.txt},{input.txt},BINARY_DATAFILE)

As you can see, these are important data files for OPAL++. In your simulation script,
you will be able to reference them by the name program and input.txt, respectively.
Now we define the working directory (where we will place all the results) and the
location of the numeric simulation script (this file will contain the instructions to call
the external program).
OPAL2.SETUP.FILES.ADD({/home/user/Insulation},{},WORKDIRECTORY)
OPAL2.SETUP.FILES.ADD({/({/home/user/Insulation_input/sim.o2script},
{simulation.o2script},OPAL2SCRIPT)

We also add a small description to our problem:
OPAL2.SETUP.PROBLEM.NAME({Insulation})
OPAL2.SETUP.PROBLEM.DESCRIPTION({Optimization of a furnace door.})
OPAL2.SETUP.PROBLEM.DESCRIPTION({Three variables, three objectives.})

Following this, we can define what type of solver we would like to use, our choice is
NSGAII.
OPAL2.SETUP.SOLVER.METHOD=NSGAII

Now we can define and finalize our variables. For real variables, we need to define
the name of the variable, the lower bound and upper bound of its domain and the
normalization factor. For binary variables, we need to define the name of the
variable, the bit length, lower bound, upper bound and normalization:
# Setup variables
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.VARIABLES.ADD_BINARY({D_steel},7,0.5,64.0,1.0)
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.VARIABLES.ADD_REAL({D_aero},0.5,60.0,1.0)
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.VARIABLES.ADD_REAL ({D_plastic},0.5,60.0,1.0)
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.VARIABLES.FINALIZED=TRUE
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You can see, that we set up the thickness of the steel as a binary variable (it can only
take values with a predefined precision). OPAL++ will determine the step size from
the upper bound, lower bound and the number of bits automatically. As here we
know the step size and the lower bound, we have to calculate the upper bound
backwards. Using 0.5 as the lower bound, and 0.5 as the step size, the upper bound
must be 0.5 + 0.5 ∙ 2¤ − 1 = 64 with 7 bit length representation (see Section IV). The
third value at each definition is the normalization factor, this can remain 1.
After we have finalized the input variables, we can proceed to derived variables.
You can recall, that our third objective is the function of the heat-loss, which we do
not know explicitly. Therefore, we create a derived variable to store the value of the
heat-loss, so we add heat-loss as a derived variable.
# Setup derived variables
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.DERIVED_VARIABLES.ADD({P_loss},0)

We also know, that the company, which ordered our product, operates different
furnaces with different temperatures, and if they are satisfied with our product, they
might order another one. For this reason, we will parameterize our setup, so we can
use different furnace temperatures. The initial value of the parameter will be 1000 K.
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.DERIVED_VARIABLES.ADD({T_furnace},1000)
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.DERIVED_VARIABLES.FINALIZED=true

Now we can define the objectives. Two of these values can be calculated with
simple equations, while one is calculated by the external software. All objectives are
to be minimized, and no normalization (and so normalization factor) is required for
them. None of them has a constraint on the lower bound of its domain, so we
choose false and 0. The temperature has a constraint on the upper bound of its
range, so we choose true and 47 °C. The order of the parameters is defined by the
syntax of the script, for more information, please see Section IX.
#Setup objectives
OPAL2.SETUP.PROBLEM.OBJECTIVES.ADD_EXTERNAL({T},minimize,false,true,0,47,
NO_NORMALIZATION,1)
OPAL2.SETUP.PROBLEM.OBJECTIVES.ADD_INTERNAL({C_manu},minimize,
{45+0.3*D_steel+36*D_aero+2.16*D_plastic},false,false,0,1,NO_NORMALIZATION,1)
OPAL2.SETUP.PROBLEM.OBJECTIVES.ADD_INTERNAL({C_op},minimize,{5.256*P_loss},false,false,
0,1,NO_NORMALIZATION,1)
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.OBJECTIVES.FINALIZED=TRUE

9} ≤ 0 .

Now, we can define the constraints. In OPAL++ you always have to formulate your
constraints in the form of:

As we have already added at the definition

of the temperature the upper bound of its range, we only need to add a constraint
for the thickness of the door:

0>PPQ + 0MPOp + 0QM> − 60 < 0
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#Setup objectives
OPAL2.SETUP.PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({D_steel+D_aero+D_plastic-60},DESIGN,1.0)
OPAL2.SETUP.PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.FINALIZED=TRUE
OPAL2.SETUP.PROBLEM.FINALIZED=TRUE

At this point we should define the settings of the solver. We would like to have 40
elements in each generation, but the default 250 iterations is appropriate for us. We
also want the software to report the results of each calculation:
OPAL2.SETUP.SOLVER.CHANGE_SETTINGS(N,40)
OPAL2.RUNTIME.INFORMATION.REFRESHRATE=INDIVIDUAL

Save the file to /home/user/Insulation.o2script.
Open another new empty file, and add the following lines for the input of your
external software.
T=$T_furnace
D1=$D_steel
D2=$D_aero
D3=$D_plastic
Save the file to /home/user/Insulation_input/input.txt.
Finally, we can setup our simulation script. Open another empty file. This file will be
very short. OPAL++ will place in your working directory the software with the name
„program”, the input file as „input.txt”. First, we have to put the actual values into this
file, then call the program, and finally read back the results. This can be
accomplished with the following lines:
OPAL2S.TOOLS.SUBSTITUTE({input.txt})
OPAL2S.TOOLS.COMMAND({program –input.txt})
OPAL2S.TOOLS.PROCESSFILE({temperature.txt},SINGLE_VALUE,{T})
OPAL2S.TOOLS.PROCESSFILE({heatloss.txt},SINGLE_VALUE,{P_loss})

Save the file to /home/user/Insulation_input/sim.o2script.

V.4 Run-time and results
To make a conservative estimate of the run-time, we suppose, that the program will
encounter only feasible solutions (if not, it will be faster), so the necessary CPU time is:
40 ∙ 250 ∙ 2 = 20′000 seconds

However, using the parallel mode on your 8-core work-station and estimating 30%
parallel overhead we get the wall-clock time as:
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To run the software, first you have to validate, that you did not made any typo or
mistake at the setup. Open a command line, and type in the following command:
./OPAL2 –opal2.mode=NUMERIC_SHORTTEST –opal2.file={/home/user/Insulation.o2script}

If you did not make any mistake, a checkfile will be generated.
Finally, you can start the simulation:
mpirun –n 9 ./OPAL2 –opal2.mode=NUMERIC_NORMAL –opal2.file={/home/user/Insulation.o2script}

As your computer has 8 cores, and 1 thread will coordinate the operation, you have
to start OPAL++ with 9 nodes.
The results will be located in the file:
/home/user/Insulation/Results/ParetoFront/Gen_000250.csv.
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VI. Understanding OPAL++ modes
To avoid the need to use multiple executable files, the application can be started
using a single file (OPAL2). Every possible operation can be performed using this
single executable, but the mode of operation and a single input file can be
specified at start-up.
In the following chapters, the different modes of operations will be presented.

VI.1. Empty mode
If no (or incorrect) command line arguments are used, OPAL++ will present the user
the list of available modes and the format of command line arguments.
Command to start in Linux:
./OPAL2
Command to start in Windows:
OPAL2.exe
Output:

..............Welcome to OPAL++!.................
OPAL++ - OPtimization Algorithms Library
Version: 2.2.0.0.5; Build: Apr 14 2013 , 13:02:41
Copyright (C) 2012-2013
................................................
Error: Invalid input arguments!
Please use format: OPAL2 -opal2.mode=XXX -opal2.file=”YYY”
For more information
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-OPAL2.
(Command line arguments)
MODE=%e (Run-time mode of OPAL2 software)
|Enum object 1:
-NONE
-NUMERIC_NORMAL
-NUMERIC_TEST
-HELP
-INTERACTIVE
-NUMERIC_SHORTTEST
-BENCHMARK_SHORTTEST
-NUMERIC_RESTART
-TERMINAL
-NUMERIC_SILENTTEST
FILE=%s (Master-script file of OPAL2)
...........Thanks for using OPAL++!...............

VI.2 NONE mode
This mode is equivalent to the empty mode.
Command to start in Linux:
./OPAL2

–opal2.mode=NONE

Command to start in Windows:
OPAL2.exe

–opal2.mode=NONE

VI.3 HELP mode
When you are creating a script, it is sometimes useful to have a really short and
compact description for all the available commands without the need to open the
long manual. When starting OPAL++ in HELP mode, it will list all the available
commands, their parameterization and a corresponding short description.
To understand the interpretation of this output, please refer to Section VII.
Command to start in Linux:
./OPAL2

–opal2.mode=HELP

Command to start in Windows:
OPAL2.exe

–opal2.mode=HELP

Part of the output:
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Available commands for master-script:
OPAL2.
(OPAL2 software script interpreter)
SETUP.
(Setup of simulation problem)
FILES.
(Specify necessary files for simulation)
ADD(%s,%s,%e) (Adds new file to the list of necessary files)
|Enum object 1:
-NONE
-OPAL2SCRIPT
-DATAFILE
-DYNAMICLIB
-WORKDIRECTORY
-CREATEDIR
-COPYDIR
-RETAINFILE
-RETAINDIR
PROBLEM.
(Define the problem)
VARIABLES.
(Specify variables)
ADD_REAL(%s,%lf,%lf,%lf) (Adds new real variable to the problem)
ADD_BINARY(%s,%ld,%lf,%lf,%lf) (Adds new binary variable to the problem)

VI.4 NUMERIC modes
The most important mode of operation in OPAL++ is the numeric mode.
Numeric mode was designed for problems, where the evaluation of single individuals
require significantly more time, than the internal operations performed by OPAL++
(which is for a huge problem only 60-300 seconds totally), and for the evaluation of
the single cases we need to use external software (meshing software, numeric
simulation software, Matlab®, etc.). In this case (when using parallel execution) the
different cases are sent to different computers for evaluation, and the results are
collected at the master node.
For numeric problems five modes are available, namely the NUMERIC_NORMAL,
NUMERIC_RESTART, NUMERIC_SHORTTEST, NUMERIC_SILENTTEST , NUMERIC_TEST.
These modes are shortly presented in Section VI.4.1-VI.4.5, and in detail in Section
VIII.

VI.4.1 NUMERIC_TEST mode
Numeric test can be used by the user to check, that the setup of the optimization
process is correct. The software will check the setup, and evaluate one single
individual determined by the user. To be able to run an optimization, NUMERIC_TEST,
NUMERIC_SILENTTEST or NUMERIC_SHORTTEST mode is to be run and successfully
passed first. This mode will be presented in details on Section VIII.1.
Command to start in Linux:
./OPAL2

–opal2.mode=NUMERIC_TEST –opal2.file="test.o2script"

Command to start in Windows:
OPAL2.exe –opal2.mode=NUMERIC_TEST –opal2.file="test.o2script"
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VI.4.2 NUMERIC_SHORTTEST mode
Numeric shorttest can be used by the user to check, that the setup of the
optimization process is correct. The software will only check the syntax, but will not
evaluate any case. It is useful, if you are sure, that the setup is correct (e.g. you only
modified a number since the last test), and you do not want to start a long
evaluation again. To be able to run an optimization, either NUMERIC_TEST or
NUMERIC_SHORTTEST mode is be run and successfully passed first. This mode will be
presented in details on Section VIII.2.
Command to start in Linux:
./OPAL2

–opal2.mode=NUMERIC_SHORTTEST –opal2.file="test.o2script"

Command to start in Windows:
OPAL2.exe –opal2.mode=NUMERIC_SHORTTEST –opal2.file="test.o2script"

VI.4.3 NUMERIC_SILENTTEST mode
Numeric silent test can be used to generate the check-string without any user
intervention. If the setup is correct, the check-sum will be generated, otherwise no
operation will be performed.
Command to start in Linux:
./OPAL2

–opal2.mode=NUMERIC_SILENTTEST –opal2.file="test.o2script"

Command to start in Windows:
OPAL2.exe –opal2.mode=NUMERIC_SILENTTEST –opal2.file="test.o2script"

VI.4.4 NUMERIC_NORMAL mode
If NUMERIC_TEST, NUMERIC_SHORTTEST or NUMERIC_SILENTTEST mode was successfully
executed, the optimization can be started. For this the software has to be started in
NUMERIC_NORMAL mode.
Command to start in Linux:
./OPAL2

–opal2.mode=NUMERIC_NORMAL –opal2.file="test.o2script"

Command to start in Windows:
OPAL2.exe –opal2.mode=NUMERIC_NORMAL –opal2.file="test.o2script"
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VI.4.5 NUMERIC_RESTART mode
If the simulation was already started, but an error occurred during the optimization
process or the user stopped it, you can restart the simulation at any time using the
NUMERIC_RESTART mode.
Command to start in Linux:
./OPAL2

–opal2.mode=NUMERIC_RESTART –opal2.file="test.o2script"

Command to start in Windows:
OPAL2.exe –opal2.mode=NUMERIC_RESTART –opal2.file="test.o2script"

Please note, that if you start the optimization process in restart
mode, and the check-strings are invalid, or you did not start it
yet, the working folders will be cleaned and the optimization will
be started from the beginning.

VI.5 TERMINAL mode
Terminal mode allows you to connect to a remote server using an SSH channel,
without the need to install a third-party SSH client.
Command to start in Linux:
./OPAL2

–opal2.mode=TERMINAL

Command to start in Windows:
OPAL2.exe –opal2.mode=TERMINAL

When you start OPAL++ in TERMINAL mode, the software will request:
-

The address of the remote server
The user name
The password: password can be specified using OPAL++ Password
Manager, for more information please see Section VI.5.1
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..............Welcome to OPAL++!.................
OPAL++ - OPtimization Algorithms Library
Version: 2.2.0.0.5; Build: Apr 14 2013 , 13:02:41
Copyright (C) 2012-2013
................................................
Please specify the address: 124.35.345.23
Please specify the user name: user1

Please note, that OPAL++ uses Telnet v100 protocol. If the remote
server is unable to provide it, colored text will be listed in black-andwhite with color-codes.
5;27m -(

)-5;27m

ClusterVisionOS 3.1

ClusterVision ID: #XXXXX

VI.5.1 OPAL++ Password Manager
OPAL++ Password Manager is responsible for the input, encryption and storage of
passwords. The Password Manager uses AES-256 encryption, which is considered a
safe standard. Throughout the run-time the password is decrypted only when
needed.
When specifying your password, you have two options. You can either display all
characters ([s]how option), or hide all characters ([h]ide) of your password.
OPAL2 Password Manager started...
Would you like to show or hide your password (s/h)?
Password:

If you choose the hide option (recommended), OPAL++ will propose you to perform
additional checks following the input.
Would you like to check your password ([n]o/check [l]ength/check
[r]andom characters/[f]ull check (length and random characters))?

You can choose not to perform any check ([n]o), check the length of the password
([l]ength), random characters ([r]andom), or a full check ([f]ull). This way you can
prevent typos. If the check failed, you can try to specify your password once again.
If you succeeded or did not perform any check, OPAL++ will exit the Password
Manager.
Thank you!
Your password is stored and safely encrypted with AES256!
Leaving OPAL2 Password Manager...
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VI.6 INTERACTIVE mode
Additionally, OPAL++ provides an interactive interface for post-processing,
metamodels and Uncertainty Quantification. To start the software in this INTERACTIVE
mode, one has to simply use the following commands:
Command to start in Linux:
./OPAL2

–opal2.mode=INTERACTIVE

Command to start in Windows:
OPAL2.exe –opal2.mode=INTERACTIVE

In this case, a terminal will be opened & OPAL++ is ready the accept your
commands. Instead, one can additionally instruct OPAL++ to start in INTERACTIVE
mode, but immediately play a macro, which was previously written or recorded. For
this, the following command has to be used:
Command to start in Linux:
./OPAL2

–opal2.mode=INTERACTIVE –opal2.file="macro.los"

Command to start in Windows:
OPAL2.exe –opal2.mode=INTERACTIVE –opal2.file="macro.los"
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VII. Language for OPAL++ Scripting
VII.1. Introduction
For the setup of the optimization process and coupling with different software,
OPAL++ provides a Language for OPAL++ Scripting (further on LOS!).
The intention at the creation of LOS! was to introduce a new scripting language,
which is easy to use, easily readable by humans, well-organized, but flexible as well.
In what follows, the different properties of the language will be presented in general.

VII.2. Commenting
As scripts can be very long, it is a common practice to provide the ability to make
comments inside scripts. In LOS! any line starting with a hash (#) is considered as a
comment, and is not processed as a command. Any number of whitespace
characters can be placed in front of the hash or can follow the hash. Also, any
number of comment lines can be present after each other and in any script file.
#This is a comment
#
This is also a comment

If you place a comment after a command, at the end of the
line, LOS! will not interpret it as a comment, but as part of the
command,
which
will
lead
to
error!
OPAL2.EXAMPLE(5.674) #This is bad

VII.3. LOS! language, interpreter and script – understand the
differences
The LOS! language, the LOS! interpreter and the LOS! script are three different
concepts.
The LOS!, as a language only defines simple set of rules and syntax in general form,
but cannot perform any task alone. To be able to use it for different tasks, we have to
define commands and the structure, in which we organize these commands.
The LOS! interpreter contains these necessary definitions, and what operations the
software has to perform, if a command is present. It also defines the exact syntax for
the different commands.
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LOS! script is a list of commands with the actual parameters. When loading a LOS!
script, e.g., in NUMERIC mode, the NUMERIC interpreter will be prepared by the
software, which performs the different operations requested by the end-user.
This a bit different concept compared to C or C++ programming language, but not
entirely. LOS! language is like the syntax of C++, while the interpreter is like an
Application Programming Interface, which the user cannot modify. Finally, LOS! script
is like the C++ source file, which can be interpreted if and only if the Application
Programming Interface is also provided.

VII.4. Structured, module based organization
LOS! is organized similarly to how we humans usually organize our thoughts, i.e. all
commands are organized into groups, which can be organized into groups again.
These objects are called modules. If a module is the part of another module, it is a
sub-module.
One module can only have one sub-module with a given name, but any number of
levels can be used. Let’s suppose, that our LOS! interpreter is organized in the
following way e.g.:

Figure 4
Example for a possible structure of LOS! interpreter
Green colored box: modules; Orange colored box: commands
In this case to add a new real variable, the script has to contain the following
command:
OPAL2.SETUP.VARIABLES.ADD_REAL(…)
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However, as this kind of notation can easily become overwhelming, appropriate
articulation is needed. For this reason, any point in the command line can be
replaced by any number of white-space characters, and between the brackets any
number of white-space characters may appear (but not in constants!). E.g. all the
following command lines are equivalent:
OPAL2 SETUP.CONSTRAINS.ADD(…,…)
OPAL2 SETUP
CONSTRAINS.ADD(
…
,
…)
OPAL2.SETUP
CONSTRAINS.ADD(… , …)
OPAL2 SETUP
CONSTRAINS
ADD(
…,
…)

New line is not a white-space character, thus you cannot
interrupt and continue a command in the next line!
OPAL2 SETUP.CONSTRAINS
ADD(

…,

…)

This cannot be interpreted!

VII.5. Case sensitivity
LOS! is not case sensitive language, thus (except strings) you can mix lower and
upper case letters. The following command lines have the same meaning:
OPAL2.SETUP.PROBLEM.FINALIZED=TRUE
OPAL2.setup.PROBLEM.FINALIZED=true
OPAL2.SETUP.problem.FINALIZED=True
OPAL2.sEtUp.PrOBleM.fINAlizEd=tRUe

VII.6. Forms of commands
LOS! supports two different types of command forms, namely the bracketed
command and equality command. In case of bracketed commands the name of
the command is directly followed by a pair of brackets, while at the equality
command the name of command is directly followed by an equal sign. The
parameters of the commands are given for the first type between the brackets,
while at the second form after the equal sign, e.g.:
#This is a bracketed command
OPAL2.SETUP
PROBLEM.VARIABLES.ADD_REAL({X1}, -7.0, 43.0 , 1.0)
#This is an equality command
OPAL2.SETUP
PROBLEM.DERIVED_VARIABLES.FINALIZED = TRUE
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VII.7. Parameterization
In what follows, the available type of parameters will be presented, with the
notations as well. These notations will be used in the upcoming chapters, and in the
HELP mode as well.
For all variables on the left an example will be presented for a possible function
notation and on the right a possible invocation from a theoretical script.

VII.7.1 Logical variable (boolean)
The logical variable is denoted by “%b”. This variable can only have the true or false
value, e.g. if the command is of the form on the left, then the command can be
invoked from a script according to the right:
FINALIZED=%b

FINALIZED=TRUE

VII.7.2 Integer variable
In HELP mode, the integer variable is denoted by “%d”. If the command is of the form
on the left, then the command can be invoked from a script according to the right:
ADD(%d)

ADD(78)

VII.7.3 Long integer variable
In HELP mode, the integer variable is denoted by “%ld”. If the command is of the
form on the left, then the command can be invoked from a script according to the
right:
ADD(%ld)

ADD(78)

From the side of the end-user, integer and long integer are the same, the difference
is only inside the software in the interpretation of the variable.

VII.7.4 Real variable (float)
In HELP mode, the real variable is denoted by “%f”. If the command is of the form on
the left, then the command can be invoked from a script according to one of the
right forms:
TEST(%f)

TEST(67)
TEST(67.)
TEST(-67.76)
TEST(-84.56E-12)
TEST(.67)
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VII.7.5 Long real variable (double)
In HELP mode, the long real variable is denoted by “%lf”. If the command is of the
form on the left, then the command can be invoked from a script according to the
right:
TEST(%lf)

TEST(.67)

From the side of the end-user, float and double are the same, the difference is only
inside the software in the interpretation of the variable.

VII.7.6 String variable
In HELP mode, the string variable is denoted by “%s”. Although the name suggests a
simple string variable, the concept is more complicated. String variable is
represented by a single string primitive or by the concatenation of several string
primitives.
COMMAND(%s)

COMMAND({rm –r N*})

VII.7.6.1 String primitive
String primitive is a text constant, which has to begin with {, and has to end with }. The
software does not touch any part of the text between these two curly brackets, it is
considered as a constant.
However, the interpretation of a string primitive is not always clear, as e.g. a right
curly bracket can also appear in the text. For the previous reason the following rules
apply:
-

The string starts at the left brace.
If apostrophes appear in the string (‘ or “), then any part of the text, which is
between the starting and closing apostrophe is considered as part of the
constant, the software does not look for the closing brace in this part of the
text

According to the previous rules, one can correctly use e.g. the following string:
COMMAND({patchAverage -latestTime -noZero T Outlet | grep
"Outlet\[" | awk '{print $8}' > ../TemperatureAtTheOutlet.txt})
Here the highlighted (red) part of the string is considered as a constant inside a
constant, and thus although a closing brace appears in the text, it is not considered
as the closing syntax. If you want to type a single “ in the text (i.e., not as an
apostrophe starting a new sub-constant), you can do it by typing \”.
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VII.7.6.2 String primitive concatenation
The string variable is the concatenation of one or more string primitives.
COMMAND(%s)

COMMAND({rm –r}+{ N*})

Although at first look this formulation seems to be unnecessary, it comes handy as
soon as we want to manipulate the string. In this case two modifiers are available for
the string primitives:
-

FILE:{filename}: will read the first line of the file, and concatenate it to the
string
COMMAND:{command}: will execute the command, and concatenate the
first line of the result to the string

Using this formulation it is possible to use definitions as e.g.:
COMMAND({rm –fr data} + FILE:{ID.txt} + {.dat})
which would delete e.g. data123.dat, if ID.txt contains the string 123.

VII.7.7 Enumeration variable
In HELP mode, the enumeration variable is denoted by “%e”. The enumeration
variable can only have defined values or „words”. If the command is of the form on
the left then the command can be invoked from a script according to the right:
METHOD=%e
|Enum object 1:
-MINIMIZE
-MAXIMIZE

METHOD=MAXIMIZE

VII.8. Polymorphism
Polymorphism means, that while two commands can have the same name, they
have different parameterization. If the commands look like the left ones, then you
can use the 2nd command from a script according to the right:
ADD(%d)
ADD(%d,%d)

#2nd form is used
ADD(3.,4.)
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You must ensure, that your parameterization is always clear for
the interpreter. E.g., if you have the commands
OPAL2.ADD(%d,%d)
and
OPAL2.ADD(%d,%f),
then
OPAL2.ADD(6,7)
OPAL2.ADD(6,7.)
the first line can be interpreted as OPAL2.ADD(%d,%d) or
OPAL2.ADD(%d,%f), but the second only as OPAL2.ADD(%d,%f).
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VIII. NUMERIC mode
In the current section, the different numeric modes will be explained in a detailed
manner.
As previously stated in Section VI, NUMERIC mode is intended for simulations, where
you need external software for the evaluation, and the evaluations of the individuals
require long(er) computation time. When setting up a new NUMERIC optimization,
the optimization process can be broken into four characteristic parts, see Figure

5.

Figure 5
Four parts of a NUMERIC optimization process

VIII.1 Setup
The first stage to solve an optimization problem is to create the full setup, see Figure

6. In this setup, you have to create first the master-script. The master-script contains
all necessary definitions, as well as the locations of the necessary data files. When
starting OPAL++, this is the only file you have to give as an input:
Command to start in Linux:
./OPAL2

–opal2.mode=NUMERIC_NORMAL –opal2.file="test.o2script"

Command to start in Windows:
OPAL2.exe –opal2.mode=NUMERIC_NORMAL –opal2.file="test.o2script"
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Besides the master-script, you also have to create the so-called simulation script,
which will contain the necessary instructions for the evaluation of an individual, i.e.
how to call the external software, how to interpret the results, etc.
The master-script will contain the list of necessary data files, the location of your
working directory, where the results will be placed, the location of the simulation
script, the definition of the problem, the definition of the solver, and run-time settings
(e.g. when to print results, etc.).

Figure 6
Setup phase

VIII.2 Testing
The next stage of the optimization process is to check the validity of your setup, see

Figure 7. As the scripts files have to be typed by the user, it is very unlikely, that it will
not contain any typos. For this reason, the NUMERIC_TEST and NUMERIC_SHORTTEST
modes can be used to check the setup. However, the developers decided to make
this step compulsory. Whenever you test a setup, a check-string is generated, which
is the concatenation of SHA512 checksums for all the data files and scripts.
Whenever you change anything in any of the files, the checksum will change, and
you have to re-validate your setup again.

Setup

OPAL++
Testing

Setup with checksum

Figure 7
Testing phase
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The idea is that since the evaluation of a setup can be very costly, and with an
incorrect setup the external software can hang or freeze, such cases should be
avoided. It is possible, that you modified a file you have already tested, but the
modified version is faulty. In this case if you send this problem for parallel evaluation
to a cluster, not only you, but also other users may experience difficulties. The check
string is like a unique signature for a setup.

VIII.2.1 NUMERIC_TEST
NUMERIC_TEST mode is the most comprehensive testing available in OPAL++. The
following tests are performed:
-

Syntax of master-script.
Presumable semantics errors.
Existence of all necessary files.
Presence of a working directory.
Presence of a simulation script.
Presence and correctness of OPAL++ Dynamic Loadable Libraries
Definition of solver.
Definition of a finalized problem.
Syntax of simulation script.
Overall report of the problem definition (for semantic errors).
Evaluation of a single test case (the values of variables must be chosen by
the user).

In what follows, an example can be seen for the output of a testing.
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..............Welcome to OPAL++!.................
OPAL++ - OPtimization Algorithms Library
Version: 2.3.5.0; Build: Sun Nov 11 19:42:43 2012
Copyright (C) 2012
................................................

Entering test-mode
-------------------------------------Reading script from file: HeatExchanger.o2script
Optimization problem - OPAL2 definition:
------------------------------------------------------Name of the problem: HeatExchanger
Description of the problem: This will optimize the placement of heat exchanger
pipes.
Although the problem itself is easy, but the large number of constrains makes it
complicated.
Optimization problem - OPAL2 definition:
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Number of variables: 7;
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Alias: R0
-------------------------------------------------Name of variable: X1; Type of variable: real ; Minimum: -7; Maximum: 43;
Normalization factor: 1
-------------------------------------------------Alias: R1
-------------------------------------------------Name of variable: X2; Type of variable: real ; Minimum: -7; Maximum: 43;
Normalization factor: 1
-------------------------------------------------Alias: R2
-------------------------------------------------Name of variable: X3; Type of variable: real ; Minimum: -7; Maximum: 43;
Normalization factor: 1
-------------------------------------------------Alias: R3
-------------------------------------------------Name of variable: X4; Type of variable: real ; Minimum: -7; Maximum: 43;
Normalization factor: 1
-------------------------------------------------Alias: R4
-------------------------------------------------Name of variable: X5; Type of variable: real ; Minimum: -7; Maximum: 43;
Normalization factor: 1
-------------------------------------------------Alias: R5
-------------------------------------------------Name of variable: Y1; Type of variable: real ; Minimum: 3; Maximum: 22;
Normalization factor: 1
-------------------------------------------------Alias: R6
-------------------------------------------------Name of variable: Y2; Type of variable: real ; Minimum: 3; Maximum: 22;
Normalization factor: 1
-------------------------------------------------Alias: Dv0
-------------------------------------------------Name of derived variable: tk1; Type of variable: UDF
Definition: X1+X2
------------------------------------------------------Number of objectives: 2;
Alias: O0
Name of objective: T; Type of objective: ; External; Lower range of
normalization: 0; Upper range of normalization: 1; No maximum.; No mimimum.;
Normalization factor: 1; Normalization type: No normalization;
Alias: O1
Name of objective: p; Type of objective: ; External; Lower range of
normalization: 0; Upper range of normalization: 1; No maximum.; No mimimum.;
Normalization factor: 1; Normalization type: No normalization;
------------------------------------------------------Number of constraints: 24;
Alias: C0
Type of constraint: UDF;
Definition: 36-(X2-X1)*(X2-X1)-(Y2-Y1)*(Y2-Y1)
Contains only decision variables;
Normalization factor: 1
Alias: C1
Type of constraint: UDF;
Definition: 36-(X3-X1)*(X3-X1)-(0-Y1)*(0-Y1)
Contains only decision variables;
Normalization factor: 1
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Alias: C2
Type of constraint: UDF;
Definition: 36-(X4-X1)*(X4-X1)-(0-Y1)*(0-Y1)
Contains only decision variables;
Normalization factor: 1
Alias: C3
Type of constraint: UDF;
Definition: 36-(X5-X1)*(X5-X1)-(0-Y1)*(0-Y1)
Contains only decision variables;
Normalization factor: 1
Alias: C4
Type of constraint: UDF;
Definition: 36-(X3-X2)*(X3-X2)-(0-Y2)*(0-Y2)
Contains only decision variables;
Normalization factor: 1
Alias: C5
Type of constraint: UDF;
Definition: 36-(X4-X2)*(X4-X2)-(0-Y2)*(0-Y2)
Contains only decision variables;
Normalization factor: 1
Alias: C6
Type of constraint: UDF;
Definition: 36-(X5-X2)*(X5-X2)-(0-Y2)*(0-Y2)
Contains only decision variables;
Normalization factor: 1
Alias: C7
Type of constraint: UDF;
Definition: 36-(X4-X3)*(X4-X3)
Contains only decision variables;
Normalization factor: 1
Alias: C8
Type of constraint: UDF;
Definition: 36-(X5-X3)*(X5-X3)
Contains only decision variables;
Normalization factor: 1
Alias: C9
Type of constraint: UDF;
Definition: 36-(X5-X4)*(X5-X4)
Contains only decision variables;
Normalization factor: 1
Alias: C10
Contains only decision variables;
Type of constraint: OPAL2 generated;
Definition: R5>3
Normalization factor: 19
Alias: C11
Contains only decision variables;
Type of constraint: OPAL2 generated;
Definition: R5<22
Normalization factor: 19
Alias: C12
Contains only decision variables;
Type of constraint: OPAL2 generated;
Definition: R6>3
Normalization factor: 19
Alias: C13
Contains only decision variables;
Type of constraint: OPAL2 generated;
Definition: R6<22
Normalization factor: 19
Alias: C14
Contains only decision variables;
Type of constraint: OPAL2 generated;
Definition: R0>-7
Normalization factor: 50
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Alias: C15
Contains only decision variables;
Type of constraint: OPAL2 generated;
Definition: R0<43
Normalization factor: 50
Alias: C16
Contains only decision variables;
Type of constraint: OPAL2 generated;
Definition: R1>-7
Normalization factor: 50
Alias: C17
Contains only decision variables;
Type of constraint: OPAL2 generated;
Definition: R1<43
Normalization factor: 50
Alias: C18
Contains only decision variables;
Type of constraint: OPAL2 generated;
Definition: R2>-7
Normalization factor: 50
Alias: C19
Contains only decision variables;
Type of constraint: OPAL2 generated;
Definition: R2<43
Normalization factor: 50
Alias: C20
Contains only decision variables;
Type of constraint: OPAL2 generated;
Definition: R3>-7
Normalization factor: 50
Alias: C21
Contains only decision variables;
Type of constraint: OPAL2 generated;
Definition: R3<43
Normalization factor: 50
Alias: C22
Contains only decision variables;
Type of constraint: OPAL2 generated;
Definition: R4>-7
Normalization factor: 50
Alias: C23
Contains only decision variables;
Type of constraint: OPAL2 generated;
Definition: R4<43
Normalization factor: 50
------------------------------------------------------Number of complex evaluators: 0;
--------------------------------------------------Solver method: NSGAII
-------------------------------------------GENERATION_MAX
Type: Settings
-|
|250
|Defines the maximum number of generations (iterations) to be performed
-------------------------------------------INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_NSGAII_CROSSOVER_PROBABILITY_BINARY
Type: Settings
-|
|0.8
|Cross-over probability for binary variables (per variable)
--------------------------------------------
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INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_NSGAII_MUTATION_ETAM
Type: Settings
-|
|20
|Eta parameter for cross-over (10-50)
-------------------------------------------INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_NSGAII_MUTATION_PROBABILITY_BINARY
Type: Settings
-|
|0
|Mutation probability for binary variables (per nucleid)
-------------------------------------------N
Type: Settings
-|
|40
|Number of individuals in population
-------------------------------------------INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_NSGAII_MUTATION_PROBABILITY_REAL
Type: Settings
-|
|0.142857
|Mutation probability for real variables (per variable)
-------------------------------------------INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_NSGAII_MUTATION_ETAC
Type: Settings
-|
|20
|Eta parameter for mutation (10-50)
-------------------------------------------INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_NSGAII_CROSSOVER_PROBABILITY_REAL
Type: Settings
-|
|0.8
|Cross-over probability for real variables (per individual)
Is the definition & solver correct (y/n)?

Preparing test case...
Please
Please
Please
Please
Please
Please
Please

specify
specify
specify
specify
specify
specify
specify

the
the
the
the
the
the
the

value
value
value
value
value
value
value

of
of
of
of
of
of
of

real
real
real
real
real
real
real

variable
variable
variable
variable
variable
variable
variable

'X1';
'X2';
'X3';
'X4';
'X5';
'Y1';
'Y2';

range
range
range
range
range
range
range

[-40,40]:
[-40,40]:
[-40,40]:
[-40,40]:
[-40,40]:
[-40,40]:
[-40,40]:

15
25
10
20
30
5
15

Test case prepared.
----------------------------------------Result of calculation:
-------------------------------------ID: 0
Valid
Constrain violation: 0
Real variable '1'
Real variable '2'
Real variable '3'
Real variable '4'
Real variable '5'
Real variable '6'
Real variable '7'
Objective '1' ( T
Objective '2' ( p

( X1 ): 15
( X2 ): 25
( X3 ): 10
( X4 ): 20
( X5 ): 30
( Y1 ): 5
( Y2 ): 15
): 329.613
): 292.357

Would you like to check the logfile (y/n)? n
Is the result correct (y/n)? y
Successful testing.
Generating checkstring.
Please wait...
...........Thank for using OPAL2!...............
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VIII.2.2 NUMERIC_SHORTTEST
NUMERIC_SHORTTEST is the shorter from of the testing. It is useful, if you have
previously tested your setup, but you modified, e.g. some values, so you can be sure,
that the simulation script is correct, and you only want to generate the check string.
In this case except the evaluation of an individual all tests will be performed, as
defined in Section VIII.2.1.

VIII.3 Running
If your setup has passed the testing phase, and the check string was generated, you
can start the optimization.

Figure 8
Running

The optimization can be either started in serial mode
on Linux:
./OPAL2

–opal2.mode=NUMERIC_NORMAL –opal2.file="test.o2script"

on Windows:
OPAL2.exe

–opal2.mode=NUMERIC_NORMAL –opal2.file="test.o2script"

or in parallel mode:
on Linux:
mpirun –n 7 ./OPAL2

–opal2.mode=NUMERIC_NORMAL –opal2.file="test.o2script"

on Windows:
mpiexec –n 7 OPAL2.exe

–opal2.mode=NUMERIC_NORMAL –opal2.file="test.o2script"
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One MPI thread will always be the controller, i.e. if you want to
use n cores for parallel evaluation, you have to start the MPI with
n+1 threads.

VIII.3.1 Understanding OPAL++ execution
The evaluation of the individuals is done the same way both in parallel and serial
mode, the only difference being that in case of serial execution, all individuals are
evaluated on the same computer and we move the data only on a single
computer, while in parallel mode we move them between computers.
-

Upon starting, OPAL++ creates a BaseData folder. In this folder, all necessary
data files will be collected (renamed to their aliases), the simulation script will
be copied, and all necessary folder will be copied or created.

Simulation
script
Datafiles

Folders

BaseData
Figure 9
Collecting data into BaseData folder

-

When using parallel execution, all nodes receive a copy of this folder.
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When you start the evaluation of an individual, a copy is created of this
folder. The software sets this folder as the working directory. All commands
within the scripts are evaluated in this folder. Upon completing the
evaluation, this folder is destroyed, and only the runtime log and the files
defined to be retained will be copied back to the master node.

VIII.4 Post-processing
Following the successful execution of the optimization process, in the defined
working directory the following data-structure will be present (although you can also
check up to the completed number of generations all data files during the run-time
as well):
-

-

BaseData: contains all files, which were collected in the BaseData folder
Data: contains all data retrieved and retained from the evaluation of the
individuals (if an individual is never numerically evaluated, it will not appear in this
folder); all individuals have a unique ID; the folders have the name of this ID
o ID1
 report.log: contains the length of the evaluation in seconds
 runtime.log: contains the runtime log, i.e. any messages printed by
the external programs during the execution of the script
o ID2
o ...
o Additional files (necessary for OPAL++ diskmanager)
Results: contains the result of the calculation
o Archive: constains the individuals of the archive for each generation
 Gen_000001.bin: binary format
 Gen_000001.csv: human readable format
 ...
o FullArchive: contains all individuals ever encountered during the
optimization process
 Gen.bin: binary format
 Gen.csv: table format
o ParetoFront: contains the individuals of the Pareto-front for each
generation
 Gen_000001.bin: binary format
 Gen_000001.csv: table format
 ...
o Population: contains the individuals of the currently generated population
for each generation
 Gen_000001.bin: binary format
 Gen_000001.csv: table format
 ...
o NFE.txt: list of number of evaluations for the different generations
o Additional files (necessary for OPAL++ diskmanager)
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Short_description.txt: contains the title of the problem, the type of solver and your
decription
*.log: logfile for run-time; containing all informations printed to the output with
time-stamps
Additional files (necessary for OPAL++ diskmanager)

VIII.5 Templates
To create an appropriate master-script, you should follow the next order for your
definitions:
-

-

Adding datafiles, location of working directory and simulation script.
Choosing solver.
Creating a name and description for your problem (optional).
Adding variables.
Finalizing variables.
Adding derived variabled (optional).
Finalizing derived variables.
Defining objectives.
Finalizing objectives.
Defining constraints (optional).
Finalizing constraints.
Finalizing problem definition.
Changing default solver settings (optional).
Changing default run-time settings (optional).
o Defining licenses (optional).
o Defining network hosts (optional).
DOE method for first generation (optional).

You can find below an empty template, which can help you to setup your own
scripts:
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#Locate working directory
OPAL2.SETUP FILES.ADD({your_directory},{},WORKDIRECTORY)
#Locate simulation script
OPAL2.SETUP FILES.ADD({your_file},{simulation.o2script},OPAL2SCRIPT)
#Locate necessary datafiles/dynamic libraries/directories to be copied/created
OPAL2.SETUP FILES.ADD({your_file},{alias},BINARY_DATAFILE/TEXT_DATAFILE/DYNAMICLIB/COPYDIR/CREATEDIR)
#Define files/folders to be kept after evaluation
OPAL2.SETUP FILES.ADD({your_file},{alias},RETAINFILE/RETAINDIR)
#Setup solver
OPAL2.SETUP SOLVER.METHOD=NSGAII/INSGAII/SPEA2/OMOPSO/NONE
#Create name and description
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.NAME({title})
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.DESCRIPTION({line1})
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.DESCRIPTION({line1})
# Setup variables
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.VARIABLES.ADD_REAL({name},lower_bound,upper_bound,normalization)
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.VARIABLES.ADD_REAL({name},bits,slower_bound,upper_bound,normalization)
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.VARIABLES.FINALIZED=TRUE
#Setup derived variables; the first line is optional
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.DERIVED_VARIABLES.ADD({name},{equation})
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.DERIVED_VARIABLES.FINALIZED=TRUE
#Setup objectives: externals/internals
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.OBJECTIVES.ADD_EXTERNAL({name},maximize/minimize,false,false,0,1,NO_NORMALIZATION,1)
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.OBJECTIVES.ADD_INTERNAL({name},minimize,{equations},false,false,0,1,NO_NORMALIZATION,1)
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.OBJECTIVES.FINALIZED=TRUE
#Setup constrains
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({equation)},DESIGN/FUNCTIONAL,normalization_factor)
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.FINALIZED=TRUE
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.FINALIZED=TRUE
#Change most common solver settings: number of element and generations
OPAL2.SETUP SOLVER.CHANGE_SETTINGS(N,number_of_individuals_per_generation)
OPAL2.SETUP SOLVER.CHANGE_SETTINGS(GENERATION_MAX,number_of_generations)
#Run-time settings
#frequency of information display
OPAL2.RUNTIME INFORMATION.REFRESHRATE=INDIVIDUAL/GENERATION/END
#separator for datafiles
OPAL2.RUNTIME DATAFILES.SEPARATOR={your_separator}
#Licensing if necessary (optional)
OPAL2.RUNTIME LICENSING.ADD({name},{unique_id},{number_of_licenses})
#Network hosts if necessary (optional)
OPAL2.RUNTIME NETWORKING.ADD(STR/*CLUSTER*/,STR/*111.23.128.156*/,STR/*user*/,LINUX/WINDOWS);
#Initialization method
OPAL2.SETUP
SOLVER.INITIALIZATION.CONSTRAINED=true/false
OPAL2.SETUP
SOLVER.INITIALIZATION.TYPE=FULLRANDOM/SOBOL/HALTON/HAMMERSLEY

VIII.6 Additional tools for setup
VIII.6.1 OPAL++ Network Uploader
Working with different operation systems can be difficult. If you setup the
optimization on Windows and you want to port your optimization to e.g. Linux, you
face a couple of time-consuming problems. Linux systems have different End-of-Line
character for text files, file locations change, and while Linux prefers „/” in folder
names, Windows uses „\”.
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For these reasons OPAL++ offers you the possibility to automatically port your
optimization to another system. If you have successfully validated an optimization
setup in NUMERIC_TEST or NUMERIC_SHORTTEST mode, OPAL++ will ask you, if you
would like to install this optimization to a server.
Would you like to install your optimization on a server? ([y]es / [n]o)

Please note that the Network Uploader module assumes, that OPAL++ is installed in
/home/username/OPAL2/OPAL2/ as OPAL2 executable (this allows the different
users to use different versions of the instance).

If you choose “no”, OPAL++ will exit. If you choose “yes”, the Network Uploader
module will be started. In this module, you have to specify:
-

The address of the server
User name
Password
The operation system of the host (Windows/Linux)
Directory on the remote server, where all input files and the „Result” folder
will be placed.
Type of test to check the validity of setup after conversion (full or short)
If the check failes, OPAL++ will start an interactive ssh session.
When you are ready with the modifications, you can type
opal2_control_return to return control to OPAL++.
Name of optimization to be displayed in job manager.
E-mail address
Number of threads to be used
Type of job manager (at the moment only qsub is supported)
Whether you want to start the job.
If yes, you can choose, if you would like to update on your screen the results
from the remote server continously (you can always break it by pressing q).
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IX. NUMERIC master-script
IX.1. Introduction
The NUMERIC master-script defines all settings for an optimization process. In this
scrip,t you have to define your problem, the necessary files for the evaluation of the
individuals, the solver and solver settings you want to use, and any other run-time
settings. The main interpreter is OPAL++, which has two sub-modules, SETUP and
RUNTIME (see Figure

10).

Figure 10
NUMERIC master-script interpreter – main sub-modules

IX.2. RUNTIME sub-module
The RUNTIME sub-module is responsible for all settings, which are not directly
connected to the optimization task, but rather to the behavior of the software or
evaluations. The available sub-modules and commands are detailed in the
followings.

IX.2.1 BACKUP
During the execution of an optimization process it is necessary to frequently create a
backup of the actual state of the solver, so that in case of a problem (computer
freeze, network problems, etc.) the results are not lost, and the optimization process
can be continued. For this reason, OPAL++ contains a BACKUP module, which will
save a memory-dump of the software at the defined intervals (but only after the
evaluation of a generation is full). To prevent data-corruption, OPAL++ also
generates an SHA-512 check string upon completion of the save operation, thus it
can later distinguish corrupted memory-images from intact ones. In order to avoid a
very special problem – namely malfunction during the save operation – OPAL++
stores always the last two memory images. If we would like to continue an
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optimization, but the last memory-image is corrupted, OPAL++ can restart from the
previous image as well. However, if no valid image is present, the optimization will be
restarted from the beginning.
IX.2.1.1 Command: FREQUENCY
- Type of parameters: FREQUENCY=%ld
- Input parameters:
o save_frequency - %ld: frequency of saving a backup memory-image
- Description:
o Supposing, that OPAL++ has just finished the evaluation of generation
step, a memory image will be saved if
EJ mod E_FEªIE ≡ 0 .

o If save_frequency=0, the software will never create a backup for restart.
o save_frequency must be non-negative.
o The default value is 1.
- Example:
OPAL2.RUNTIME.BACKUP.FREQUENCY=2
- Notes:

If you specify a negative frequency, the default value will be
used.
OPAL2.RUNTIME.BACKUP.FREQUENCY=-2
#The value 1 will be used

IX.2.2 CONVERGENCE
The CONVERGENCE module can be used to define different convergence criteria. If
a convergence criterion is met, the optimization process is stopped and the results
are considered as a converged result. Please note that at the moment you cannot
define a convergence criteria, the functionalities are reserved for later use.
IX.2.2.1 Command: ADD_MONITOR
- Type of parameters: ADD_MONITOR(%s,%e,%e)
- Input parameters:
o monitor_name - %s: name of the monitor
o monitor_quantity - %e: quantity to be monitored
o monitor_type - %e: type of monitor
- Description:
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Using this command the user can define a monitor with the
monitor_name. The value of monitor_quantity quantity will be calculated
and stored for all steps. monitor_type will define, what kind of values are to
be evaluated according to these results. It can be used for defining a
convergence criterion.
o monitor_name must be unique!
- Example:
o

#RESERVED FOR LATER USE
IX.2.2.2 Command: FINALIZE
- Type of parameters: FINALIZE(%s)
- Input parameters:
o equation - %s: equation to define the convergence criteria
- Description:
o Using this command, the user can define the convergence criteria, using
the values of the different monitors. If the evaluation of the equation leads
to a true logical value, the optimization process is stopped.
o The convergence criterion is evaluated after the completion of each
generation.
o You can use the following logical operators, [4]:
Operator

Meaning

&&

logical and

||

logical or

<=

less or equal

>=

greater or equal

!=

not equal

==

equal

>

greater than

<

less than

- Example:
OPAL2.RUNTIME.CONVERGENCE.FINALIZE({monit1<monit2 && monit1<5})
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- Notes:

If you define the convergence criteria using a wrong equation,
the definition of the convergence criteria will be omitted, and
the optimization process will be fully performed.

IX.2.3 DATAFILES
The data files module is responsible for the definition of the format, in which the
results will be saved to files.
IX.2.3.1 Command: SEPARATOR
- Type of parameters: SEPARATOR=%s
- Input parameters:
o separator - %s: the separator to be used in files
- Description:
o Using this command the user can define the separator for data files.
o E.g. using {;} you will get the following format
number1_1;number1_2;number1_3;…
number2_1;number2_2;number2_3;…
…
o The default value is { } (single space).
- Example:
OPAL2. RUNTIME.DATAFILES.SEPARATOR={,}
IX.2.3.2 Command: FOLDERMASK
- Type of parameters: FOLDERMASK=%s
- Input parameters:
o mask - %s: mask to define the naming of the output folders for the
individuals
- Description:
o Using this command the user can define the naming for the output folders.
o The following replacements can be used:
 $variable_name: OPAL++ will substitute the value of the variable
 $derived_variable_name: OPAL++ will substitute the value of the
derived variable
 $objective_name: OPAL++ will substitute the value of the objective
 $ individualID: OPAL++ will substitute the ID of the individual
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$opal2_time_day: actual day in the month (1-31)
$opal2_time_month: actual month in the year (1-12)
$opal2_time_year: actual year
$opal2_time_hour: actual hour at the creation of the timestamp in
the local time (0-23)
 $opal2_time_second: actual second at the creation of the
timestamp (0-59)
 $opal2_time_minute: actual minute at the creation of the
timestamp (0-59)
 $uniqueID: OPAL++ will substitute a unique string for each individual
o The default value is ID$individualID, resulting in ID1, ID2, … names.
- Example:





OPAL2.RUNTIME.DATAFILES.FOLDERMASK={ID$individualID_$O2}
The FOLDERMASK command can be used if and only if the
problem was finalized!
If the mask does not contain any replacements, the command
will produce an error.
If more individuals exist with the same output folder, only the last
(in time) will be kept!

IX.2.4 INFORMATION
The INFORMATION module can be used to determine which information the software
has to print during the optimization process.
IX.2.4.1 Command: REFRESHRATE
- Type of parameters: REFRESHRATE =%e
- Input parameters:
o refresh_rate - %e: the refresh-rate to be used in files
 NONE: no information will be printed during the optimization process;
the only printed information will be whether the optimization process
was finished successfully, or an error has occurred
 END: no information will be printed during the optimization process; the
only printed information will be whether the optimization process was
finished successfully, or error occurred
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 GENERATION: Information will be printed after each generation, which
will contain the number of finished generations and the number of full
evaluations.
 INDIVIDUAL: All previously mentioned information will be printed, but
detailed information will be printed as well about all fully evaluated
individuals.
- Description:
o Using this command, the user can define the amount of information
OPAL++ should display during the optimization process.
o The default value is INDIVIDUAL.
- Example:
OPAL2.RUNTIME.INFORMATION.REFRESHRATE=INDIVIDUAL

IX.2.5 LICENSING
The LICENSING module can be used to define license managers. License managers
are useful, if a part of the simulation script can only be executed with a defined
number instances in parallel (e.g. only two licenses are available for the required
software).
IX.2.5.1 Command: ADD
- Type of parameters: ADD(%s,%ld,%ld)
- Input parameters:
o license_manager_name - %s: unique (case-insensitive) name of the
license manager
o license_manager_ID - %ld: unique ID of the license manager
o number_of_licenses - %ld: number of licenses to be used
- Description:
Using this command, the user can define a license manager. Please note
that this is not the same as the license for the external software. When
defining a license manager, OPAL++ creates an internal licensing system,
from which the worker-nodes can borrow and return licenses. It is always
ensured that after the evaluation the worker-node returns all licenses, and
that you cannot add more managers with the same ID.
In the simulation script, you can access the license manager either by its
name or by its ID.
- Example:
OPAL2.RUNTIME.LICENSING.ADD({SALOME},19,1)
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- Notes:

If you define more license managers with the same name or ID,
only the first definition will be kept, the new ones will be omitted.

Also note that the name of the license manager is not case
sensitive!

IX.2.5.2 Command: ADD
- Type of parameters: ADD(%s,%ld,%ld,%b)
- Input parameters:
o license_manager_name - %s: unique (case-insensitive) name of the
license manager
o license_manager_ID - %ld: unique ID of the license manager
o number_of_licenses - %ld: number of licenses to be used
o dynamic - %b: defines, if the license is dynamic
- Description:
Using this command, the user can define a license manager. Please note,
that this is not the same as the license for the external software. When
defining a license manager, OPAL++ creates an internal licensing system,
from which the worker-nodes can borrow and return licenses. It is always
ensured that after the evaluation the worker-node returns all licenses, and
that you cannot add more managers with the same ID.
In the simulation script, you can access the license manager either by its
name or by its ID.
If the last parameter is true, a dynamic license will be created, i.e., the
number of licenses can be changed anytime during the optimization. This
means, that inside the Results directory a “Licences” folder is created, in
which a “license_manager_name.mutex” file will be created upon the first
time the license is borrowed. This file contains the number of licenses, and
can be changed dynamically during the run-time. The file is re-read each
time, when one of the nodes tries to borrow a license.
- Example:
OPAL2.RUNTIME.LICENSING.ADD({SALOME},19,1,TRUE)
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- Notes:

If you define more license managers with the same name or ID,
only the first definition will be kept, the new ones will be omitted.

Also note that the name of the license manager is not case
sensitive!

IX.2.6 Command: LICENSE_SHIFTING
The LICENSE_SHIFTING command only applies for the parallel execution. When using
this command, OPAL++ will not immediately send out an available license to an
individual, but a delay will be included. This is useful for software, as e.g. SALOME,
where the parallel execution is not prohibited (e.g. using xterm), but different
instances cannot be started immediately following another instance.
- Type of parameters: LICENSE_SHIFTING(%lf)
- Input parameters:
o shift_time - %lf: number of seconds to wait before sending out a license
- Description:
o Using this command OPAL++ will insert a short break before sending out
an available license to a worker-node.
o This is only necessary with parallel execution.
o The default value is 0.0.
- Example:
OPAL2.RUNTIME.LICENSE_SHIFTING(3.5)
- Notes:

If you specify a negative shift time, no shifting will be performed.
OPAL2.RUNTIME.LICENSE_SHIFTING(-3.5)
#The value 0.0 will be used
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IX.2.7 NETWORKING
The NETWORKING module can be used to define network hosts. The defined network
hosts can be accessed later in the simulation script to execute commands, upload
and download files or to perform various operations.
IX.2.7.1 Command: ADD
- Type of parameters: ADD(%s,%s,%s,%e)
- Input parameters:
o host_name - %s: (unique) name of the host (which will be used to access it
from the simulation script)
o host_address - %s: address of the host
o user_name - %s: username
o host_type - %e: type of the operating system on the remote server
 WINDOWS: Microsoft ® Windows™ operating system
 LINUX: Linux system
- Description:
Using this command, the user can define a new network host. The network
host must be defined using a unique name (host_name), address of the
host (host_address), and the user name which will be used to access it.
The host_type variable is necessary, as OPAL++ will be able to use the
syntax of the specific operation system when creating scripts in an
automated way.
In the simulation script, you can access the host by its name.
You might have noticed the fact, that no password is required at the
definition. Storing passwords in text format is not safe, thus OPAL++ will
request the password at the first you run NUMERIC_TEST or
NUMERIC_SHORTTEST mode.
For upcoming tests and for the final optimization the password is not
required, as it will be stored safely in projectname.pwdcrypt file. However,
OPAL++ will ask you, whether you want to use the passwords stored in this
file (if the hostname, address and user-name is the same), or if you want to
define a new password
When running the simulation, this file (projectname.pwdcrypt) must be
always present next to the master script.
- Example:
OPAL2.RUNTIME.NETWORKING.ADD({CLUSTER},{123.16.158.65},{user},LINUX)
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- Notes:

If you define more hosts with the same name, only the first
definition will be kept, the new ones will be omitted.

Also note that the name of the network host is not case sensitive!

IX.2.7.2 Command: ADD
- Type of parameters: ADD(%s,%s,%ld,%s,%e)
- Input parameters:
o host_name - %s: (unique) name of the host (which will be used to access it
from the simulation script)
o host_address - %s: address of the host
o port - %s: port to be used
o user_name - %s: username
o host_type - %e: type of the operating system on the remote server
 WINDOWS: Microsoft ® Windows™ operating system
 LINUX: Linux system
- Description:
Using this command, the user can define a new network host. The network
host must be defined using a unique name (host_name), address of the
host (host_address), and the user name which will be used to access it.
The host_type variable is necessary, as OPAL++ will be able to use the
syntax of the specific operation system when creating scripts in an
automated way.
Using this command, the default (22) can be
overloaded.
In the simulation script, you can access the host by its name.
You might have noticed the fact, that no password is required at the
definition. Storing passwords in text format is not safe, thus OPAL++ will
request the password at the first you run NUMERIC_TEST or
NUMERIC_SHORTTEST mode.
For upcoming tests and for the final optimization the password is not
required, as it will be stored safely in projectname.pwdcrypt file. However,
OPAL++ will ask you, whether you want to use the passwords stored in this
file (if the hostname, address and user-name is the same), or if you want
to define a new password
When running the simulation, this file (projectname.pwdcrypt) must be
always present next to the master script.
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- Example:
OPAL2.RUNTIME.NETWORKING.ADD({CL1},{123.16.158.65},3022,{user},LINUX);

- Notes:

If you define more hosts with the same name, only the first
definition will be kept, the new ones will be omitted.

Also note that the name of the network host is not case sensitive!

IX.2.8 Command: SHIFTING
The SHIFTING command only applies for the parallel execution. When using this
command, OPAL++ will not immediately start the evaluation of individuals after each
other, but a waiting time will be included. This is useful for software as e.g. SALOME,
where the parallel execution is not prohibited (e.g. using xterm), but different
instances cannot be started immediately following each other.
- Type of parameters: SHIFTING(%lf)
- Input parameters:
o shift_time - %lf: number of seconds to wait between starting two
evaluations
- Description:
o Using this command OPAL++ will insert a short break between starting the
evaluation of any two individuals.
o This is only useful with parallel execution.
o The default value is 0.0.
- Example:
OPAL2.RUNTIME.SHIFTING(3.5)
- Notes:

If you specify a negative shift time, no shifting will be performed.

OPAL2.RUNTIME.SHIFTING(-3.5)
#The value 0.0 will be used
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IX.2.9 PREPOST
In OPAL++ it is possible to define operations, which will be executed before or after
the execution of the optimization or Design-Of-Experiment. Please note, that preprocessing operations will always be executed, but post-processing operations will
only be executed, if the computation was successfully finished (e.g., was not
stopped by the user).
If operations are to be executed at the same time, then the order of execution will
be defined by the order of the definitions.

Preprocessing operations are executed in NUMERIC_TEST and
NUMERIC_NORMAL mode as well, while postprocessing
operations are executed only in NUMERIC_NORMAL and
NUMERIC_RESTART mode.

IX.2.9.1 Command: EXECUTE_SCRIPT
- Type of parameters: EXECUTE_SCRIPT(%s,%s,%s,%e)
- Input parameters:
o file_name - %s: full path of the script
o file_alias - %s: alias of the script (a backup copy of the script will be
created on this name in the BaseData folder)
o operation_alias - %s: (unique) name of the operation
o time_of_execution - %s: point of execution
 BEFOREPREPARATION: the script is executed before the working
directory is prepared for the optimization; the output is written to the
terminal
 AFTERPREPARATION: in this case the script is executed after the working
directory is prepared, but before the optimization is started; the output
of the script is written to the terminal and saved to
operation_alias.prepost in the working directory
 UPONCOMPLETION: in this case the script is executed after completing
the computation; the output of the script is written to the terminal and
saved to operation_alias.prepost in the working directory
- Example:
OPAL2.RUNTIME.PREPOST.EXECUTE_SCRIPT({E:\list.bat},{list.bat},{pre1},AFTERPREPARATION)
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IX.2.9.2 SCHEDULING sub-module
The scheduling sub-module can be used to define different criteria when to start the
optimization. Until the criteria is not satisfied, all nodes will sleep & wait for the
criterion to be fulfilled. The following commands are available in the module. Please
note, that you can define only one scheduler.

IX.2.9.2.1 Command: WAIT
- Type of parameters: WAIT(%ld,%e)
- Input parameters:
o seconds - %ld: number of seconds to wait
o time_of_execution - %s: point of execution
 BEFOREPREPARATION: OPAL++ will wait before the working directory is
prepared for the optimization
 AFTERPREPARATION: OPAL++ will wait after the working directory is
prepared, but before the optimization is started
 UPONCOMPLETION: in this case OPAL++ will wait after completing the
computation
- Description:
o
Using this command, OPAL++ will create a scheduling operation for the
defined time point. The master and worker nodes will sleep for the
defined number of seconds.
o
Inside OPAL++, the scheduler is defined as a PREPOST operation with
the “INTERNAL.SCHEDULER” name.
- Example:
OPAL2.RUNTIME.PREPOST.SCHEDULER.WAIT(3600,BEFOREPREPARATION)

- Notes:

You

can

define

only

one

scheduler!

If you define a PREPOST operation with the name
“INTERNAL.SCHEDULER”, you cannot define any scheduler
operation.

IX.2.9.2.2 Command: WAIT_UNTIL
- Type of parameters: WAIT_UNTIL(%ld,,%ld,%ld,%ld,%ld,%e)
- Input parameters:
o year - %ld: year of the specified time point
o month - %ld: month of the specified time point
o day - %ld: day of the specified time point
o hour - %ld: hour of the specified time point
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minute - %ld: minute of the specified time point
time_of_execution - %s: point of execution
 BEFOREPREPARATION: OPAL++ will wait before the working directory is
prepared for the optimization
 AFTERPREPARATION: OPAL++ will wait after the working directory is
prepared, but before the optimization is started
 UPONCOMPLETION: in this case OPAL++ will wait after completing the
computation
- Description:
o
Using this command, OPAL++ will create a scheduling operation for the
defined time point. The master and worker nodes will sleep, until the
system date reaches the specified date.
o
Inside OPAL++, the scheduler is defined as a PREPOST operation with
the “INTERNAL.SCHEDULER” name.
- Example:
o
o

OPAL2.RUNTIME.PREPOST.SCHEDULER.WAIT_UNTIL(2017,09,10,10,00,BEFOREPREPARATION)

- Notes:

You

can

define

only

one

scheduler!

If you define a PREPOST operation with the name
“INTERNAL.SCHEDULER”, you cannot define any scheduler
operation.

IX.2.9.2.3 Command: WAIT_FORFILE
- Type of parameters: WAIT_FORFILE(%s,%e)
- Input parameters:
o filename - %s: name of the file
o time_of_execution - %s: point of execution
 BEFOREPREPARATION: OPAL++ will wait before the working directory is
prepared for the optimization
 AFTERPREPARATION: OPAL++ will wait after the working directory is
prepared, but before the optimization is started
 UPONCOMPLETION: in this case OPAL++ will wait after completing the
computation
- Description:
o
Using this command, OPAL++ will create a scheduling operation for the
defined time point. The master and worker nodes will sleep, until the
defined file does not exist.
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Inside OPAL++, the scheduler is defined as a PREPOST operation with
the “INTERNAL.SCHEDULER” name.
This scheduler operation can be efficiently used to wait for the end of
another optimization for example, as OPAL++ will create the file
“$workingdirectory.indicator” upon completing an optimization.

o
o

- Example:
OPAL2.RUNTIME.PREPOST.SCHEDULER.WAIT_FORFILE(“/home/user/ind”,BEFOREPREPARATION)

- Notes:

You

can

define

only

one

scheduler!

If you define a PREPOST operation with the name
“INTERNAL.SCHEDULER”, you cannot define any scheduler
operation.

-

IX.2.9.2.4 Command: WAIT_FORFILE_TIMEOUT
- Type of parameters: WAIT_FORFILE_TIMEOUT(%s,%ld,%e)
- Input parameters:
o filename - %s: name of the file
o seconds - %ld: maximal number of seconds to wait
o time_of_execution - %s: point of execution
 BEFOREPREPARATION: OPAL++ will wait before the working directory is
prepared for the optimization
 AFTERPREPARATION: OPAL++ will wait after the working directory is
prepared, but before the optimization is started
 UPONCOMPLETION: in this case OPAL++ will wait after completing the
computation
- Description:
o
Using this command, OPAL++ will create a scheduling operation for the
defined time point. The master and worker nodes will sleep, until the
defined file does not exist, but maximally up to the defined number of
seconds.
o
Inside OPAL++, the scheduler is defined as a PREPOST operation with
the “INTERNAL.SCHEDULER” name.
o
This scheduler operation can be efficiently used to wait for the end of
another optimization for example, as OPAL++ will create the file
“$workingdirectory.indicator” upon completing an optimization.
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- Example:
OPAL2.RUNTIME.PREPOST.SCHEDULER.WAIT_FORFILE_TIMEOUT(“/home/user/ind”,3600,BEFOREPREPARATION)

- Notes:

You

can

define

only

one

scheduler!

If you define a PREPOST operation with the name
“INTERNAL.SCHEDULER”, you cannot define any scheduler
operation.
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IX.3. SETUP sub-module
The SETUP sub-module defines all settings and details for the optimization problem.
These include the definition of variables, constraints, objectives and derived
variables, the solver and settings of the solver, and at last but not at least the
necessary data files and simulation script for the (numeric) evaluation of the
individuals.

IX.3.1 FILES sub-module
The FILES module is used to define all files, folders and data related operations (see
Figure 26).

IX.3.1.1 Command: ADD
- Type of parameters: ADD(%s,%s,%e)
- Input parameters:
o file_name - %s: name of file or folder
o file_alias - %s: alias of the file or the folder
o file_type - %e: type of the file or the folder
 NONE: in this case no operation is performed
 OPAL2SCRIPT: this defines the location of the simulation script; in this
case the alias has no meaning; file_name should be an absolute path
or relative to the input directory (defined later)
 BINARY_DATAFILE: this defines a binary data file, which is necessary for
your numeric simulation; the file will be copied to all worker nodes, and
renamed to file_alias; file_name should be an absolute path or relative
to the input directory (defined later)
 TEXT_DATAFILE: this defines a data file in text format, which is necessary
for your numeric simulation; the file will be copied to all worker nodes,
and renamed to file_alias; file_name should be an absolute path or
relative to the input directory (defined later)
 DYNAMICLIB: this defines a dynamic library, which you want to call
during the evaluation of the individuals; the file will be copied to all
worker nodes, and renamed to file_alias; file_name should be an
absolute path or relative to the input directory (defined later)
 WORKDIRECTORY: this defines the location of your working directory,
where you would like to put all the results; in this case the alias has no
meaning; file_name should be an absolute path
 CREATEDIR: this defines a folder, which is to be created for each
individual; file_name defines a relative path; in this case the alias has
no meaning
 COPYDIR: this defines a folder, which is to be copied into the working
directory of each individual and renamed to file_alias; file_name
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defines an absolute path or relative to the input directory (defined
later)
 RETAINFILE: this defines a file, which is to be copied after the completion
of an evaluation from the working directory of a worker node to the
working directory of the individual on the master node (thus it will be
kept for post-processing by the user); file_name defines a relative path;
in this case the file will be copied and renamed to file_alias on the
master node
 RETAINDIR: this defines a folder, which is to be copied after the
completion of an evaluation from the working directory of a worker
node to the working directory of the individual on the master node
(thus it will be kept for post-processing by the user); file_name defines a
relative path; in this case the folder will be copied and renamed to
file_alias on the master node
 INPUT_DIRECTORY: this defines a folder (to be defined with an absolute
path), where the files defined with relative files will be found ;file_alias
has no meaning in this case
- Description:
o Using this command, the user can define folders to be created, the
location of the working directory, the simulation scripts, the dynamic
libraries, the location of the necessary data files, and the files and folders
which have to be kept after the evaluation of the individuals.
- Example:
OPAL2.SETUP FILES.ADD({/home/user/OPAL2/sim.o2script},{simulation.o2script},OPAL2SCRIPT)
OPAL2.SETUP FILES.ADD({/home/user/HeatExchanger},{SimulationResults},WORKDIRECTORY)

Upon creation of the working directory any existing folder with
the same name will be deleted!
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IX.3.2 SOLVER sub-module
The SOLVER module is responsible for the definition of the optimization solver method
and settings.

IX.3.2.1 Command: METHOD
- Type of parameters: METHOD=%e
- Input parameters:
o method_name - %s: name of optimization algorithm
NONE: NONE solver is a special solver; in this case only one generation is
evaluated, the one you have specified at the initialization; it is useful to
get an overall overview of the problem, or to evaluate predefined
individuals
SPEA2: SPEA2 algorithm [5]
NSGAII: NSGAII algorithm [3]
OMOPSO: OMOPSO algorithm [6]
FastGPA: FastGPA algorithm [6]
GENETIC1: simple Genetic Algorithm for single objective problems with
multidimensional clustering
INSGAII: an improved version of NSGAII with external archive, updated
selection procedure and corrected crowding distance
GENETIC1: a simple single-objective, elitist genetic optimization algorithm
OMNIO: omni-optimizer method developed by Kalyanmoy Deb [11]
SDE1: single-objective differential evolution optimization method
FIREFLY: firefly optimization method [12]
HYENA: multi-objective hybrid optimization method [13]
- Description:
o Using this command, the user can define which optimization algorithm
should be used for the optimization problem.
- Example:
OPAL2.SETUP.SOLVER.METHOD=NSGAII
IX.3.2.2 Command: CHANGE_SETTINGS
- Type of parameters: CHANGE_SETTINGS(%e,%lf)
- Input parameters:
o setting_name - %e: name of optimization setting; the settings depend on
the actual solver, for more information please go to Section XIII.
o new_value - %lf: new value for the (real-valued) optimization setting
- Description:
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Using this command, the user can change the default settings of an
optimization algorithm. For the list of available settings please refer to the
description of the solvers in Section XIII.
o Although there are several concepts, which have similar meaning in
several optimization algorithms, but you can refer to them by using this
command by different names. The main reason for this is that as not all
solvers share the same settings, i.e., it would be ambiguous for the user to
keep in mind how the different algorithms work.
- Example:
o

OPAL2.SETUP.SOLVER.CHANGE_SETTINGS(INDIVIDIUM_
PARAMETER_VALUE_SPEAII_MUTATION_ETAC,20.0)
- Notes:

If you chose a solver, but change the setting of another solver
then obviously it will have no effect.
OPAL2.SETUP.SOLVER.METHOD=NSGAII
OPAL2.SETUP.SOLVER.CHANGE_SETTINGS(INDIVIDIUM_
PARAMETER_VALUE_SPEAII_MUTATION_ETAC,40)

If you try to change the setting of a solver without having defined
the solver previously, the definition will be omitted, but OPAL++
will report you this.
-The program encountered the followings during
operation
'OPAL2 simulation command in line 4 :
(OPAL2.SETUP.SOLVER.CHANGE_SETTINGS(N,40) )'
*Warning: No solver chosen yet,
omitting command

IX.3.2.3 Command: CHANGE_SETTINGS
- Type of parameters: CHANGE_SETTINGS(%e,%ld)
- Input parameters:
o setting_name - %e: name of optimization setting; the settings depend on
the actual solver, so for more information please refer to Section XIII.
o new_value - %ld: new value for the (integer) optimization setting
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- Description:
o Using this command, the user can change the default setting of an
optimization algorithm. For the list of available settings please refer to the
description of the solvers in Section XIII.
o Although there are several concepts, which have similar meaning in
several optimization algorithms, but you can refer to them by using this
command by different name. The main reason for this is that as not all
solvers share the same settings, it would be ambiguous for the user to keep
in mind how the different algorithms work.
- Example:
OPAL2.SETUP.SOLVER.CHANGE_SETTINGS(N,40)
- Notes:

If you chose a solver, but change the setting of another solver
then obviously it will have no effect.
OPAL2.SETUP.SOLVER.METHOD=NSGAII
OPAL2.SETUP.SOLVER.CHANGE_SETTINGS(INDIVIDIUM_
PARAMETER_VALUE_SPEAII_MUTATION_ETAC,40)

If you try to change the setting of a solver, without having
defined the solver previously, the definition will be omitted, but
OPAL++ will report you this.
-The program encountered the followings during
operation
'OPAL2 simulation command in line 4 :
(OPAL2.SETUP.SOLVER.CHANGE_SETTINGS(N,40) )'
*Warning: No solver chosen yet,
omitting command

IX.3.2.4 Command: CHANGE_SETTINGS
- Type of parameters: CHANGE_SETTINGS(%e,%s)
- Input parameters:
o setting_name - %e: name of optimization setting; the settings depend on
the actual solver, so for more information please refer to Section XIII.
o new_value - %s: new value for the (string) optimization setting
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- Description:
o Using this command, the user can change the default setting of an
optimization algorithm. For the list of available settings please refer to the
description of the solvers in Section XIII.
o Although there are several concepts, which have similar meaning in
several optimization algorithms, but you can refer to them by using this
command by different name. The main reason for this is that as not all
solvers share the same settings, it would be ambiguous for the user to keep
in mind how the different algorithms work.
- Example:
OPAL2.SETUP.SOLVER.CHANGE_SETTINGS(...,{.....})
- Notes:

If you chose a solver, but change the setting of another solver
then obviously it will have no effect.
OPAL2.SETUP.SOLVER.METHOD=NSGAII
OPAL2.SETUP.SOLVER.CHANGE_SETTINGS(INDIVIDIUM_
PARAMETER_VALUE_SPEAII_MUTATION_ETAC,40)

If you try to change the setting of a solver, without having
defined the solver previously, the definition will be omitted, but
OPAL++ will report you this.
-The program encountered the followings during
operation
'OPAL2 simulation command in line 4 :
(OPAL2.SETUP.SOLVER.CHANGE_SETTINGS(N,40) )'
*Warning: No solver chosen yet,
omitting command

IX.3.2.5 INITIALIZATION
The INITIALIZATION module is responsible for initializing the first generation of the
optimization algorithm. By default, FULLRANDOM method will be used (if the user
does not specify anything else).
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IX.3.2.5.1 Command: SEED
- Type of parameters: SEED(%ld)
- Input parameters:
o seed_value - %ld: value of the seed for the random number generator
- Description:
o Using this command, the user can define the seed value for the random
generator.
o OPAL++ uses one single random number generator for the optimization
algorithms, which is usually seeded with the time of execution.
o However, if the user would like to recreate an optimization problem twice,
the seed value can be used to guarantee, that the program will perform
the same operations inside the optimization algorithm.
- Example:
OPAL2.SETUP.SOLVER.INITIALIZATION.SEED=1373

IX.3.2.5.2 Command: CONSTRAINED
- Type of parameters: CONSTRAINED=%b
- Input parameters:
o logical_value - %b: value to define, whether constrained initialization is to
be used
- Description:
o Using this command, the user can define if OPAL++ should perform a
constrained initialization, or a normal one.
o For more information please refer to Section XIII.6.
- Example:
OPAL2.SETUP.SOLVER.INITIALIZATION.CONSTRAINED=true

IX.3.2.5.3 Command: TYPE
- Type of parameters: TYPE=%e
- Input parameters:
o initialization_type - %e: type of the initialization method
 FULLRANDOM: all individuals will be generated using the default
pseudo-random generator
 SOBOL: all individuals will be generated using a Sobol sequence
 HALTON: all individuals will be generated using a Halton sequence
 HAMMERSLEY: all individuals will be generated using a Hammersley-set
 LATIN_HYPERCUBE: all individuals will be generated using Latin
Hypercube Sampling
- Description:
o Using this command, the user can define the method to initialize the
individuals in the n-dimensional decision variable space.
o For more information please refer to Section XIII.6.
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- Example:
OPAL2.SETUP.SOLVER.INITIALIZATION.TYPE=SOBOL

IX.3.2.5.4 Command: SUBTYPE
- Type of parameters: SUBTYPE=%ld
- Input parameters:
o sub_type - %ld: subtype of the initialization method
- Description:
o If for a method more options are available, using the subtype one can
define the exact method to use. At the moment, subtypes are
implemented only for the Latin Hypercube Sampling; the following values
are supported:
 0-2: N equally distributed samples will be used, the minimal and
maximal values of the domain will be included as well
 3-5: the domain of each variables will be divided into N equal
segments, and the samples will be defined as the center point of
the segments
 6-8: random values will be chosen in the N sub-domains
 2,5,8: no optimization is performed for the LSH
 1,4,7: the LHS will be optimized to maximize the minimal distance
between the samples
 0,3,6: the LHs will be optimized to minimize the correlation of the
samples
- Example:
OPAL2.SETUP.SOLVER.INITIALIZATION.SUBTYPE=2

IX.3.2.5.5 Command: DATAFILE
- Type of parameters: DATAFILE(%s)
- Input parameters:
o file_name - %s: name of the data file containing individuals of the same
problem
- Description:
o Using this command, the user can use the individuals stored in a data file
for the initialization of the problem.
o If constrained initialization is used, the individuals will be checked for
constraint violation.
o If the number of individuals stored in the data file exceeds the size of the
generation, only the first elements will be used.
o If the number of individuals stored in the data file is smaller, than the size of
the generation, then the population will be filled using the defined
initialization method.
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- Example:
OPAL2.SETUP.SOLVER.INITIALIZATION.DATAFILE({/home/user/init.bin})

The file_name file used for the initialization will be automatically
added as a BINARY_DATAFILE file to the list of files and retained
on its original name in the BaseData folder.

It is the user’s responsibility to ensure, that a valid file is used
for the initialization, and that the individuals stored in the
file are compatible with the actual individuals!

IX.3.2.5.6 Command: LISTFILE
- Type of parameters: LISTFILE(%s)
- Input parameters:
o file_name - %s: name of the data file containing individuals of the same
problem
- Description:
o Using this command, the user can use the individuals defined in a text file
for initialization. The file has to contain only one individual per line. The
individual has to be defined using the following format
variable1: value1; variable2: value2; variable3: value3
o The variables have to be separated using semicolons, but the order of
variables is arbitrary. If no initialization value is specified for a specific
variable, the center point of the range will be applied to it.
o If constrained initialization is used, the individuals will be checked for
constraint violation.
o If the number of individuals stored in the list file exceeds the size of the
generation, only the first elements will be used.
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If the number of individuals stored in the list file is smaller, than the size of
the generation, then the population will be filled using the defined
initialization method.
- Example:
o

OPAL2.SETUP.SOLVER.INITIALIZATION.LISTFILE({/home/user/init.txt})

The file_name file used for the initialization will be automatically
added as a TEXT_DATAFILE file to the list of files and retained on
its original name in the BaseData folder.
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IX.3.3 PROBLEM sub-module
The PROBLEM module is responsible for defining the optimization problem itself. For
the definition of an optimization problem we do not need to have any knowledge
regarding the algorithms or runtime environments.
IX.3.3.1 Command: NAME
- Type of parameters: NAME(%s)
- Input parameters:
o problem_name - %s: name of the optimization problem
- Description:
o Using this command, the user can define a name for the optimization
problem
o It is not compulsory to define a name, however, it is strongly
recommended for easier categorization.
o The default value is {untitled}.
- Example:
OPAL2.SETUP.PROBLEM.NAME({Heat-exchanger})

IX.3.3.2 Command: DESCRIPTION
- Type of parameters: DESCRIPTION(%s)
- Input parameters:
o description_line - %s: new line to be added to the description
- Description:
o Using this command, the user can add a new line to the description of the
problem. The description can contain any number of lines.
o It is not compulsory to add a description to the problem.
o The default value is {}.
- Example:
OPAL2.SETUP.PROBLEM.DESCRIPTION({This is my problem.})
OPAL2.SETUP.PROBLEM.DESCRIPTION({It is CFD-based optimization.})
OPAL2.SETUP.PROBLEM.DESCRIPTION({It uses two variables.})
OPAL2.SETUP.PROBLEM.DESCRIPTION({etc.})
IX.3.3.3 Command: FINALIZED
- Type of parameters: FINALIZED=%b
- Input parameters:
o logical_value - %b: use TRUE to finalize the problem setup
- Description:
o Using this command, the user can finalize the definition of the problem.
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- Example:
OPAL2.SETUP.PROBLEM.FINALIZED=TRUE

- Notes:

You must always finalize the problem setup, otherwise it
cannot be solved!

The problem definition can only be finalized if the
constraints were finalized!

IX.3.3.4 VARIABLES module
The VARIABLES module is responsible for the definition of decision variables. The
following commands are available.

IX.3.3.4.1 Command: ADD_REAL
- Type of parameters: ADD_REAL(%s,%lf,%lf,%lf)
- Input parameters:
o variable_name - %s: unique name of the variable
o variable_minimum - %lf: the lower bound of the variable domain
o variable_maximum - %lf: the upper bound of the variable domain
o variable_normalization - %lf: normalization factor for clustering; only
needed for some methods; for more information please refer to Section
XIII
- Description:
o Using this command, the user can define a new real decision variable. The
decision variable must have a unique name, a defined domain, and a
normalization factor (reserved for later use with clustering techniques).
- Example:
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.VARIABLES.ADD_REAL({X1},-7.0,43.0,1.0)
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- Notes:

You cannot define a variable after the variables were
finalized!

Make sure to use always unique names for the named
objects (variables, decision variables, objectives)!

In case you define the variables with an incorrect domain (i.e.,
the minimum is greater, than the maximum), OPAL++ will invert
the range, and give you a warning:
The program encountered the followings during
operation 'OPAL2 simulation command in line 16 :
(OPAL2.SETUP.PROBLEM.VARIABLES.ADD_REAL({X1},-7.0,43.0,1.0) )'
*Warning: Problem at variable 'X1'maximum of range is
smaller than the minimum, swapping values

IX.3.3.4.2 Command: ADD_BINARY
- Type of parameters: ADD_BINARY(%s,%ld,%lf,%lf,%lf)
- Input parameters:
o variable_name - %s: unique name of the variable
o number_of_bits - %ld: number of bits used for the representation of the
binary variable
o variable_minimum - %lf: the lower bound of the domain
o variable_maximum - %lf: the upper bound of the domain
o variable_normalization - %lf: normalization factor for clustering; only
needed for some methods; for more information please refer to Section
XIII
- Description:
o Using this command, the user can define a new binary variable. Binary
variable does not mean, that it can only have integer values, but that it
can only represent a domain with a defined precision. A binary variable
must have a unique name, length of bits, a defined domain, and a
normalization factor (reserved for later use with clustering techniques).
o Supposing, that the range of the variable is [xmin,xmax], and we use b
number of bits for the representation, the representable values are:
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 = 0,1, … , 2V − 1

OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.VARIABLES.ADD_BINARY({X1},3,0.0,7.0,1.0)

You cannot define a variable after the variables were
finalized!

Make sure to use always unique names for the named
objects (variables, decision variables, objectives)!

In case you define the variables with an incorrect domain (i.e.
the minimum is greater, than the maximum), OPAL++ will invert
the range, and give you a warning:
The program encountered the followings during
operation 'OPAL2 simulation command in line 16 :
(OPAL2.SETUP.PROBLEM.VARIABLES.ADD_REAL({X1},-7.0,43.0,1.0) )'
*Warning: Problem at variable 'X1'maximum of range is
smaller than the minimum, swapping values

IX.3.3.4.3 Command: ADD_MORE_REAL
- Type of parameters: ADD_MORE_REAL(%ld,%ld,%s,%lf,%lf,%lf)
- Input parameters:
o number_of_variables - %ld: number of variables to be defined, must be
positive
o starting_index - %ld: starting index for the variables, must be positive
o variable_name - %s: unique name of the variables
o variable_minimum - %lf: the lower bound of the domain
o variable_maximum - %lf: the upper bound of the domain
o variable_normalization - %lf: normalization factor for clustering; only
needed for some methods; for more information please refer to Section
XIII
- Description:
o Using this command, the user can define several new real variables.
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All defined variables will have the same domain and normalization factor.
The variables will have the name, e.g., for the given example below:
X1, X2, X3

- Example:
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.VARIABLES.ADD_MORE_REAL(3,1,{X},-7.0,43.0,1.0)

You cannot define a variable after the variables were
finalized!
If a variable name is already in use, the definition of that
specific variable will be omitted, but OPAL++ will give you a
warning.
The program encountered the followings during
operation 'OPAL2 simulation command in line 17 :
(OPAL2.SETUP.PROBLEM.VARIABLES.ADD_MORE_REAL(3,1,{X},7.0,43.0,1.0) )'
*Warning: Variable 'X1'already existing, omitting
declaration

In case you define the variables with an incorrect domain (i.e.
the minimum is greater, than the maximum), OPAL++ will invert
the range, and give you a warning:
The program encountered the followings during
operation 'OPAL2 simulation command in line 16 :
(OPAL2.SETUP.PROBLEM.VARIABLES.ADD_REAL({X1},-7.0,43.0,1.0) )'
*Warning: Problem at variable 'X1'maximum of range is
smaller than the minimum, swapping values

IX.3.3.4.4 Command: ADD_MORE_BINARY
- Type of parameters: ADD_MORE_BINARY(%ld,%ld,%s,%ld,%lf,%lf,%lf)
- Input parameters:
o number_of_variables - %ld: number of variables to be defined, must be
positive
o starting_index - %ld: starting index for the variables, must be positive
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variable_name - %s: unique name of the variables
number_of_bits - %ld: number of bits used for the representation of the
binary variables
o variable_minimum - %lf: the lower bound of the domain
o variable_maximum - %lf: the upper bound of the domain
o variable_normalization - %lf: normalization factor for clustering; only
needed for some methods; for more information please refer to Section
XIII
- Description:
o Using this command, the user can define several new binary variables.
o All defined variables will have the same domain, bit-length and
normalization factor.
o The variables will have the name, e.g., for the given example below:
o
o

X1 ,X2, X3
o

o

Binary variable does not mean, that it can only have integer values, but
that it can only represent a domain with a defined precision. A binary
variable must have a unique name, length of bits, a defined domain, and
a normalization factor (reserved for later use with clustering techniques).
Supposing, that the range of the variable is [xmin,xmax], and we use b
number of bits for the representation, the representable values are:
 +  ∙

- Example:

M − 
,
2V − 1

 = 0,1, … , 2V − 1

OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.VARIABLES.ADD_MORE_BINARY(3,1,{X},3,0.0,7.0,1.0)

You cannot define a variable after the variables were
finalized!
If a variable name is already in use, the definition of that
specific variable will be omitted, but OPAL++ will give you a
warning.
The program encountered the followings during
operation 'OPAL2 simulation command in line 17 :
(OPAL2.SETUP.PROBLEM.VARIABLES.ADD_MORE_REAL(3,1,{X},7.0,43.0,1.0) )'
*Warning: Variable 'X1'already existing, omitting
declaration
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In case you define the variables with an incorrect domain (i.e.
the minimum is greater, than the maximum), OPAL++ will invert
the range, and give you a warning:
The program encountered the followings during
operation 'OPAL2 simulation command in line 16 :
(OPAL2.SETUP.PROBLEM.VARIABLES.ADD_REAL({X1},-7.0,43.0,1.0) )'
*Warning: Problem at variable 'X1'maximum of range is
smaller than the minimum, swapping values

IX.3.3.4.5 Command: FINALIZED
-

Type of parameters: FINALIZED=%b
Input parameters:
o logical_value - %b: use TRUE to finalize the variables definition
Description:
o Using this command, the user can finalize the definition of the variables.
Example:
OPAL2.SETUP.PROBLEM.VARIABLES.FINALIZED=TRUE

-

Notes:

You must always finalize the variable definitions, otherwise
you cannot proceed to derived variables, objectives and
constraint definitions.
After finalizing the variables, you cannot add more
variables.
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IX.3.3.5 DERIVED_VARIABLES module
The DERIVED_VARIABLES module is responsible for the definition of derived variables.
To define derived variables, you always need to finalize the definition of variables.
Derived variables can have several purposes during an optimization process. You
can use them for parameterizing a setup, e.g., to set the mesh-size explicitly inside
the master-script. This way you can directly set the mesh-size for a constant size inside
the master-script, and OPAL++ will automatically substitute this value into the
appropriate data file.
Another possible use could be the use of transformed coordinate systems. E.g.,
suppose that your problem can be the most easily represented in a polar coordinate
system! In this case you define the variables as the radius and angle, and add the
derived variables x and y coordinate, which are going to be substituted later into the
data files.
A third use can be a temporary storage. E.g., you can read the result of a simulation
into a derived variable, and use it for the setup of the next simulation step.

IX.3.3.5.1 Command: ADD
- Type of parameters: ADD(%s,%s)
- Input parameters:
o derived_variable_name - %s: unique name of the derived variable
o equation - %s: equation to define the derived variable (or initial value)
- Description:
o Using this command, the user can define a new derived variable. The
derived variable must have a unique name and equation to define it.
When creating a new individual, OPAL++ will always calculate this value.
However, if you would like to, you can also change this value later.
o You can also reference in the equation previously defined derived
variables.
- Example:
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.DERIVED_VARIABLES.ADD( {X1} , {R*cos(PHI)} )

You cannot define a derived variable, after the derived
variables were finalized!
Make sure to use always unique names for the named
objects (variables, decision variables, objectives)!
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In case you define the variables with an incorrect equation,
OPAL++ will discard the definition, and inform you about this.
The program encountered the followings during operation
'OPAL2
master
command
in
line
25
:
(OPAL2.SETUP.PROBLEM.DERIVED_VARIABLES.ADD({X2},{X1+*}) )'
*Warning: Problem at derived variable 'X2': incorrect
equation, omitting declaration

IX.3.3.5.2 Command: ADD_MORE
-

-

Type of parameters: ADD_MORE (%ld,%ld,%s,%s)
Input parameters:
o number_of_variables - %ld: number of derived variables to be defined,
must be positive
o starting_index - %ld: starting index for the derived variables, must be
positive
o derived_variable_name - %s: unique name of the derived variable
o equation - %s: equation to define the initial value of the derived variables
Description:
o Using this command, the user can define several new derived variables.
The derived variables must have unique names and an equation to define
the initial values. When creating a new individual, OPAL++ will always
initialize these values.
This command is useful if you need several temporary variables for
storage, e.g. you want to read back the results of 3 simulations.
The variables will have the name e.g. for the given example below:
X1 ,X2, X3

-

Example:
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.VARIABLES.ADD_MORE_REAL(3,1,{X},{0})

You cannot define a derived variable after the derived
variables were finalized!
Make sure to always use unique names for the named
objects (variables, decision variables, objectives)!
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In case you define the variables with an incorrect equation,
OPAL++ will discard the definition, and inform you about this.
The
program
encountered
the
followings
during
operation 'OPAL2 master command in line 25 :
(OPAL2.SETUP.PROBLEM.DERIVED_VARIABLES.ADD_MORE(3,1,{X
},{X1+*}) )'
*Warning: Problem at derived variable 'X3': incorrect
equation, omitting declaration

IX.3.3.5.3 Command: FINALIZED
-

-

Type of parameters: FINALIZED=%b
Input parameters:
o logical_value - %b: use TRUE to finalize the derived variables definition
Description:
o Using this command, the user can finalize the definition of the derived
variables.
Example:
OPAL2.SETUP.PROBLEM.VARIABLES.FINALIZED=TRUE

-

Notes:

You must always finalize the derived variables, otherwise
you cannot proceed to objectives and constraint
definitions.
After finalizing the derived variables, you cannot add more
derived variables.
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IX.3.3.6 OBJECTIVES module
The OBJECTIVES module is responsible for the definition of the different objective
functions. The objectives are organized into two groups, the internal and external
objectives.
The internal objectives are objectives, which are computed directly by OPAL++ (but
it does not mean, that they cannot be a transformation of a value generated by the
external software). External objectives are objectives, which are directly returned by
the external software, and no additional calculation or transformation is needed.

IX.3.3.6.1 Command: ADD_INTERNAL
-

Type of parameters: ADD_INTERNAL (%s,%e,%s,%b,%b,%lf,%lf,%e,%lf)
Input parameters:
o name_of_objective - %s: unique name of the objective
o type_of_objective - %e: type of the optimization (minimization or
maximization)
 MINIMIZE:
 MAXIMIZE:
o equation - %s: equation to define the objective
o has_minimum - %b: defines, whether the objective has a minimum defined
on its range
o has_maximum - %b: defines, whether the objective has a maximum
defined on its range
o minimum - %lf: lower bound of the range (if available), or the lower bound
for the normalization
o maximum - %lf: lower bound of the range (if available), or the lower
bound for the normalization
o type_of_normalization - %e: type of normalization
 AUTO_NORMALIZATION: automatic normalization will project the
[minimum;maximum] range to [0;1] in case of a minimization problem
using the following formula:
pO =

GIE − I
I − I

 NO_NORMALIZATION: no normalization is applied to the objective
(inversion, if the objective is maximized)
pO = GIE
 EPSILON_NORMALIZATION: normalization for ε-dominance; it will project
the [minimum;maximum] range to [1;1+normalization_factor] in case of
a minimization problem using, the following formula:
pO = 1 +

GIE − I
∗ FG«_F
I − I
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 NORMAL_NORMALIZATION: easiest normalization method; it will project
the [minimum;maximum] range to [0;normalization_factor] in case of a
minimization problem using the following formula:
pO =

GIE − I
∗ FG«_F
I − I

o normalization_factor - %lf: value of the normalization factor
- Description:
o Using this command, the user can define a new internal objective. An
internal objective means, that the value of the objective can be directly
evaluated by OPAL+, and no external software is required.
o The user has to define a unique name, an equation, the type of the
objective (minimization or maximization), the lower and upper bound of
the objective (which is used for the normalization), and the type of
normalization.
o If the user specifies, that the objective has a minimum or maximum
constraint, then OPAL++ will automatically generate a FUNCTIONAL
constraint.
- Example:
OPAL2.SETUP.PROBLEM.OBJECTIVES.ADD_INTERNAL({T},
MINIMIZE,{X1*X2},FALSE,FALSE,253.0,303.0,NO_NORMALIZATION,10.0)
-

Notes:

You cannot define an objective after the objectives were
finalized!
Make sure to use always unique names for the named
objects (variables, decision variables, objectives)!
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In case you define the variables with an incorrect equation,
OPAL++ will discard the definition, and inform you about this.
-The program encountered the followings during operation
'OPAL2 simulation command in line 29 :
(OPAL2.SETUP.PROBLEM.OBJECTIVES.ADD_INTERNAL({z},minimize,{X
1X2},false,false,0,1,NO_NORMALIZATION,1.0) )'
*Warning: Problem at objective 'z': incorrect equation,
omitting declaration

IX.3.3.6.2 Command: ADD_INTERNAL
-

Type of parameters: ADD_INTERNAL (%s,%e,%s,%s,%b,%b,%lf,%lf,%e,%lf)
Input parameters:
o name_of_objective - %s: unique name of the objective
o type_of_objective - %e: type of the optimization (minimization or
maximization)
 MINIMIZE:
 MAXIMIZE:
o filename - %s: name of the file containing the Metamodel
o referenced_variables - %s: list of variables/derived variables referenced
from the metamodel (separated with comma)
o has_minimum - %b: defines, whether the objective has a minimum defined
on its range
o has_maximum - %b: defines, whether the objective has a maximum
defined on its range
o minimum - %lf: lower bound of the range (if available), or the lower bound
for the normalization
o maximum - %lf: lower bound of the range (if available), or the lower
bound for the normalization
o type_of_normalization - %e: type of normalization
 AUTO_NORMALIZATION: automatic normalization will project the
[minimum;maximum] range to [0;1] in case of a minimization problem
using the following formula:
pO =

GIE − I
I − I

 NO_NORMALIZATION: no normalization is applied to the objective
(inversion, if the objective is maximized)
pO = GIE
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 EPSILON_NORMALIZATION: normalization for ε-dominance; it will project
the [minimum;maximum] range to [1;1+normalization_factor] in case of
a minimization problem using, the following formula:
pO = 1 +

GIE − I
∗ FG«_F
I − I

 NORMAL_NORMALIZATION: easiest normalization method; it will project
the [minimum;maximum] range to [0;normalization_factor] in case of a
minimization problem using the following formula:
pO =

GIE − I
∗ FG«_F
I − I

o normalization_factor - %lf: value of the normalization factor
- Description:
o Using this command, the user can define an objective function using a
previously saved metamodel. The metamodel has to be loaded from the
disk and the user has to define which variables/derived variables are the
input of the metamodel. The variables have to be given using a commaseparated list, if an incorrect/incomplete list is given, the objective will be
discarded.
o The user has to define a unique name, the type of the objective
(minimization or maximization), the binary file containing the metamodel,
the list of referenced variables, the lower and upper bound of the
objective (which is used for the normalization), and the type of
normalization.
o If the user specifies, that the objective has a minimum or maximum
constraint, then OPAL++ will automatically generate a functional
constraint.
- Example:
OPAL2.SETUP.PROBLEM.OBJECTIVES.ADD_INTERNAL({T},MINIMIZE,
{D:\\metamodel.bin},{VAR_x,VAR_Y},FALSE,FALSE,253.0,303.0,NO_NORMALIZATION,10.0)
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Notes:

You cannot define an objective after the objectives were
finalized!
Make sure to use always unique names for the named
objects (variables, decision variables, objectives)!
Specifying an invalid binary file as input can result in a
software crash!

In case one of the referenced variables/derived variables does
not exist or the number of input variables do not match the
metamodel, a warning will be given & the definition of the
objectives will be discarded.
-The program encountered the followings
operation 'OPAL2 master command in line ... : '

during

*Warning: Problem at objective 'O1': incorrect
equation, omitting declaration

IX.3.3.6.3 Command: ADD_EXTERNAL
- Type of parameters: ADD_EXTERNAL (%s,%e,%b,%b,%lf,%lf,%e,%lf)
- Input parameters:
o name_of_objective - %s: unique name of the objective
o type_of_objective - %e: type of the optimization (minimization or
maximization)
 MINIMIZE:
 MAXIMIZE:
o has_minimum - %b: defines, whether the objective has a minimum defined
on its range
o has_maximum - %b: defines, whether the objective has a maximum
defined on its range
o minimum - %lf: lower bound of the range (if available), or the lower bound
for the normalization
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maximum - %lf: lower bound of the range (if available), or the lower
bound for the normalization
type_of_normalization - %e: type of normalization
 AUTO_NORMALIZATION: automatic normalization will project the
[minimum;maximum] range to [0;1] in case of a minimization problem
using the following formula:
pO =

GIE − I
I − I

 NO_NORMALIZATION: no normalization is applied to the objective
(inversion, if the objective is maximized)
pO = GIE
 EPSILON_NORMALIZATION: normalization for ε-dominance; it will project
the [minimum;maximum] range to [1;1+normalization_factor] in case of
a minimization problem using the following formula:
pO = 1 +

GIE − I
∗ FG«_F
I − I

 NORMAL_NORMALIZATION: easiest normalization method; it will project
the [minimum;maximum] range to [0;normalization_factor] in case of a
minimization problem using the following formula:
pO =

GIE − I
∗ FG«_F
I − I

o normalization_factor - %lf: value of the normalization factor
- Description:
o Using this command, the user can define a new external objective. An
external objective means, that OPAL++ only provides storage for the
objective and the user must ensure the calculation of the objective and
the coupling with the external software.
o The user has to define a unique name, an equation, the type of the
objective (minimization or maximization), the lower and upper bound of
the objective (which is used for the normalization), and the type of
normalization.
o If the user specifies, that the objective has a minimum or maximum
constraint, then OPAL++ will automatically generate a FUNCTIONAL
constraint.
- Example:
OPAL2.SETUP.PROBLEM.OBJECTIVES.ADD_EXTERNAL({T},maximize,false,
false,0,1,NO_NORMALIZATION,1)
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Notes:

You cannot define an objective after the objectives were
finalized!
Make sure to use always unique names for the named
objects (variables, decision variables, objectives)!

IX.3.3.6.4 Command: ADD_EXTERNAL_MORE
- Type of parameters: ADD_EXTERNAL (%ld,%ld,%s,%e,%b,%b,%lf,%lf,%e,%lf)
- Input parameters:
o number_of_variables - %ld: number of objectives to be defined, must be
positive
o starting_index - %ld: starting index for the objectives, must be positive
o name_of_objective - %s: unique name of the objective
o type_of_objective - %e: type of the optimization (minimization or
maximization)
 MINIMIZE:
 MAXIMIZE:
o has_minimum - %b: defines, whether the objective has a minimum defined
on its range
o has_maximum - %b: defines, whether the objective has a maximum
defined on its range
o minimum - %lf: lower bound of the range (if available), or the lower bound
for the normalization
o maximum - %lf: lower bound of the range (if available), or the lower
bound for the normalization
o type_of_normalization - %e: type of normalization
 AUTO_NORMALIZATION: automatic normalization will project the
[minimum;maximum] range to [0;1] in case of a minimization problem
using the following formula:
pO =

GIE − I
I − I

 NO_NORMALIZATION: no normalization is applied to the objective
(inversion, if the objective is maximized)
pO = GIE
 EPSILON_NORMALIZATION: normalization for ε-dominance; it will project
the [minimum;maximum] range to [1;1+normalization_factor] in case of
a minimization problem using the following formula:
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GIE − I
∗ FG«_F
I − I

 NORMAL_NORMALIZATION: easiest normalization method; it will project
the [minimum;maximum] range to [0;normalization_factor] in case of a
minimization problem using the following formula:
pO =

GIE − I
∗ FG«_F
I − I

o normalization_factor - %lf: value of the normalization factor
- Description:
o Using this command, the user can define more new external objectives.
An external objective means that OPAL++ only provides storage for the
objective, and the user must ensure the calculation of the objective, and
the coupling with the external software.
o The user has to define the number of variables, the starting index, unique
names, an equation, the type of the objective (minimization or
maximization), the lower and upper bound of the objective (which is used
for the normalization), and the type of normalization.
o If the user specifies, that the objective has a minimum or maximum
constraint, then OPAL++ will automatically generate a FUNCTIONAL
constraint.
o The variables will have the name e.g. for the given example below:
T1 ,T2, T3
- Example:
OPAL2.SETUP.PROBLEM.OBJECTIVES.ADD_EXTERNAL_MORE(3,1,{T},maximize,
false, false,0,1,NO_NORMALIZATION,1)

-

Notes:

You cannot define an objective after the objectives were
finalized!
Make sure to use always unique names for the named
objects (variables, decision variables, objectives)!
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IX.3.3.6.5 Command: FINALIZED
- Type of parameters: FINALIZED=%b
- Input parameters:
o logical_value - %b: use TRUE to finalize the definition of objectives
- Description:
o Using this command, the user can finalize the definition of the objectives.
- Example:
OPAL2.SETUP.PROBLEM.OBJECTIVES.FINALIZED=TRUE
- Notes:

You must always finalize the objectives, otherwise you
cannot proceed to constraint definitions.
After finalizing the objectives, you cannot add more
objectives.
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IX.3.3.7 CONSTRAINS module
The CONSTRAINS module is responsible for the definition of the different constraints.
Constraints are not named objects.

IX.3.3.7.1 Command: ADD
- Type of parameters: ADD(%s,%e,%lf)
- Input parameters:
o equation - %s: equation to define the constraint
o type - %e: type of the constraint
 DESIGN: this means, that the constraint can (and has to) be evaluated
before the individual is sent to a worker node for full evaluation
 FUNCTIONAL: this means that the constraint has to be evaluated only
after the full evaluation of the objectives, as this value depends on a
value, which will be only known after this operation
o normalization_factor - %s: normalization factor for the constrain
- Description:
o Using this command, the user can define a constraint. However, as the
program uses the concept of constraint violation, the definition has to be
given in a specific form.
o Supposing, that the inequality constraint is of the form:

1 − 2 < 35
1 − 2 − 35

the constraint violation is of the form:

i.e. it results in positive values if it violates the equation. In this case the
program will use the form:

=¬

1 − 2 − 35
0
pO =

,  1 − 2 − 35  0
ℎEFE


FG«_F

Using the normalization factor the user can define priorities for the different
constraints.
- Example:
o

OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({36-(X5-X1)*(X5-X1)-(0-Y1)*(0Y1)},DESIGN,1.0)
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- Notes:

You must always finalize the objectives, before adding
constraints.

In case you define the constraint with an incorrect equation,
OPAL++ will discard the definition, and inform you about this.
-The program encountered the followings during
operation 'OPAL2 simulation command in line 41 :
(OPAL2.SETUP.PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({36-(X4-X3)*(X4X3},DESIGN,1.0) )'
*Warning: Problem at constrain '36-(X4-X3)*(X4-X3':
incorrect equation, omitting declaration

IX.3.3.7.2 Command: FINALIZED
- Type of parameters: FINALIZED=%b
- Input parameters:
o logical_value - %b: use TRUE to finalize the definition of constraints
- Description:
o Using this command, the user can finalize the definition of constraints.
- Example:
OPAL2.SETUP.PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.FINALIZED=TRUE
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- Notes:

You must always finalize the constraints, otherwise you
cannot proceed to finalize the optimization problem.

After finalizing the definition of constrains, you cannot add
more constraints.
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X. NUMERIC simulation script
For the simulation script completely different commands have to be used, as the
simulation & master script serve different purposes. Again, the idea of the master and
simulation script is to separate two completely different concepts of the optimization,
the evaluation of a single individual and the optimization itself. The optimization does
not have to know, how a single individual is evaluated (black-box method), and the
evaluation does not has to know, what method is applied. Therefore, the task of the
simulation script is to define the coupling with the external software.

X.1. Preprocessor
An additional macro pre-processor tool is available for the NUMERIC simulation script
interpreter. When specific macros appear in the simulation script file, the macros will
be automatically substituted with the appropriate values (even in string constants),
and the commands will be executed, as if the values would have been present
originally at the location of the macros. The available macros are the followings:
-

-

-

$opal2_slavefolder: full path and name of the folder, in which the actual
individual is evaluated
$opal2_masterfolder: full path and name of the folder, in which all the results
are stored; it is the folder you defined as working directory in the master script
$opal2_slavefolder_windows: full path and name of the folder in Windows
specific format (e.g. “C:\”), in which the actual individual is evaluated
$opal2_masterfolder_windows: full path and name of the folder in Windows
specific format (e.g. “C:\”),, in which all the results are stored; it is the folder
you defined as working directory in the master script
$opal2_slavefolder_linux: full path and name of the folder in Linux specific
format (e.g. “/home/user”),, in which the actual individual is evaluated
$opal2_masterfolder_linux: full path and name of the folder in Linux specific
format (e.g. “/home/user”),, in which all the results are stored; it is the folder
you defined as working directory in the master script
$nodeID: (unique) ID of the node; it is guaranteed, that during the execution
all parallel workers will have a unique ID, starting from 1
$opal2_time_day: actual day in the month (1-31)
$opal2_time_month: actual month in the year (1-12)
$opal2_time_year: actual year
$opal2_time_hour: actual hour at the creation of the timestamp in the local
time (0-23)
$opal2_time_second: actual second at the creation of the timestamp (0-59)
$opal2_time_minute: actual minute at the creation of the timestamp (0-59)
$uniqueID: (unique) the name of the unique folder, in which the actual node
is working
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$individualID: (unique) of the individual: it is guaranteed, that during the
execution all individuals will have a unique ID, starting from 1
$variable_name: value of real or binary decision variable
$derivedvariable_name: value of derived variable

X.2. Understanding dual interpreter
The NUMERIC simulation script interpreter is a dual interpreter, i.e. every command
has two different versions. For the first variant OPAL2S is the main module, while for
the second OPAL2S.NATIVE is the main module. Every command and sub-module is
available in both groups. OPAL2S behaves, as if all commands would be placed in
an if(valid) command endif branch, i.e., these commands are executed if and only if
the individual is valid at that point of the evaluation.

During evaluation of elements several problems and errors can occur. E.g. meshing
problems can occur during the evaluation of the individual. In such a case executing
all commands is meaningless (e.g. we cannot start the simulation without a mesh). To
ease the setup of the optimizations, when using OPAL2S interpreter, commands are
only executed, if the individual is still valid at the point of execution. Invalidating an
individual is the task of the user. However, if a command has to be executed always
(e.g. clean-up operation), it can be accessed in the OPAL2S.NATIVE interpreter.
For most users, the first variant is enough, that’s why it has a shorter form. In what
follows, all commands will be detailed only once.
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X.3. LICENSING
The LICENSING sub-module is responsible for all (internal OPAL++) license related
operations, namely for borrowing and returning licenses to the master node.
Licensing allows the user to restrict the number of individuals, which can at the same
time enter a specific part of the evaluation. This can be useful, if you have a limited
number of licenses for a software or limited resources, but the operation is short and
does not determine the run-time, or if you can only start only one instance of a
software at a time.
E.g. you can only start one SALOME instance on the same computer (successfully),
for which reason you need to execute this part of the simulation script serially. This
can be achieved in the following way e.g.:
OPAL2S.LICENSING.BORROW({SALOME})
OPAL2S.COMMAND({/opt/SALOME-MECA-2011.2-LGPL-x86_64/SALOME/runSalome -terminal --shutdown-servers=1 geometry.py})
OPAL2S.LICENSING.RETURN({SALOME})

X.3.1. Command: BORROW
- Type of parameters: BORROW(%s)
- Input parameters:
o license_manager - %s: Name of license manager
- Description:
o The worker node requests an available license from the license_manager.
The request is done with non-blocking communication, i.e. the worker
node will sleep (and not consume any CPU time) until a license is
available.
- Example:
OPAL2S.LICENSING.BORROW({FLUENT})
- Notes:

You do not need to worry about making a typo when defining
the license_manager. The software will automatically check it,
and
only
existing
managers
will
be
allowed.
Error in simulation script file in line: 7
:OPAL2S.LICENSING.BORROW({FLUNT})
:Invalid command
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X.3.2. Command: BORROW
-

-

Type of parameters: BORROW(%ld)
Input parameters:
o license_manager_ID - %ld: Unique ID of license manager
Description:
o The worker node requests an available license from the
license_manager_ID.
The
request is
done
with
non-blocking
communication, i.e. the worker node will sleep (and not consume any
CPU time) and wait until a license is available.
Example:
OPAL2S.LICENSING.BORROW({629})

-

Notes:

You do not need to worry about making a typo when defining
the license_manager. The software will automatically check it,
and
only
existing
managers
will
be
allowed.
Error in simulation script file in line: 7
:OPAL2S.LICENSING.BORROW(18)
:Invalid command

X.3.3. Command: RETURN
-

-

Type of parameters: RETURN(%s)
Input parameters:
o license_manager - %s: Name of license manager
Description:
o The worker node returns a borrowed license to the license_manager. The
request is done with blocking communication, i.e. the worker node will
immediately perform the return.
Example:
OPAL2S.LICENSING.RETURN({FLUENT})
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Notes:

You do not need to worry about making a typo when defining
the license_manager. The software will automatically check it,
and
only
existing
managers
will
be
allowed.
Error in simulation script file in line: 7
:OPAL2S.LICENSING.RETURN({FLUNT})
:Invalid command

In case a slave node needs to borrow a license, be sure to return
it as soon as possible, as usually these parts determine the speed
of the optimization process.
However, if you forget to return a license, OPAL++ will
automatically perform the return upon completion of the
evaluation, thus this error will not cause the software to hang,
but can make the calculations slower.
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X.3.4. Command: RETURN
-

-

Type of parameters: RETURN(%ld)
Input parameters:
o license_manager_ID - %ld: Unique ID of license manager
Description:
o The worker node returns a borrowed license to the license_manager_ID.
The request is done with blocking communication, i.e. the worker node will
immediately perform the return.
Example:

OPAL2S.LICENSING.RETURN({629})
-

Notes:

You do not need to worry about making a typo when defining
the license_manager. The software will automatically check it,
and
only
existing
managers
will
be
allowed.
Error in simulation script file in line: 7
:OPAL2S.LICENSING.RETURN(18)
:Invalid command

In case a slave node needs to borrow a license, be sure to return
it as soon as possible, as usually these parts determine the speed
of the optimization process.
However, if you forget to return a license, OPAL++ will
automatically perform the return upon completion of the
evaluation, thus this error will not cause the software to hang,
but can make the calculations slower.
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X.4. SCRIPT
The SCRIPT sub-module is responsible for all operations performed on scripts. This
module can be used to:
-

Create script files for local use
Create script file for a remote host
Editing script files
Saving script files
Executing script files

When creating the script files, OPAL++ will take into account the operation system,
thus it will always use the appropriate syntax. Moreover, it will provide different,
prepared commands as well.
Local script files are useful, if you need to perform commands after each other which
modify the environmental variables (e.g. cd, source, etc.). In this case you can add
all the commands to a single script file and execute them. After execution, all
environmental variables are reset to the original values, i.e. to those of before
executing the script.

X.4.1. Command: OPEN
-

-

Type of parameters: OPEN(%s)
Input parameters:
o script_name - %s: name of script
Description:
o Using this command, the user can create and open a script file using the
syntax of the local host (i.e. in Linux bash syntax will be used).
o The script will be stored in the memory, and will not be written to the disk,
until the user instructs OPAL++ to do so.
Example:
OPAL2S.SCRIPT.OPEN({salome1})

-

Notes:

In case you open a script file, which is already existing, the
contents of the previous script file will be deleted and
overwritten in the memory.

X.4.2. Command: OPEN
-

Type of parameters: OPEN(%s,%s)
Input parameters:
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script_name - %s: name of script
host - %s: host, on which the script will be executed (necessary to detect
the syntax)
 NONE: this means, that OPAL++ will not take into account the
syntax of the operating system; in this case the script will serve as
a simple text editor
 LOCAL: in this case the syntax of the local operation system will
be used
 host_name: in this case the syntax of the host_name host
defined in the networking module will be used
Description:
o Using this command, the user can create and open a script files using the
syntax of the local host, a remote host or using no syntax (i.e. in Linux bash
syntax will be used).
o The script will be stored in the memory, and will not be written to the disk,
until the user instructs OPAL++ to do so.
o
o

-

-

Example:
OPAL2S.SCRIPT.OPEN({salome1},{CLUSTER})

-

Notes:

In case you open a script file, which is already existing, the
contents of the previous script file will be deleted and
overwritten in the memory.
If you specify an undefined host_name, the script will be
changed to LOCAL syntax.

X.4.3. Command: ADD
-

-

Type of parameters: ADD(%s,%s)
Input parameters:
o script_name - %s: name of script
o commandline - %s: command to be added to the script
Description:
o The commandline command will be added to the specified script_name
script. Additional commands will be also added to the shell script, i.e. the
command will only be performed if no VALIDITYCHECK returned a false
status before the command.
o If the script has NONE syntax, only the commandline will be added.
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Example:
OPAL2S.SCRIPT.ADD({script1},{cd test2})

-

Notes:

As all of these commands will be edited to a single shell script, in
case you use a cd, source, etc. command, it will have the
desired effect on all upcoming commands in the same script.

In case you specify an undefined script_name, the command
will not be added to any scripts and it will be fully omitted.

X.4.4. Command: ADD
-

-

Type of parameters: ADD(%s)
Input parameters:
o commandline - %s: command to be added to the script
Description:
o The commandline command will be added to the last defined script.
Please note, that redefining a script does not mean, that it is the last script.
Additional commands will also be added to the shell script, i.e. the
command will only be performed if no VALIDITYCHECK returned a false
status before the command.
o If the script has NONE syntax, only the commandline will be added.
Example:
OPAL2S.SCRIPT.ADD({cd test2})
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Notes:

As all of these commands will be edited to a single shell script, in
case you use a cd, source, etc. command, it will have the
desired effect on all upcoming commands in the same script.

In case you did not define any scripts yet, the declaration will be
omitted.

X.4.5. Command: ADD_NATIVE
-

-

-

Type of parameters: ADD_NATIVE(%s,%s)
Input parameters:
o script_name - %s: name of script
o commandline - %s: command to be added to the script
Description:
o The commandline command will be added to the specified script_name
script. Additional commands will not be added to the shell script,
meaning, that the command will also be performed, even if
VALIDITYCHECK returned a false status before the command.
Example:
OPAL2S.SCRIPT.ADD_NATIVE({script1},{cd test2})

-

Notes:

As all of these commands will be edited to a single shell script, in
case you use a cd, source, etc. command, it will have the
desired effect on all upcoming commands in the same script.
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In case you specify an undefined script_name, the command
will not be added to any scripts and it will be fully omitted.

X.4.6. Command: ADD_NATIVE
-

-

Type of parameters: ADD_NATIVE(%s)
Input parameters:
o commandline - %s: command to be added to the script
Description:
o The commandline command will be added to the last defined script.
Please note that redefining a script does not mean, that it is the last script.
Additional commands will not be added to the shell script, meaning, that
the command will also be performed, even if VALIDITYCHECK returned a
false status before the command.
Example:
OPAL2S.SCRIPT.ADD_NATIVE({cd test2})

-

Notes:

As all of these commands will be edited to a single shell script, in
case you use a cd, source, etc. command, it will have the
desired effect on all upcoming commands in the same script.

In case you did not define any scripts yet, the declaration will be
omitted.

X.4.7. Command: VALIDITYCHECK
- Type of parameters: VALIDITYCHECK(%s,%s,%s)
- Input parameters:
o script_name - %s: name of script
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o filename - %s: name of the file to be checked
o string - %s: string to check
- Description:
o Using this command, the user can add a conditional statement to the
script file, i.e. it will check the presence of string in filename file.
o If the file does not exist, the individual becomes invalid, and only native
commands will be executed in the script file. No other commands (except
native commands) or script files will be executed.
o In case the file itself is missing, it is always considered as an error.
- Example:
OPAL2S.SCRIPT.VALIDITIYCHECK({script1},{Mesh.txt},{"Mesh OK"}))
- Notes:

If you did not define any scripts yet, the declaration will be
omitted.
Do
not
mistake
SCRIPT.VALIDITYCHECK
with
PROCESSING.VALIDITYCHECK, these commands are not the
same. The internal version is performed directly by OPAL++, while
the external version is performed by the operating system and
the result is only returned to OPAL++ after the execution of the
script.

X.4.8. Command: VALIDITYCHECK
- Type of parameters: VALIDITYCHECK(%s,%s)
- Input parameters:
o filename - %s: name of the file to be checked
o string - %s: string to check
- Description:
o Using this command, the user can add a conditional statement to the last
defined script. Please note that redefining a script does not mean, that it is
the last script. When this command is executed in the script, it will check
the presence of string in filename file.
o If the file does not exist, the individual becomes invalid, and only native
commands will be executed in the script file. No other commands (except
native commands) or script files will be executed.
o In case the file itself is missing, it is always considered as an error.
- Example:
OPAL2S.SCRIPT.VALIDITIYCHEC({Mesh.txt},{"Mesh OK"}))
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- Notes:

If you did not define any scripts yet, the declaration will be
omitted.
Do
not
mistake
SCRIPT.VALIDITYCHECK
with
PROCESSING.VALIDITYCHECK, these commands are not the
same. The internal version is performed directly by OPAL++, while
the external version is performed by the operating system and
the result is only returned to OPAL++ after the execution of the
script.

X.4.9. Command: SAVE
-

-

Type of parameters: SAVE(%s)
Input parameters:
o script_name - %s: name of script
Description:
o This command will save the specified script file on its defined name to the
disk in the specified folder.
o You do not need to add .sh or .bat to the end of filenames, as it will be
automatically added by OPAL++.
Example:
OPAL2S.SCRIPT.SAVE({script1})

-

Notes:

In case you specify an undefined script_name, no operation will
be performed.

X.4.10. Command: SAVE
-

Type of parameters: SAVE()
Input parameters:
o script_name - %s: name of script
Description:
o This command will save the last defined script on its defined name to the
disk in the specified folder. Please note that redefining a script does not
mean, that it is the last script.
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You do not need to add .sh or .bat to the end of filenames, as it will be
automatically added by OPAL++.
Example:
o

-

OPAL2S.SCRIPT.SAVE()
-

Notes:

In case you did not define any scripts yet, the command will be
omitted.

X.4.11. Command: EXECUTE_NATIVE
-

-

Type of parameters: EXECUTE_NATIVE(%s)
Input parameters:
o script_name - %s: name of script
Description:
o Using this command, you can save and execute the specified script file.
o The output of the script file will always be sent to a text file, which will be
appended to the log file of the actual individual.
o Scripts of NONE syntax cannot be executed using this command (but you
can save and execute them according to the syntax you used).
o It will not be checked, if the execution succeeded.
o You can also execute scripts defined for the hosts as long as the operation
system is the same (otherwise it will not be executed).
Example:
OPAL2S.SCRIPT.EXECUTE_NATIVE({script1})

-

Notes:

In case you specify an undefined script_name, the operation will
not be performed.

X.4.12. Command: EXECUTE_NATIVE
-

Type of parameters: EXECUTE_NATIVE()
Input parameters:
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Description:
o Using this command, you can save and execute the last defined script on
its defined name to the disk in the specified folder. Please note that
redefining a script does not mean, that it is the last script.
o The output of the script file will always be sent to a text file, which will be
appended to the log file of the actual individual.
o Scripts of NONE syntax cannot be executed using this command (but you
can save and execute them according to the syntax you used).
o It will not be checked, if the execution succeeded.
o You can also execute scripts defined for the hosts as long as the operation
system is the same (otherwise it will not be executed).
Example:
OPAL2S.SCRIPT.EXECUTE_NATIVE()

-

Notes:

In case you did not define any scripts yet, the declaration will be
omitted.

X.4.13. Command: EXECUTE
-

-

Type of parameters: EXECUTE(%s)
Input parameters:
o script_name - %s: name of script
Description:
o Using this command, you can save and execute the specified script file.
o The output of the script file will always be sent to a text file, which will be
appended to the log file of the actual individual.
o Scripts of NONE syntax cannot be executed using this command (but you
can save and execute them according to the syntax you used).
o If the script contained a VALIDITYCHECK command, but it failed, the
individual will become invalid after the execution.
o You can also execute scripts defined for the hosts as long as the operation
system is the same (otherwise it will not be executed).
Example:
OPAL2S.SCRIPT.EXECUTE({script1})
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Notes:

In case you specify an undefined script_name, the operation will
not be performed.

X.4.13. Command: EXECUTE
-

-

Type of parameters: EXECUTE()
Input parameters:
Description:
o Using this command you can save and execute the last defined script on
its defined name to the disk in the specified folder. Please note that
redefining a script does not mean, that it is the last script.
o The output of the script file will always be sent to a text file, which will be
appended to the log file of the actual individual.
o Scripts of NONE syntax cannot be executed using this command (but you
can save and execute them according to the syntax you used).
o If the script contained a VALIDITYCHECK command, but it failed, the
individual will become invalid after the execution.
o You can also execute scripts defined for the hosts as long as the operation
system is the same (otherwise it will not be executed).
Example:
OPAL2S.SCRIPT.EXECUTE()

-

Notes:

In case you did not define any scripts yet, the declaration will be
omitted.
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X.5. TOOLS
The TOOLS sub-module is responsible mainly for administrative operations. This is the
most diverse group of the NUMERIC simulation script interpreter.

X.5.1. Command: WAIT
- Type of parameters: WAIT(%lf)
- Input parameters:
o number_of_seconds - %lf: number of seconds to wait
- Description:
o This command can be used to instruct a worker node to wait.
- Example:
OPAL2S.TOOLS.WAIT(3.5)

X.5.2. Command: WAITFOR
- Type of parameters: WAITFOR(%s)
- Input parameters:
o file_name - %s: name of the file, the presence of which is desired
- Description:
o This command can be used to instruct the worker node to wait, until a
specific file appears. 0.5 s polling interval is used. If the file is present,
another 0.1 s sleep will be performed (thus 0.6 s latency can be present).
- Example:
OPAL2S.TOOLS.WAITFOR({output.txt})

X.5.3. Command: WAITFOR_FAST
- Type of parameters: WAITFOR_FAST(%s)
- Input parameters:
o file_name - %s: name of the file, the presence of which is desired
- Description:
o This command can be used to instruct the worker node to wait, until a
specific file appears. 1 ms polling interval is used (thus 1 ms latency can be
present).
- Example:
OPAL2S.TOOLS.WAITFOR_FAST({output.txt})

X.5.4. Command: WAITFOR_TIMEOUT
- Type of parameters: WAITFOR_TIMEOUT(%s,%lf,%s)
- Input parameters:
o file_name - %s: name of the file, the presence of which is desired
o max_wait - %lf: number of seconds to wait maximally
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o cleanup_command - %s: command to perform clean-up
- Description:
o This command can be used to instruct the worker node to wait, until a
specific file appears, but only up to max_wait number of seconds
maximally. If the file is not present by this time, the individual is considered
as invalid and the clean-up operation will be performed.
- Example:
OPAL2S.SYSTEM INTERNAL.WAITFOR_TIMEOUT({t.txt},100,{killall cortex})

X.5.5. Command: KILL
- Type of parameters: KILL(%s)
- Input parameters:
o process_name - %s: process to be terminated
- Description:
o This command can be used to terminate a process.
- Example:
OPAL2S.TOOLS.KILL({fluent.exe})

X.5.6. Command: SUBSTITUTE
- Type of parameters: SUBSTITUTE(%s)
- Input parameters:
o filename - %s: name of the file
- Description:
o This command is one of the most useful commands during the evaluation
of an individual. Supposing you have variables X1, X2, X3, … and derived
variables Y1, Y2, Y3, the software will check for the entries $X1, $X2, $X3, …
, $Y1, $Y2, $Y3 in the file, and substitute the actual values instead of this
string, thus it is useful for parameterizing your data files and scripts.
o In case you have variables, which contain the name of another variable,
e.g. $X1 and $X11, the software will be able to distinguish them.
- Example:
OPAL2S.TOOLS.SUBSTITUTE({OpenFoam/HeatEx/geometry.py})
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- Notes:

As these files represent crucial files for the optimization, if the file
is missing, the individual becomes invalid!

X.5.7. Command: DYNAMICLIB
- Type of parameters: DYNAMICLIB(%s,%s)
- Input parameters:
o library_name - %s: name of the library to be loaded
o file_name - %s: name of the text file to be opened for the library
- Description:
o This command will open the specified text-file, and give it, along with the
access to variables of the individual to the specified library.
o It is useful for cases, when the output file of the external software has a
format, which cannot be directly processed by OPAL++. In this case you
can access the file, process it, and place the results in the appropriate
storage location of an individual, e.g. into an objective function.
- Example:
OPAL2S.TOOLS.DYNAMICLIB({fluent_residual.o2l},{res.txt})
- Notes:

You have to specify the alias of the dynamic library, not the full
name! The library will have a copy on all worker nodes, and thus
it is unnecessary to access it from a global storage.

If you specify an empty string for the second parameter, no file
will be opened for the library.

X.5.8. Command: DYNAMICLIB
- Type of parameters: DYNAMICLIB(%s)
- Input parameters:
o library_name - %s: name of the library
- Description:
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This command will execute a dynamic library. The library has access to all
properties of an individual, and can perform complex calculations and
evaluations.
o It is useful if a computation would be too difficult to be defined in the
OPAL++ simulation script.
o In this case no file will be opened and given to the dynamic library,
instead, a null pointer will be passed.
- Example:
o

OPAL2S.TOOLS.DYNAMICLIB({complex_constain.o2l}

X.5.9. Command: APPEND_TO_LOG
- Type of parameters: APPEND_TO_LOG(%s,%s)
- Input parameters:
o file_name - %s: name of the log file to be appended to the OPAL++ log file
of the current case
o comment - %s: comment-line; when adding the log file to the OPAL++ log
file of the current case, the operation will start by adding this line first
- Description:
o This command can add the contents of a log file to the OPAL+ log file of
the analyzed case. Before adding it to the OPAL++ log file of the current
case, the comment will be also added to it.
- Example:
OPAL2S.TOOLS.APPEND_TO_LOG({fluent.log},{Simulation:})

X.5.10. Command: COMMAND
- Type of parameters: COMMAND(%s)
- Input parameters:
o command_line - %s: command to be executed
- Description:
o This command can send a single command_line to the system for
execution.
o For all commands, a new shell will be opened.
o The output of execution will be sent to a text file, which will be appended
to the log-file of the actual individual.
- Example:
OPAL2S.TOOLS.COMMAND({tar -zxvf openfoam.tar.gz})
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- Notes:

It is your duty to check, if an error occurred during the execution
of the command, the software does not check it.

The module sends all commands to the system in a new shell,
thus you should not use commands as source, cd, etc.

In order to suppress the slave nodes to print to the screen, all
output of the commands is channeled to a text file. This also
results in a special problem, namely that you cannot pipe or
send the results into a text-file.
For such operations use SCRIPT.ADD!

When using Windows, a strange behavior can appear. OPAL++
will start a new command line for each command (CMD /C).
When using more than two quote marks in such a command,
Windows automatically removes the first and last quote mark,
resulting in an incorrect command.
To avoid this behavior simply place an additional quote mark at
the beginning and end of the command.

X.5.11. Command: COMMAND
- Type of parameters: COMMAND(%s,%s)
- Input parameters:
o command_line - %s: command to be executed
o output_file - %s: file, where the output of the command will be written
- Description:
o This command can send a single command_line to the system for
execution.
o For all commands, a new shell will be opened.
o The output of execution will be sent to the specified text file, which will be
appended to the log-file of the actual individual as well.
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- Example:
OPAL2S.TOOLS.COMMAND({tar -zxvf openfoam.tar.gz},{out1.txt})
- Notes:

It is your duty to check, if an error occurred during the execution
of the command, the software does not check it.

The module sends all commands to the system in a new shell,
thus you should not use commands as source, cd, etc.

In order to suppress the slave nodes to print to the screen, all
output of the commands is channeled to a text file. This also
results in a special problem, namely that you cannot pipe-line or
send the results into a text-file.
For such operations use SCRIPT.ADD!

When using Windows, a strange behavior can appear. OPAL++
will start a new command line for each command (CMD /C).
When using more than two quote marks in such a command,
Windows automatically removes the first and last quote mark,
resulting in an incorrect command.
To avoid this behavior simply place an additional quote mark at
the beginning and end of the command.

X.5.12. Command: COMMAND
- Type of parameters: COMMAND(%s,%b)
- Input parameters:
o command_line - %s: command to be executed
o dummy_argument - %b: dummy argument to create difference between
the different versions of COMMAND
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- Description:
o This command can send a single command_line to the system for
execution.
o For all commands, a new shell will be opened.
o The output of execution will not be sent to a file.
o It is useful for commands, where you need to use pipe-line.
- Example:
OPAL2S.TOOLS.COMMAND({tar -zxvf openfoam.tar.gz},true)
- Notes:

It is your duty to check, if an error occurred during the execution
of the command, the software does not check it.

The module sends all commands to the system in a new shell,
thus you should not use commands as source, cd, etc.

As the output is not channeled to a text file, you can use pipeline. However, it is your duty to make sure, that not too much
information will be printed to the screen, i.e. you have to
suppress the output in some way.

When using Windows, a strange behavior can appear. OPAL++
will start a new command line for each command (CMD /C).
When using more than two quote marks in such a command,
Windows automatically removes the first and last quote mark,
resulting in an incorrect command.
To avoid this behavior simply place an additional quote mark at
the beginning and end of the command.
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X.6. NETWORK
The NETWORK sub-module is responsible for all operations performed over the
network, included but not limited to e.g. transferring files. All networks operations in
OPAL++ are performed on SSH channels.

X.6.1. Command: OPEN
-

-

-

Type of parameters: OPEN(%s)
Input parameters:
o host_name - %s: name of the host (previously defined in the networking
module), to which we would like to connect
Description:
o This command will open an SSH connection to the specified host_name
host.
Example:
OPAL2S.NETWORK.OPEN({CLUSTER1})

-

Notes:

If you specify an undefined host_name, then no operation will
be performed (except for appending an error report to the logfile of the actual individual).

X.6.2. Command: CLOSE
-

-

-

Type of parameters: CLOSE(%s)
Input parameters:
o host_name - %s: name of the host (previously defined in the networking
module), the connection of which will be closed
Description:
o This command will close the SSH connection of the specified host_name
host.
Example:
OPAL2S.NETWORK.CLOSE({CLUSTER1})
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Notes:

If you specify an undefined host_name, then no operation will
be performed (except for appending an error report to the logfile of the actual individual).

It is not necessary to close an SSH connection at the end of
every evaluation. If you leave it open, OPAL++ will reuse it at the
next evaluation. This will lower the network traffic.

X.6.3. Command: EXECUTE
-

-

-

Type of parameters: EXECUTE(%s,%s)
Input parameters:
o host_name - %s: name of the host (previously defined in the networking
module), where the command will be executed
o command - %s: command to be executed on the host
Description:
o This command will execute a single command on the specified host.
o Every command is executed in a different and new shell!
o The result of execution will be appended to the log-file of the actual
individual.
o OPAL++ will wait, until the execution is ready.
Example:
OPAL2S.NETWORK.EXECUTE({CLUSTER1},{rm –fr /home/user/*.lok})

-

Notes:

If you specify an undefined host_name, then no operation will
be performed (except for appending an error report to the logfile of the actual individual).
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If you forgot to open an SSH channel to host_name, or it is
closed, OPAL++ will (re)open it for you.
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X.6.4. SHELL
The SHELL module is responsible for all operations, where you would like to open a
shell on the SSH channel. A shell channel differs from the EXECUTE command in the
followings:
1. OPAL++ opens a shell channel, in which several commands can be executed.
2. It is possible to execute several commands in the same shell channel, i.e.
commands as cd, source, etc. will have effect.
3. OPAL++ will not wait for the commands to be finished. You can send huge
number of commands to the remote system, and continue the work on the
local host.
X.6.4.1. Command: OPEN
-

-

-

Type of parameters: OPEN(%s,%s)
Input parameters:
o host_name - %s: name of the host (previously defined in the networking
module), on which the shell channel will be opened
o channelname - %s: name of the channel to be used for referencing in the
simulation script
Description:
o This command will open a shell channel to the specified host.
o All shell channels must have a (unique) name.
Example:
OPAL2S.NETWORK.SHELL.OPEN({CLUSTER1},{CHANNEL1})

-

Notes:

If you specify an undefined host_name, then no operation will
be performed (except for appending an error report to the logfile of the actual individual).

If you forgot to open an SSH channel to host_name, or it is
closed, OPAL++ will (re)open it for you.
If channelname was already defined for host_name, no
operation will be performed.
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X.6.4.2. Command: COMMAND
-

-

-

Type of parameters: OPEN(%s,%s,%s)
Input parameters:
o host_name - %s: name of the host (previously defined in the networking
module), on which the shell channel was opened
o channelname - %s: name of the shell channel
o command - %s: command to be executed on the specified channel
Description:
o This function will execute a single command on a shell channel.
o OPAL++ will not wait for the command to finish, nor read back the results
and output of execution.
Example:
OPAL2S.NETWORK.SHELL.COMMAND({CLUSTER1},{CHANNEL1},{qsub job1})

-

Notes:

If you specify an undefined host_name, then no operation will
be performed (except for appending an error report to the logfile of the actual individual).

If you forgot to open an SSH channel to host_name, or it is
closed, OPAL++ will (re)open it for you.
If channelname was not defined yet, no operation will be
performed.

X.6.4.3. Command: READ
-

-

Type of parameters: READ(%s,%s)
Input parameters:
o host_name - %s: name of the host (previously defined in the networking
module), on which the shell channel was opened
o channelname - %s: name of the shell channel
Description:
o This function will read the output of a shell channel, and append it to the
log-file of the actual individual.
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Example:
OPAL2S.NETWORK.SHELL.READ({CLUSTER1},{CHANNEL1})

-

Notes:

If you specify an undefined host_name, then no operation will
be performed (except for appending an error report to the logfile of the actual individual).

If you forgot to open an SSH channel to host_name, or it is
closed, OPAL++ will (re)open it for you.
If channelname was not defined yet, no operation will be
performed.
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X.6.5. SFTP
SFTP, or Safe File Transfer Protocol is a protocol to perfrom disk related operations on
a remote host. In other words, if you have opened a connection to the remote host,
you can use this SSH channel to perfrom file operations (e.g. file transfer).
The following commands available in the SFTP sub-module:
X.6.5.1. Command: LIST
-

-

-

Type of parameters: LIST(%s,%s)
Input parameters:
o host_name - %s: name of the host (previously defined in the networking
module), on which the operation is to be performed
o directory - %s: directory to be listed
Description:
o This function will list the contents of directory on host_name, and append
the output to the log-file of the actual individual.
o You must always specify the absolute path of the directory.
o You can also reference your home directory as $HOME.
Example:
OPAL2S.NETWORK.SFTP.LIST({CLUSTER1},{/home/daroczy})

-

Notes:

If you specify an undefined host_name, then no operation will
be performed (except for appending an error report to the logfile of the actual individual).
If you forgot to open an SSH channel to host_name, or it is
closed, OPAL++ will (re)open it for you.

X.6.5.2. Command: MKDIR
-

-

Type of parameters: MKDIR(%s,%s)
Input parameters:
o host_name - %s: name of the host (previously defined in the networking
module), on which the operation is to be performed
o directory - %s: directory to be created
Description:
o This function will create directory directory on the remote host
(host_name).
o You must always specify the absolute path of the directory.
o You can also reference your home directory as $HOME.
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Example:
OPAL2S.NETWORK.SFTP.MKDIR({CLUSTER1},{/home/daroczy/Opt1})

-

Notes:

If you specify an undefined host_name, then no operation will
be performed (except for appending an error report to the logfile of the actual individual).
If you forgot to open an SSH channel to host_name, or it is
closed, OPAL++ will (re)open it for you.

X.6.5.3. Command: RMDIR
-

-

-

Type of parameters: RMDIR(%s,%s)
Input parameters:
o host_name - %s: name of the host (previously defined in the networking
module), on which the operation is to be performed
o directory - %s: directory to be removed
Description:
o This function will delete directory on the remote host (host_name).
o You must always specify the absolute path.
o You can also reference your home directory as $HOME.
Example:
OPAL2S.NETWORK.SFTP.RMDIR({CLUSTER1},{/home/daroczy/Opt1})

-

Notes:

If you specify an undefined host_name, then no operation will
be performed (except for appending an error report to the logfile of the actual individual).
If you forgot to open an SSH channel to host_name, or it is
closed, OPAL++ will (re)open it for you.

X.6.5.4. Command: RMFILE
-

Type of parameters: RMFILE(%s,%s)
Input parameters:
o host_name - %s: name of the host (previously defined in the networking
module), on which the operation is to be performed
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o filename - %s: file to be removed
Description:
o This function will delete filename on the remote host (host_name).
o You must always specify the absolute path of the file.
o You can also reference your home directory as $HOME.
Example:
OPAL2S.NETWORK.SFTP.RMDIR({CLUSTER1},{/home/daroczy/Opt1})

-

Notes:

If you specify an undefined host_name, then no operation will
be performed (except for appending an error report to the logfile of the actual individual).
If you forgot to open an SSH channel to host_name, or it is
closed, OPAL++ will (re)open it for you.

X.6.5.5. Command: MVFILE
-

-

-

Type of parameters: MVFILE(%s,%s,%s)
Input parameters:
o host_name - %s: name of the host (previously defined in the networking
module), on which the operation is to be performed
o filename_orig - %s: file to be renamed
o filename_new - %s: new name and location of file
Description:
o This function will rename (move) filename_orig on the remote host
(host_name) to filename_new.
o You must always specify the absolute path of the files.
o You can also reference your home directory as $HOME.
Example:
OPAL2S.NETWORK.SFTP.MVFILE({CLUSTER1},{$HOME/a.txt},{$HOME/b.txt})

-

Notes:

If you specify an undefined host_name, then no operation will
be performed (except for appending an error report to the logfile of the actual individual).
If you forgot to open an SSH channel to host_name, or it is
closed, OPAL++ will (re)open it for you.
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X.6.5.6. Command: MVDIR
-

-

-

Type of parameters: MVDIR(%s,%s,%s)
Input parameters:
o host_name - %s: name of the host (previously defined in the networking
module), on which the operation is to be performed
o directory_orig - %s: directory to be renamed
o directory_new - %s: new location and name of directory
Description:
o This function will rename (move) directory_orig on the remote host
(host_name) to directory_new.
o You must always specify the absolute path of the directories.
o You can also reference your home directory as $HOME.
Example:
OPAL2S.NETWORK.SFTP.MVDIR({CLUSTER1},{$HOME/a},{$HOME/b})

-

Notes:

If you specify an undefined host_name, then no operation will
be performed (except for appending an error report to the logfile of the actual individual).
If you forgot to open an SSH channel to host_name, or it is
closed, OPAL++ will (re)open it for you.

X.6.5.7. Command: UPLOAD_DIRECTORY
-

-

-

Type of parameters: UPLOAD_DIRECTORY(%s,%s,%s)
Input parameters:
o host_name - %s: name of the host (previously defined in the networking
module), on which the operation is to be performed
o directory_local - %s: directory to be uploaded
o directory_remote - %s: new location and name of directory on the remote
host
Description:
o This function will create a directory_remote directory on the remote host
(host_name), and upload the contents of the directory_local local
directory (files and subfolders) into the newly created folder.
o You must always specify the absolute path of the directories.
o You can also reference your home directory as $HOME.
Example:
OPAL2S.NETWORK.SFTP.UPLOAD_DIRECTORY({CLUSTER1},{/home/user/a},{$HOME/b})
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Notes:

If you specify an undefined host_name, then no operation will
be performed (except for appending an error report to the logfile of the actual individual).
If you forgot to open an SSH channel to host_name, or it is
closed, OPAL++ will (re)open it for you.
If directory_local is not existing, no operation will be performed.

X.6.5.8. Command: UPLOAD_FILE
-

-

-

Type of parameters: UPLOAD_FILE(%s,%s,%s)
Input parameters:
o host_name - %s: name of the host (previously defined in the networking
module), on which the operation is to be performed
o file_local - %s: file to be uploaded
o file_remote - %s: new location and name of file on the remote host
Description:
o This function will upload file_local local file to file_remote file on the remote
host (host_name).
o You must specify the new name of the file as well, not only the folder, in
which you want to place it.
o You must always specify the absolute path of the directories.
o You can also reference your home file as $HOME.
Example:
OPAL2S.NETWORK.SFTP.UPLOAD_FILE({CLUSTER1},{/home/user/a.t},{$HOME/b.t})

-

Notes:

If you specify an undefined host_name, then no operation will
be performed (except for appending an error report to the logfile of the actual individual).
If you forgot to open an SSH channel to host_name, or it is
closed, OPAL++ will (re)open it for you.
If file_local is not existing, no operation will be performed.
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X.6.5.9. Command: DOWNLOAD_FILE
-

-

-

Type of parameters: DOWNLOAD_FILE(%s,%s,%s)
Input parameters:
o host_name - %s: name of the host (previously defined in the networking
module), on which the operation is to be performed
o file_remote - %s: file to be downloaded from the remote host
o file_local - %s: new location and name of file on the local host
Description:
o This function will download file_local remote file to file_remote local file.
o You must specify the new name of the file as well, not only the folder, in
which you want to place it.
o You must always specify the absolute path of the directories.
o You can also reference your home file as $HOME.
Example:
OPAL2S.NETWORK.SFTP.DOWNLOAD_FILE({CLUSTER},{$HOME/b.t},{/home/user/a.t})

-

Notes:

If you specify an undefined host_name, then no operation will
be performed (except for appending an error report to the logfile of the actual individual).
If you forgot to open an SSH channel to host_name, or it is
closed, OPAL++ will (re)open it for you.
If file_remote is not existing, no operation will be performed.

X.6.5.10. Command: DOWNLOAD_DIRECTORY
-

-

Type of parameters: DOWNLOAD_DIRECTORY(%s,%s,%s)
Input parameters:
o host_name - %s: name of the host (previously defined in the networking
module), on which the operation is to be performed
o directory_remote - %s: directory to be downloaded
o directory_local - %s: new location and name of directory on the local host
Description:
o This function will create a directory_local directory on the local host, and
download the contents of the directory_remote remote directory (files
and subfolders) into the newly created folder.
o You must always specify the absolute path of the directories.
o You can also reference your home directory as $HOME.
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Example:
OPAL2S.NETWORK.SFTP.DOWNLOAD_DIRECTORY({CLUST},{/home/user/a},{$HOME/b})

-

Notes:

If you specify an undefined host_name, then no operation will
be performed (except for appending an error report to the logfile of the actual individual).
If you forgot to open an SSH channel to host_name, or it is
closed, OPAL++ will (re)open it for you.
If directory_remote is not existing, no operation will be
performed.

X.6.5.11. Command: WAITFOR_SLOW
-

-

-

Type of parameters: WAITFOR_SLOW(%s,%s)
Input parameters:
o host_name - %s: name of the host (previously defined in the networking
module), on which the operation is to be performed
o file_remote - %s: absolute path and name of the file on the remote host,
for which we want to wait
Description:
o This function will wait, until file_remote comes to existence on the remote
host.
o OPAL++ will check the presence of the file every 2 seconds.
o You must always specify the absolute path of the file.
o You can also reference your home directory as $HOME.
Example:
OPAL2S.NETWORK.SFTP.WAITFOR_SLOW({CLUST},{$HOME/b.txt})

-

Notes:

If you specify an undefined host_name, then no operation will
be performed (except for appending an error report to the logfile of the actual individual).
If you forgot to open an SSH channel to host_name, or it is
closed, OPAL++ will (re)open it for you.
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If file_remote never comes to existence, OPAL++ will wait
forever!

X.6.5.12. Command: WAITFOR_OR
-

-

-

Type of parameters: WAITFOR_OR(%s,%s,%s)
Input parameters:
o host_name - %s: name of the host (previously defined in the networking
module), on which the operation is to be performed
o file_remote1 - %s: absolute path and name of the file on the remote host,
for which we want to wait
o file_remote2 - %s: absolute path and name of the file on the remote host,
for which we want to wait
Description:
o This function will wait, until file_remote1 or file_remote2 comes to existence
on the remote host.
o OPAL++ will check the presence of the file every 2.5 seconds.
o You must always specify the absolute path of the files.
o You can also reference your home directory as $HOME.
Example:
OPAL2S.NETWORK.SFTP.WAITFOR_OR({CLUSTER},{$HOME/a.txt},{$HOME/b.txt})

-

Notes:

If you specify an undefined host_name, then no operation will
be performed (except for appending an error report to the logfile of the actual individual).
If you forgot to open an SSH channel to host_name, or it is
closed, OPAL++ will (re)open it for you.
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If file_remote1 or file_remote2 never comes to existence,
OPAL++ will wait forever!

X.6.5.13. Command: WAITFOR_FAST
-

-

-

Type of parameters: WAITFOR_FAST(%s,%s)
Input parameters:
o host_name - %s: name of the host (previously defined in the networking
module), on which the operation is to be performed
o file_remote - %s: absolute path and name of the file on the remote host,
for which we want to wait
Description:
o This function will wait, until file_remote comes to existence on the remote
host.
o OPAL++ will check the presence of the file every 0.2 seconds.
o You must always specify the absolute path of the file.
o You can also reference your home directory as $HOME.
Example:
OPAL2S.NETWORK.SFTP.WAITFOR_FAST({CLUST},{$HOME/b.txt})

-

Notes:

If you specify an undefined host_name, then no operation will
be performed (except for appending an error report to the logfile of the actual individual).
If you forgot to open an SSH channel to host_name, or it is
closed, OPAL++ will (re)open it for you.
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If file_remote never comes to existence, OPAL++ will wait
forever!

X.6.5.14. Command: WAITFOR_TIMEOUT
-

-

-

Type of parameters: WAITFOR_TIMEOUT(%s,%s,%ld)
Input parameters:
o host_name - %s: name of the host (previously defined in the networking
module), on which the operation is to be performed
o file_remote - %s: absolute path and name of the file on the remote host,
for which we want to wait
o maxtime - %ld: maximum number of seconds to wait for the file
Description:
o This function will wait up to maxtime seconds, until file_remote comes to
existence on the remote host.
o OPAL++ will check the presence of the file every 1.0 seconds.
o You must always specify the absolute path of the file.
o You can also reference your home directory as $HOME.
o If by maxtime seconds file_remote is still not existing, the individual
becomes invalid.
Example:
OPAL2S.NETWORK.SFTP.WAITFOR_TIMEOUT({CLUST},{$HOME/b.txt},100)

-

Notes:

If you specify an undefined host_name, then no operation will
be performed (except for appending an error report to the logfile of the actual individual).
If you forgot to open an SSH channel to host_name, or it is
closed, OPAL++ will (re)open it for you.
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X.6.5.15. Command: WAITFOR_TIMEOUT_NATIVE
-

-

-

Type of parameters: WAITFOR_TIMEOUT_NATIVE(%s,%s,%ld)
Input parameters:
o host_name - %s: name of the host (previously defined in the networking
module), on which the operation is to be performed
o file_remote - %s: absolute path and name of the file on the remote host,
for which we want to wait
o maxtime - %ld: maximum number of seconds to wait for the file
Description:
o This function will wait up to maxtime seconds, until file_remote comes to
existence on the remote host.
o OPAL++ will check the presence of the file every 1.0 seconds.
o You must always specify the absolute path of the file.
o You can also reference your home directory as $HOME.
o The individual remains valid, even if by maxtime seconds file_remote is still
not existing
Example:
OPAL2S.NETWORK.SFTP.WAITFOR_TIMEOUT_NATIVE({CLUST},{$HOME/b.txt},100)

-

Notes:

If you specify an undefined host_name, then no operation will
be performed (except for appending an error report to the logfile of the actual individual).
If you forgot to open an SSH channel to host_name, or it is
closed, OPAL++ will (re)open it for you.
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X.7. PROCESSING
The PROCESSING sub-module is responsible for all operations, which are necessary to
post-process the output files of the external software. The following commands are
available:

X.7.1. Command: EQUATION
- Type of parameters: EQUATION(%s,%s)
- Input parameters:
o data_name - %s: name of the variable, where the result of the calculation
will be copied; the data can be derived variable, objective, “constrain”
(i.e. constraint violation) or “validity”.
o equation - %s: equation to be calculated
- Description:
o This command can be used to evaluate the expression equation, which
can reference all real, binary and derived variables and objectives. The
result will be copied into the specified memory location.
- Example:
OPAL2S.PROCESSING.EQUATION({T_CELSIUS},{T_Kelvin-273.0})
- Notes:

If equation or the data_name is invalid, the operation will be
skipped during the evaluation of all individuals. Appropriate error
message will be attached to the log.

X.7.2. Command: ERRORFILE
- Type of parameters: ERRORFILE(%s)
- Input parameters:
o filename - %s: name of the file, which can indicate the presence of an
error
- Description:
o This command can be used to invalidate an individual, if a specific file is
present. It is useful for cases, where the external software creates an error
log or memory dump in case of malfunction.
- Example:
OPAL2S.PROCESSING.ERRORFILE({fluenterror.log})
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X.7.3. Command: CRITICAL_ERROR_CHECK
- Type of parameters: CRITICAL_ERROR_CHECK(%s,%s,%e,%s)
- Input parameters:
o filename - %s: name of the file to be checked
o string - %s: text to be searched for in the file
o checktype - %e: type of check
 PRESENT: we check, if the string is present in the file
 NOT_PRESENT: we check, if the string is missing in the file
o error_message - %s: error message to be printed, if the check fails
- Description:
o This command checks the presence or absence of a string in a file. If the
operation is successful, the optimization process is continued. If operation
fails, the whole optimization process will be stopped. Already running
evaluations will not be stopped, but the actual generation will not be
finished, thus no restart file will be saved. The master node will print the
error_message to the screen. This command is useful for cases, when e.g.
the number of external software licenses got exhausted for unknown
reason, and it would be meaningless to continue the calculation before
fixing the error.
o It is always considered as a critical error if the file itself is missing.
- Example:
OPAL2S.PROCESSING.CRITICAL_ERROR_CHECK( {license.txt} , {error} ,
NOT_PRESENT , {Licensing error!} )
- Notes:

Never mistake CIRITCAL_ERROR_CHECK with VALIDITIYCHECK.
The first will stop the whole optimization process, while the
second one can only stop the evaluation of a single individual!

X.7.4. Command: VALIDITYCHECK
- Type of parameters: VALIDITYCHECK(%s,%s)
- Input parameters:
o file_name - %s: name of the file to be checked
o string - %s: text to look for
- Description:
o This is the short form of the VALIDITYCHECK command.
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This command will check if a specific string is present in a text file. If the
string is not present, or the file is missing, then the individual is considered
as invalid. This command is useful for situations, when you want to check
the result of a previous operation.
- Example:
o

OPAL2S.PROCESSING.VALIDITIYCHECK({Mesh.txt},{"Mesh OK"})

X.7.5. Command: VALIDITYCHECK
- Type of parameters: VALIDITYCHECK(%s,%s,%e,%s)
- Input parameters:
o filename - %s: name of the file to be checked
o string - %s: text to be searched for in the file
o checktype - %e: type of check
 PRESENT: we check, if the string is present in the file
 NOT_PRESENT: we check, if the string is missing in the file
o error_message - %s: error message to be printed into the log file, if the
check fails
- Description:
o This is the full form the VALIDITYCHECK command.
o This command checks the presence or absence of a string in a file. If the
check is true, the individual remains valid. If the check fails the individual
becomes invalid.
o In case the file itself is missing, the individual will become invalid.
- Example:
OPAL2S.PROCESSING.VALIDITY_CHECK(
{license.txt}
NOT_PRESENT , {Licensing error!} )

,

{error}

,

X.7.6. Command: PROCESSFILE
- Type of parameters: PROCESSFILE(%s,%e,%s)
- Input parameters:
o file_name - %s: name of the file to be processed
o operation_type - %s: type of the PROCESSING
 AVAILABLE: checks, whether the file is existing, if not, the individual is
invalid
 SINGLE_VALUE: checks, whether the file is existing, if not, the individual is
invalid; if the file is existing, a single numeric value is read and copied
into dataname
 MEAN_VALUE: checks, whether the file is existing, if not, the individual is
invalid; if the file is existing, all numeric values are read and the mean
value is copied into dataname; the file has to have the following
format, i.e. the each number has to be in a new line:
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number1
number2
number3
…
o dataname - %s: name of the variable, where the result will be copied
- Description:
o This command can check the presence of a file, or read out values from
the file, and copy the value into a specified memory location. You can
copy the results to derived variables, objectives, validity (“validity”) or
constraint violation (“constrain”). This is useful to read back the results of a
calculation.
- Example:
OPAL2S.PROCESSING.PROCESSFILE({OpenFoam/PressureAtTheInlet
.txt} , SINGLE_VALUE,{p})

X.7.7. Command: PROCESSFILE
- Type of parameters: PROCESSFILE(%s,%s,%ld,%ld)
- Input parameters:
o file_name - %s: name of the file to be processed
o dataname - %s: name of the data, where the result will be copied
o line - %ld: the line to be processed
o entry - %ld: the entry to be processed in the line
- Description:
o This command can check the presence of a file (individual becomes
invalid if missing), and read out the entry-th entry in the line –th line. All
lines are considered as entries separated with spaces and tabulators.
o You can copy the results to derived variables, objectives, validity
(“validity”) or constraint violation (“constrain”). This is useful to read back
the results of a calculation.
- Example:
OPAL2S.PROCESSING.PROCESSFILE({out.txt},{o1},2,2)

X.7.8. Command: PROCESSFILE
- Type of parameters: PROCESSFILE(%s,%s,%s,%ld)
- Input parameters:
o file_name - %s: name of the file to be processed
o dataname - %s: name of the data, where the result will be copied
o text - %s: text to find
o entry - %ld: the entry to be processed in the line
- Description:
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This command can check the presence of a file (individual becomes
invalid if missing), and read out the entry-th entry in the first line containing
the text string after the string. All lines are considered as entries separated
with spaces and tabulators.
o You can copy the results to derived variables, objectives, validity
(“validity”) or constraint violation (“constrain”). This is useful to read back
the results of a calculation.
- Example:
o

OPAL2S.PROCESSING.PROCESSFILE({out.txt},{o1},{outlet:},1)

X.7.9. Command: PROCESSFILE
- Type of parameters: PROCESSFILE(%s,%s)
- Input parameters:
o file_name - %s: name of the file to be processed
o template - %s: name of the template file
- Description:
o This command can check the presence of a file (individual becomes
invalid if missing).
o If the file is present, then OPAL++ will read out the values of the specified
data according to the template file.
o In the template file, you can specify derived variables, objectives, validity
(“validity”) or constraint violation (“constrain”).
o It is the inverse operation compared to SUBSTITUTE.
o A template file can look like the following way:
Fluent output file---------------$p1;$p2 Pa
Outlet: $T2 Pa
- Example:
OPAL2S.PROCESSING.PROCESSFILE({out.txt},{template.txt)

X.7.10. Command: HEAD
- Type of parameters: HEAD(%s,%ld,%s)
- Input parameters:
o filename - %s: name of the file to be processed
o number_of_lines - %ld: number of lines to be copied
o output - %s: name of the output file
- Description:
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This command will copy the first number_of_lines lines of the filename file
to the output file.
- Example:
o

OPAL2S.PROCESSING.HEAD({cmt.dat},10,{cmt2.dat});

X.7.11. Command: HEAD
- Type of parameters: HEAD(%s,%ld)
- Input parameters:
o filename - %s: name of the file to be processed
o number_of_lines - %ld: number of lines to be kept at the beginning of the
file
- Description:
o This command will keep only the first number_of_lines lines of the filename
file.
- Example:
OPAL2S.PROCESSING.HEAD({cmt.dat},10);

X.7.12. Command: TAIL
- Type of parameters: TAIL(%s,%ld,%s)
- Input parameters:
o filename - %s: name of the file to be processed
o number_of_lines - %ld: number of lines to be copied
o output - %s: name of the output file
- Description:
o This command will copy the last number_of_lines lines of the filename file
to the output file.
- Example:
OPAL2S.PROCESSING.TAIL({cmt.dat},10,{cmt2.dat});

X.7.13. Command: TAIL
- Type of parameters: TAIL(%s,%ld)
- Input parameters:
o filename - %s: name of the file to be processed
o number_of_lines - %ld: number of lines to be kept at the end of the file
- Description:
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This command will keep only the last number_of_lines lines of the filename
file.
- Example:
o

OPAL2S.PROCESSING.TAIL({cmt.dat},10);

X.7.14. Command: GREP
- Type of parameters: GREP(%s,%s,%s)
- Input parameters:
o filename - %s: name of the file to be processed
o search_term - %s: search term
o output - %s: name of the output file
- Description:
o This command will copy all lines of the filename file containing the
search_term phrase to the output file.
- Example:
OPAL2S.PROCESSING.GREP({cmt.dat},{quality},{output.txt});

X.7.15. Command: CUTEND
- Type of parameters: CUTEND(%s,%ld)
- Input parameters:
o filename - %s: name of the file to be processed
o number_of_characters - %ld
- Description:
o This command removes the last number_of_characters non-whitespace
characters from all the lines of filename.
- Example:
OPAL2S.PROCESSING.CUTEND({cmt.dat},1);
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X.8. CONTROL
The CONTROL sub-module is responsible for all control flow statements of the LOS!
language. This module is actually not a command itself, it only defines the syntax for
such structures. This enables the use of conditional branches. These branches are
usually of the following form:
OPAL2S.CONTROL.IF(equation)
Commands
OPAL2S.CONTROL.END
Commands part will only be executed, if equation evaluates to non-zero. You can
only use an equation (i.e. no LOS! commands) to define the condition of the branch.
OPAL++ allows the use of nested conditional branches as well:
OPAL2S.CONTROL.IF(equation1)
Commands1
OPAL2S.CONTROL.IF(equation2)
Commands2
OPAL2S.CONTROL.IF(equation3)
…
OPAL2S.CONTROL.END
OPAL2S.CONTROL.END
OPAL2S.CONTROL.END
You must always make sure, that all IF statement are closed by an END statement. If
this criterion is not met, the script will not be accepted.

X.8.2. Command: IF
- Type of parameters: IF(%s)
- Input parameters:
o equation - %s: equation to evaluate
- Description:
o Using this command, you can create conditional branches.
o In equation, you can reference “validity”, “constrain” (i.e. constraint
violation) and all variables, derived variables and objectives.
o If the equation evaluates to true (i.e. non-zero), the commands between
IF and the matching END will be executed, otherwise skipped.
o You can use nested structured as well.
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You can use the following logical operators, [4]:

o

Operator

Meaning

&&

logical and

||

logical or

<=

less or equal

>=

greater or equal

!=

not equal

==

equal

>

greater than

<

less than

- Example:
OPAL2S.CONTROL.IF({x1>5 && T<330})
- Notes:

For all IF statements, another matching END statement must
exist. If this condition is not satisfied, the script will not be
accepted.

If the equation is incorrect, the whole branch will be skipped.

If you use a normal (i.e. non-native) IF statement, and the
individual is invalid, all native statements in the branch will be
skipped as well.
It is unimportant to match native IF statements with native END
statement and normal ones with normal END statements.

X.8.3. Command: END
- Type of parameters: END
- Input parameters:
- Description:
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o Using this command, you can close a conditional IF branch.
- Example:
OPAL2S.CONTROL.END
- Notes:

For all IF statement, another matching END statement must exist.
If this condition is not satisfied, the script will not be accepted.

It is unimportant to match native IF statements with native END
statement and normal ones with normal END statements.
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X.9. MESH
The MESH sub-module is responsible for all mesh related operations and
computations.

X.9.1 ICEMCFD
The ICEMCFD sub-module is responsible for all mesh related operations and
computations, where the software ANSYS ICEMCFD is involved.
X.9.1.1. Command: BIGEOMETRIC
- Type of parameters: BIGEOMETRIC(%s, %s, %lf, %lf, %lf, %lf, %lf, %lf)
- Input parameters:
o number_of_nodes - %s: number of nodes on edge (output; must be a
derived variable)
o actual_maxsize - %s: actual maximal size (output; must be a derived
variable)
o h1 - %lf: first height
o r1 - %lf: first ratio
o h2 - %lf: last height
o r2 - %lf: last ratio
o length - %lf: length of edge
o maxsize - %lf: prescribed maximum size
- Description:
o Using this command, you can compute the number of nodes and actual
maximum mesh-size, when you want to prescribe a maxsize maximum size
for an edge with length using the bigeometric distribution with h1,h2,r1,r2
in ANSYS ICEMCFD.
- Example:
OPAL2S.MESH.ICEMCFD.BIGEOMETRIC({N},{AMS},1,1.1,1,1.1,50,2)
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X.10. BLADES
The BLADES sub-module is responsible for creating parametric blade geometries,
which are often necessary for CFD optimizations.

X.10.1. Command: EXNACA
-

-

-

Type of parameters: EXNACA(%s,%lf,%lf,%lf,%lf,%lf,%lf,%lf,%lf,%lf,%lf,%lf,%lf,%ld,%ld)
Input parameters:
o filename - %s: name of the file to be exported
o chord - %lf: chord length
o pitch - %lf: pitch angle of the blade
o pc - %lf: non-dimensional location of the maximal camber
o c_max - %lf: non-dimensional maximal camber
o sc1 - %lf: derivative of the camber at the beginning (non-dimensional)
o sc2 - %lf: derivative of the camber at the end (non-dimensional)
o pt - %lf: non-dimensional location of the maximal thickness
o t_max - %lf: non-dimensional maximal thickness
o rl - %lf: leading edge radius
o st2 - %lf: derivative of the thickness at the end (non-dimensional)
o mount - %lf: non-dimensional mounting position of the blade
o rounding - %lf: rounding of the blade
o N1 - %ld: number of points exported for the blade
o N2 - %ld: number of points exported for the rounding
Description:
o This command will create & save an exNACA profile in a commaseparated table as filename. An additional zero is appended to each line
for the third coordinate.
o For the exact description of the geometry, please refer to [14].
Example:
OPAL2S.BLADES.EXNACA({blade.txt},100,0,0.3,0.01,0.2,0.2,0.3,0.2,
0.078,0.2,0.25,2,200,20)

-

Notes:

If you specify less than 10 points for N1, no operation will be
performed.
If ®1 < 2 ∙ ®2, no operation will be performed!

If the geometry violates one of the exNACA constraints [14], the
individual will become invalid!
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X.10.2. Command: NACA_GAMBITXY
-

-

-

Type of parameters: NACA_GAMBITXY(%s,%lf,%lf,%lf,%lf,%lf,%ld)
Input parameters:
o filename - %s: name of the file to be exported
o camber - %lf: chord length
o m - %lf: maximal camber
o p - %lf: location of maximal camber
o t - %lf: maximal thickness
o u - %lf: uniformity factor
o N - %ld: number of points exported for the blade
Description:
o This command will create & save a NACA4 profile in a comma-separated
table as filename (compatible with Gambit). An additional zero is given to
each line for the third coordinate.
o Uniformity is a special parameter, which controls the distribution of the
points on the blade. u=1 denotes a uniform distribution, u>1 will generate
more points around the leading edge (with an exponential distribution).
Example:
OPAL2S.BLADES.NACA_GAMBITXY({blade.txt},100,0.01,0.3,0.2,1,100)

-

Notes:

If you specify less than 5 points for N1, no operation will be
performed.
If the geometry violates one of the exNACA constraints [14], the
individual will become invalid!

X.10.3. Command: BEZIER
-

Type of parameters: BEZIER(%s,%s,%ld,%lf,%lf,%lf,%ld,%ld,%b)
Input parameters:
o filename - %s: name of the file to be exported
o prefix - %s: prefix for the name of the variables
o points - %ld: number of control points
o chord - %lf: chord length
o mount - %lf: mounting position
o pitch - %lf: pitch
o N - %ld: number of points exported for the blade
o maxextremes - %ld: maximal number of extremes
o intersect - %b: specifies, whether the geometry has to be checked for selfintersection
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Description:
o This command will create & save an airfoil geometry created by a Beziercurve based on control points, in a comma-separated table as filename
(compatible with Gambit). An additional zero is given to each line for the
third coordinate.
o The coordinates of the control points have to be stored in the prefix_X1,
prefix_Y1, prefix_X2, prefix_Y2, … variables, respectively.
o The control points have to be defined in a non-dimensional manner, i.e.,
the x-coordinates should be between 0 and 1.
o N control points are generated for the non-dimensional form, scaled up
with chord and moved with mount*chord to the -X direction. Afterwards,
the geometry is rotated with pitch degrees around (0,0).
o Finally, it will be checked, if the number of extremes of the geometry
exceeds maxextremes. If intersect is enabled, the geometry will be
checked for self-intersections as well.
Example:
OPAL2S.BLADES.BEZIER({blade.txt},{BEZ},4,100,0.25,0,100,1,false)

-

Notes:

If one of the constraints (intersections, number of extremes) is
violated, the individual will become invalid.

X.10.4. Command: BEZIER
-

-

Type of parameters: BEZIER(%s,%s,%ld,%lf,%lf,%lf,%ld)
Input parameters:
o filename - %s: name of the file to be exported
o prefix - %s: prefix for the name of the variables
o points - %ld: number of control points
o chord - %lf: chord length
o mount - %lf: mounting position
o pitch - %lf: pitch
o N - %ld: number of points exported for the blade
Description:
o This command will create & save an airfoil geometry created by a Beziercurve based on control points, in a comma-separated table as filename
(compatible with Gambit). An additional zero is given to each line for the
third coordinate.
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The coordinates of the control points have to be stored in the prefix_X1,
prefix_Y1, prefix_X2, prefix_Y2, … variables, respectively.
o The control points have to be defined in a non-dimensional manner, i.e.,
the x-coordinates should be between 0 and 1.
o N control points are generated for the non-dimensional form, scaled up
with chord and moved with mount*chord to the left. Afterwards, the
geometry is rotated with pitch degrees around (0,0).
o Finally, it will be checked, if the geometry is self-intersecting.
Example:
o

-

OPAL2S.BLADES.BEZIER({blade.txt},{BEZ},4,100,0.25,0,100)

-

Notes:

If the geometry is self-intersecting, the individual will become
invalid.
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XIII. Solvers
In the following chapter, a very short description is given for the available solvers,
together with references and list of parameters. It is not an intention of the upcoming
chapter to introduce the algorithms in detail.

XIII.1 NSGAII
NSGAII, or Nondominating Sorting Genetic Algorithm-II
Kalyanmoy Deb in 2002 [3].

was introduced by

The parameters for the algorithm are the followings:
- N:
o
-

-

number of elements in each new population, and each actual population
(by default 100)
GENERATION_MAX:
o maximum number of generations (by default 250)
INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_NSGAII_MUTATION_PROBABILITY_BINARY:
o Probability for binary mutation (by default 1), must be the same for all
variables; it defines the probability of changing a single bit in the binary
representation (for variable i the probability is calculated as this factor
multiplied by 1  )
V
INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_NSGAII_MUTATION_PROBABILITY_REAL:
o Probability for real mutation, it defines the probability of changing a single
real value (by default: 1OPMQ )
INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_NSGAII_MUTATION_ETAM:

o ¯ factor for the mutation (by default 20)
- INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_NSGAII_MUTATION_ETAC:
-

¯

factor for the mutation (by default 20)
- INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_NSGAII_CROSSOVER_PROBABILITY_BINARY:
o Probability for the binary cross-over (defined for a whole individual, by
default 0.8)
- INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_NSGAII_CROSSOVER_PROBABILITY_REAL:
o Probability for the real cross-over (defined for a whole individual, by default
0.8)
o
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XIII.2 SPEA2
SPEA2, or Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm was introduced by Eckart Zitzler,
Marco Laumanns and Lothar Thiele in 2001 [5].
The parameters for the algorithm are the followings:
- N
o

number of elements in each new population, and each actual population
(by default 100)

- NM
o number of elements in the archive (by default this value is 100)
- GENERATION_MAX
o maximum number of generations (by default 250)
- INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_SPEAII_MUTATION_ETAC
o

¯

factor for the mutation (by default 20)

o ¯ factor for the mutation (by default 20)
INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_SPEAII_MUTATION_REAL_PERINDIVIDUAL
o Probability for (real) mutation for a single individual (by default it is 1.0)
INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_SPEAII_MUTATION_REAL_PERVARIABLE
o Probability for mutating for a single real variable (1OPMQ ); this is only
evaluated, if the individual is to be mutated
INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_SPEAII_MUTATION_BINARY_PERINDIVIDUAL
o Probability for (binary) mutation for a single individual (by default it is 1.0)
INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_SPEAII_MUTATION_BINARY_PERVARIABLE
o Probability for mutation of a single binary variable; this is evaluated, if the
individual is to be mutated, (by default the value is 1.0)
INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_SPEAII_MUTATION_BINARY_PERNUCLEID
o Probability for mutation for a bit; this is evaluated only if the variable is to be
mutated, (by default the value is 1), (for variable i the probability is
calculated as this factor multiplied by 1  )
V
INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_SPEAII_CROSSOVER_REAL_PERINDIVIDUAL
o Probability for (real) cross-over for a single individual; (by default the value is
0.9)
INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_SPEAII_CROSSOVER_REAL_PERVARIABLE
o Probability for cross-over for a single real variable; this is evaluated, if the
individual is to be crossed, (by default the value is 0.5)
INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_SPEAII_CROSSOVER_BINARY_PERINDIVIDUAL
o Probability for (binary) cross-over for a single individual; (by default the
value is 1.0)
INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_SPEAII_CROSSOVER_BINARY_PERVARIABLE
o Probability of cross-over for a single binary variable; this is evaluated, if the
individual is to be crossed, (by default the value is 0.9)

- INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_SPEAII_MUTATION_ETAM
-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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- INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_SPEAII_K
o Value to define k (k-th neighbor calculation used for the clustering
algorithm); by default 1
- INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_SPEAII_TOURNAMENT_CYCLES
o Number of cycles in the tournament for the selection of individuals for the
cross-over (by default 2)
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XIII.3 OMOPSO
OMOPSO was introduced Margarita Reyes Sierra and Carlos A. Coello Coello, [6].
The parameters for the algorithm are the followings:
- N
o
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

number of elements in each new population, and each actual population
(by default 100)
GENERATION_MAX
o maximum number of generations (by default 250).
INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_OMOPSO_EPSILON
o Value of ε (defines the clustering radius, the default value is 0.0025); please
note, that the interpretation of this value depends on the type of εdominance
INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_OMOPSO_FACTOR_B
o Factor defining the rate, at which the non-uniform mutation’s perturbation
is decreasing (by default this value is 0.5); smaller value means slower
decrease
INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_OMOPSO_EPSILON_DOMINANCE
o Defines the type of epsilon dominance to be used (the default value is 2)
 ε-approximate Pareto-set defined with multiplication (1)
 ε-approximate Pareto-set defined with addition (2)
 ε-Pareto-set defined with multiplication (3)
 ε-Pareto-set defined with addition (4)
INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_OMOPSO_MUTATION_UNIFORM_REAL_PERINDIVID
UAL
o This defines the probability for mutating the real variables of a single
individual, when using uniform mutation (the default value is 1)
INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_OMOPSO_MUTATION_UNIFORM_REAL_PERVARIAB
LE
o This defines the probability for mutating a single real variable of an
individual, when using uniform mutation (the default value is 1OPMQ ), this is
only done, if the individual is to be mutated
INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_OMOPSO_MUTATION_NONUNIFORM_REAL_PERIN
DIVIDUAL
o This defines the probability for mutating the real variables of a single
individual, when using non-uniform mutation (the default value is 1).
INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_OMOPSO_MUTATION_NONUNIFORM_REAL_PERVA
RIABLE
o This defines the probability for mutating a single real variable of an
individual when using non-uniform mutation (the default value is 1OPMQ );
this is only done, if the individual is to be mutated.
INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_OMOPSO_MUTATION_BINARY_PERINDIVIDUAL
o This defines the probability for mutating a single binary individual. (The
default value is 1.0).
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- INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_OMOPSO_MUTATION_BINARY_PERVARIABLE
o For non-uniform mutation, this setting has no meaning.
o For uniform mutation, this defines the probability for mutating a single binary
variable, this is done, if the individual has to be mutated.
o (The default value is 0.9).
- INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_OMOPSO_MUTATION_BINARY_PERNUCLEID
o For non-uniform mutation, this defines the probability for flipping a bit at a
random location in the binary variable, this is done, if the individual and
variable is to be mutated.
o For uniform mutation, this defines the probability for mutating a single bit,
this is done, if the individual is to be mutated.
o The default value is 1.0, for variable i the probability is calculated as this
factor multiplied by 1  .
V
- INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_OMOPSO_PERTURBATION_UNIFORMMUTATION
o Factor defining the uniform mutation’s range; (by default it is 0.1), i.e. 0.5
means, that the variable can uniformly mutate in a region with a radius of
the size of 50% of the variable’s range; 0 means automatic mutation.
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XIII.4 iNSGAII
The improved version of NSGAII uses a corrected crowding distance, huge external
archive and improved truncation method. The parameters for the algorithm are the
followings:
- N
o

number of elements in each new population, and each actual population
(by default 100)

- NM
o number of elements in the archive (by default this value is 400)
- GENERATION_MAX
o maximum number of generations (by default 250)
- INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_INSGAII_NICHE
o niche radius for clustering (by default 0)
- INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_INSGAII_MUTATION_PROBABILITY_BINARY
o Probability for binary mutation (by default 1), must be the same for all
variables; it defines the probability of changing a single bit in the binary
representation (for variable i the probability is calculated as this factor
multiplied by 1  )
V
- INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_INSGAII_MUTATION_PROBABILITY_REAL
o Probability for real mutation (1OPMQ ), it defines the probability of changing
a single real value
- INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_INSGAII_MUTATION_ETAM
o

¯

factor for the mutation (by default 20)

o ¯ factor for the mutation (by default 20)
- INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_INSGAII_CROSSOVER_PROBABILITY_BINARY
o Probability for the binary cross-over (defined for a whole individual, by
default 0.8)
- INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_INSGAII_CROSSOVER_PROBABILITY_REAL
o Probability for the real cross-over (defined for a whole individual, by default
0.8)
- INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_INSGAII_MUTATION_ETAC
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XIII.5 FastGPA
FastGPA is a light modified version of NSGA-II, in which the size of the population and
the number of evaluations is dynamically growing throughout the optimization
process [10], defined as follows:
®p = min+±J + Fp ∙ ®pK²p , ±J5,

®PzMQ = min±wG + FPzMQ ∙ ®pK²p , ±wG ,

where ®pK²p is the number of non-dominated elements in the archive.

The parameters for the algorithm are the followings:

- SOLVER_FASTGPA_MINIMUM_POPULATION_SIZE
o Value of MinPop (minimal number of individuals to be kept at the end of a
generation) (by default the value is 20)
- SOLVER_FASTGPA_MAXIMUM_POPULATION_SIZE
o Value of MaxPop (maximal number of individuals to be kept at the end of a
generation) (by default the value is 100)
- SOLVER_FASTGPA _POPULATION_SIZE_INCREMENT
o Value of Fp (by default the value is 1)
- SOLVER_FASTGPA_MINIMUM_SOLUTION_EVALUATION
o Value of MinEval (minimal number of individuals to be generated at the
beginning of the generation) (by default the value is 20)
- SOLVER_FASTGPA_MAXIMUM_SOLUTION_EVALUATION
o Value of MaxEval (maximal number of individuals to be generated at the
beginning of the generation) (by default the value is 100)
- SOLVER_FASTGPA _SOLUTION_EVALUATION_INCREMENT
o Value of FPzMQ (by default the value is 1)
- N
o if specified, an archive of constant size will be used (±J ≡ ±J ≡ ®)
- GENERATION_MAX
o maximum number of generations (by default 250)
- INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_FASTGPA_MUTATION_ETAC
o

¯

¯

factor for the mutation (by default 20)

- INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_FASTGPA_MUTATION_ETAM
o

factor for the mutation (by default 20)

- INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_FASTGPA_MUTATION_REAL_PERINDIVIDUAL
o Probability for (real) mutation for a single individual (by default it is 1.0)
- INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_FASTGPA_MUTATION_REAL_PERVARIABLE
o Probability for mutating for a single real variable (1OPMQ ); this is only
evaluated, if the individual is to be mutated
- INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_FASTGPA_MUTATION_BINARY_PERINDIVIDUAL
o Probability for (binary) mutation for a single individual (by default it is 1.0)
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- INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_FASTGPA_MUTATION_BINARY_PERVARIABLE
o Probability for mutation of a single binary variable; this is evaluated, if the
individual is to be mutated, (by default the value is 1.0)
- INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_FASTGPA_MUTATION_BINARY_PERNUCLEID
o Probability for mutation for a bit; this is evaluated only if the variable is to be
mutated, (by default the value is 1), (for variable i the probability is
calculated as this factor multiplied by 1  )
V
- INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_FASTGPA_CROSSOVER_REAL_PERINDIVIDUAL
o Probability for (real) cross-over for a single individual; (by default the value is
0.9)
- INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_FASTGPA_CROSSOVER_REAL_PERVARIABLE
o Probability for cross-over for a single real variable; this is evaluated, if the
individual is to be crossed, (by default the value is 0.5)
- INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_FASTGPA_CROSSOVER_BINARY_PERINDIVIDUAL
o Probability for (binary) cross-over for a single individual; (by default the
value is 1.0)
- INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_FASTGPA_CROSSOVER_BINARY_PERVARIABLE
o Probability of cross-over for a single binary variable; this is evaluated, if the
individual is to be crossed, (by default the value is 0.9)
- INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_FASTGPA_TOURNAMENT_CYCLES
o Number of cycles in the tournament for the selection of individuals for the
cross-over
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XIII.6 GENETIC1
GENETIC1 is a single-objective genetic optimization algorithm, defined by the
following characteristics:
-

Each generation contains a constant number of individuals (N).
For selection, a tournament with 2 cycles is used; the configuration with the
better objective value is chosen for cross-over.
The same cross-over & mutation is used, as for NSGAII.
By elitist approach, the N best individuals of the old & new generation will
survive, by population based (default) only the new generation will survive.

The parameters for the algorithm are the followings:
- N
o
-

-

-

-

number of elements in each new population, and each actual population
(by default 100)
GENERATION_MAX
o maximum number of generations (by default 250).
SELECTION
o Specifies the selection method; there are two possibilities
 0 – elitist selection (the new and old population is combined, and the
best N individuals are kept only)
 1 – population based (the new generation is kept only)
o By default, the value is set to 1.
INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_GENETIC1_TOURNAMENT_CYCLES
o Number of cycles in the tournament for the selection of individuals for the
cross-over (by default 2)
INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_GENETIC1_NICHE
o Niche radius for clustering (by default 0)
INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_ GENETIC1_MUTATION_PROBABILITY_BINARY:
o Probability for binary mutation (by default 1), must be the same for all
variables; it defines the probability of changing a single bit in the binary
representation (for variable i the probability is calculated as this factor
multiplied by 1  )
V
INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_ GENETIC1_MUTATION_PROBABILITY_REAL:
o Probability for real mutation, it defines the probability of changing a single
real value (by default: 1OPMQ )
INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_ GENETIC1_MUTATION_ETAM:

o ¯ factor for the mutation (by default 20)
- INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_ GENETIC1_MUTATION_ETAC:
-

o ¯ factor for the mutation (by default 20)
- INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_ GENETIC1_CROSSOVER_PROBABILITY_BINARY:
o Probability for the binary cross-over (defined for a whole individual, by
default 0.8)
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- INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_ GENETIC1_CROSSOVER_PROBABILITY_REAL:
o Probability for the real cross-over (defined for a whole individual, by default
0.8)
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XIII.7 OMNIO
Omni-optimizer was introduced by Deb & Tiwari in 2008 [11].
The parameters for the algorithm are the following:
- N:
o
-

-

-

number of elements in each new population, and each actual population
(by default 100)
GENERATION_MAX:
o maximum number of generations (by default 250)
INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_OMNIO_MUTATION_PROBABILITY_BINARY:
o Probability for binary mutation (by default 1), must be the same for all
variables; it defines the probability of changing a single bit in the binary
representation (for variable i the probability is calculated as this factor
multiplied by 1  )
V
INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_ OMNIO_MUTATION_PROBABILITY_REAL:
o Probability for real mutation, it defines the probability of changing a single
real value (by default: 1OPMQ )
INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_ OMNIO_MUTATION_ETAM:
o

¯
¯

factor for the mutation (by default 20)

- INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_ OMNIO_MUTATION_ETAC:
factor for the mutation (by default 20)
- INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_ OMNIO_CROSSOVER_PROBABILITY_BINARY:
o Probability for the binary cross-over (defined for a whole individual, by
default 0.8)
- INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_ OMNIO_CROSSOVER_PROBABILITY_REAL:
o Probability for the real cross-over (defined for a whole individual, by default
0.8)
- INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_OMNIO_EPSILON:
o Epsilon value for epsilon-dominance, as defined by the Omni-optimizer
method (by default 0.0075)
o
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XIII.8 SDE1
SDE1 is a single-objective parallel Differential Evolution method. With DE, new
individuals are generated based on the following steps:
-

-

Step 1: Generate a new donor vector:
³ =  + 6  − 
Step 2: Generate a trial vector:
´ = µ¶kcck·¸¶  , ³
Step 3: Replace the original individuum with the new one, if the new one is
better

For a more detailed description of the method, please refer to [15]. OPAL++ supports
binomial & exponential cross-over with the best/rand scheme. With the rand
scheme,  is a random vector, with the best scheme,  is the best known solution.
The parameters for the algorithm are the following:

- N
o number of elements in each new population (by default 100)
- GENERATION_MAX
o maximum number of generations (by default 250).
- PARAMETER_F
o Value of the F constant (by default 0.8)
- PARAMETER_C
o Cross-over rate (by default 0.5)
- PARAMETER_TYPE
o Type of the applied DE operators (by default “de/rand/1/bin”)
o The following values are supported:
 de/rand/1/bin
 de/rand/1/exp
 de/best/1/bin
 de/best/1/exp
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XIII.9 FIREFLY
FireFly method is a single-objective multi-model optimization method. For the
complete description of the algorithm, please refer to [12].
The parameters for the algorithm are the following:
- N
o number of elements in each new population (by default 50)
- GENERATION_MAX
o maximum number of generations (by default 250)
- FIREFLY_ALPHA0:
o Initial value of α (by default 0.25)
- FIREFLY_DELTA:
o Decrease factor of α (by default 0.975)
- FIREFLY_BETA0:
o Initial value of β (by default 1.0).
- FIREFLY_BETAMIN:
o Minimal value for β (by default 0.0).
- FIREFLY_GAMMA:
o Value of γ (by default 1.0).
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XIII.10 HYENA
HYENA, or HYbrid ENgineering optimization Algorithm is a hybrid multi-objective
optimization method. The method at the moment is completely parallelized, i.e., it
will use the same number of cores for the virtual optimization, as for the actual
optimization. For the complete description of the algorithm, please refer to [13].
The parameters for the algorithm are the following:
- N
o Initial number of individuals in the population (by default 50)
- N_MAX
o Maximal number of individuals in the population (by default 100)
- N_INCR
o Increment for the population size (by default 1)
- N_LIC
o Number of parallel licenses (by default 15)
- GENERATION_MAX
o maximum number of generations (by default 250)
- HYENA_VIRTUAL_N
o Population size of the virtual optimization (by default 200)
- HYENA_VIRTUAL_GENERATION_MAX
o Maximal number of generations for the virtual optimization (by default 300)
- INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_HYENA_MUTATION_PROBABILITY_BINARY:
o Probability for binary mutation (by default 1), must be the same for all
variables; it defines the probability of changing a single bit in the binary
representation (for variable i the probability is calculated as this factor
multiplied by 1  )
V
- INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_ HYENA _MUTATION_PROBABILITY_REAL:
o Probability for real mutation, it defines the probability of changing a single
real value (by default: 1OPMQ )
- INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_ HYENA _MUTATION_ETAM:
o

¯

factor for the mutation (by default 20)

o ¯ factor for the mutation (by default 20)
- INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_ HYENA _CROSSOVER_PROBABILITY_BINARY:
o Probability for the binary cross-over (defined for a whole individual, by
default 0.8)
- INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_ HYENA _CROSSOVER_PROBABILITY_REAL:
o Probability for the real cross-over (defined for a whole individual, by default
0.8)
- INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_HYENA_TOURNAMENT_CYCLES
o Number of cycles in the tournament for the selection of individuals for the
cross-over (by default 2)
- INDIVIDIUM_PARAMETER_VALUE_ HYENA _MUTATION_ETAC:
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- HYENA_VAR_TOLERANCE
o Tolerance for the variables (by default 0.0)
- HYENA_OBJ_TOLERANCE
o Tolerance for the objectives (by default 0.0)
- HYENA_INTERPOLATORS
o List of operators to be used for the metamodel optimization (1=quadratic
LSQ with first order interaction terms, 2=Moving LSQ with same terms), the
value is by default “12”
- HYENA_GENETICWEIGHT
o Starting weight of the genetic operator (by default 0.75)
- DEBUG_OUTPUT
o Prefix of the file, where the output will be saved for debugging purposes
(default: no output file)
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XIII.11 NONE
NONE solver is actually not an optimization algorithm. This can be used to generate
one single generation (created by any initialization method, or loaded from external
data file) and to evaluate these individuals.
- N
o

number of elements in each new population, and each actual population
(by default 100).
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XIII.12 Initialization of solvers
Before starting the optimization process, it is necessary to initialize the first generation
of individuals. For the initialization many different methods exist, but the easiest and
most well-spread is to use a quasi-random generator.

XIII.12.1. Introduction
OPAL++ uses the 623-dimensional Mersenne-Twister quasi-random generator, which
has a huge, 219937-1 cycle, and thus it is closest to real random generators. The
implementation is according to [7]. In

Figure 11-Figure 13

you can see the first

32,64, 128, 256, 512 and 32 768 random points on a two dimensional plane.
As you can see, the quasi-random generator follows the rule of big numbers, i.e. it is
guaranteed to yield to a uniform distribution for thousands and millions of points, but
not for a small number of points. In case you generate just a couple points, the points
are random, thus not well-distributed. This means that at the initialization of the
population we will have gaps at certain parts of the variable space. To avoid this, socalled low-discrepancy sequences can be used instead. These sequences mimic
several properties of quasi-random numbers (e.g. uniform distribution for large
number of points), but also try to avoid clustering, i.e. the generated points will try to
avoid each other as much as possible.
Several quasi-random generators exist. Although they do yield better distributed
points at the initialization, but they also have drawbacks. The Halton-sequence is
degrading with increasing number of dimensions, therefore is not recommended for
more than 7 dimensions [8].
OPAL++ implements Hammersley-set, Halton-sequence and Sobol-sequence.
Although other sequences exist as well (e.g. Faure, Niederreiter), these provide
usually an appropriate choice.

Figure 11
FULLRANDOM: first 32, 64 points
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Figure 12
FULLRANDOM: first 128, 256 points

Figure 13
FULLRANDOM: 512 and 32768 points

XIII.12.2. Sobol‘ sequence
Sobol’ sequence is maybe the most well-known and most well-spread lowdiscrepancy series. The main reason for this is that it does not suffer from degradation
in higher dimensions. Some researchers recommend discarding the first points of the
sequence, but based on [9], OPAL++ discards only the first point: (0,0,0,…0). This
sequence is based on primitive polynomials, you can find more details about this in
[9]. In

Figure 14-Figure 16 you can see the first 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 32768 points

of a two-dimensional Sobol’ sequence.
OPAL++ supports Sobol-sequence up to 500 dimensions, and for binary variables as
well.
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Figure 14
SOBOL: first 32, 64 points

Figure 15
SOBOL: first 128, 256 points

Figure 16
SOBOL: 512 and 32768 points
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XIII.12.3 Halton sequence
Halton-sequence is based on the van der Corput sequence. Supposing, that we
would like to generate the n-th element of a van der Corput sequence of base b
(prime number), and n can be constructed the following way:


 = ] 3  Z 3
3^C

then the n-th element of the van der Corput sequence is, according to [8]:


¹V  = ] 3  Z K3K
3^C

The k-dimensional Halton-sequence is then:

ºG = +¹V  , ¹V  , … ¹V  5

where b1, b2, … , bk are different prime numbers. This sequence gives satisfying results
in lower dimensions, but degrades in higher dimensions, and so it is not
recommended over dimension 7 [8]. In

Figure 17-Figure 19 you can see the first

32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 32768 points of a two-dimensional Halton-sequence.

Figure 17
HALTON: first 32, 64 points
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Figure 18
HALTON: first 128, 256 points

Figure 19
HALTON: 512 and 32768 points

XIII.12.4 Hammersley set
Hammersley-set is based on the Halton-sequence. However, for the Hammersley set
we always have to know in advance the number of generated points. Supposing
that we want to generate N points, then the k dimensional Hammersley-set is then:
ºEFGE = +¹V  , ¹V  , … ¹VK  , ®5

where b1, b2, … , bk are different prime numbers. As the first k-1 dimensions of this
sequence is a Halton-sequence, it still suffers from the same degradation in higher
dimensions. Again, we do not recommend using over dimension 7. In

Figure 22

Figure 20-

you can see the first 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 32768 points of a two-

dimensional Halton-sequence. From these Figures, you can also see the nice, uniform
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distribution, for which reason we recommend to use this sequence for 2,3,4,5
dimensions.

Figure 20
HAMMERSLEY: first 32, 64 points

Figure 21
HAMMERSLEY: first 128, 256 points
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Figure 22
HAMMERSLEY: 512 and 32768 points
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XIII.12.5 Latin Hypercube Sampling
Latin Hypercube Sampling belongs to another family of Design-Of-Experiment
methods. Suppose, that there are » variables defined so, that:
, ≤  ≤ M, ,  = 1 … »
To define a Latin Hybercube Sample (LHS) with ® points, we define ® levels for each
of the variables, e.g., for variable :
, ≤ ¼ ≤ ¼ ≤. . . ≤ ¼3 ≤. . . ≤ ¼½ ≤ M, , 2 = 1 … ®

The points  ,   , … ,   , … ,  ½ form an LHS if and only if each component of each
sample is defined by the levels:
 = ¼3 ,  = 1 … », y = 1 … ®

and each level appears for each dimension only once:
 =  ↔ y = y

There are several LHS variants available in OPAL++, which can be chosen by setting
the sub-type of the initialization method.
XIII.12.5.1 Random LHS
In this case, the samples are chosen so, that
¼3 ~¿ d, +

M, − ,
M, − ,
2 − 1 , , +
2e
®
®

i.e., random values are chosen in the N equally distributed segments. LHS
submethods 6-8 belong to this scheme.
XIII.12.5.2 Marginal LHS
In this case, the samples are chosen so, that
¼3 = , +

M, − ,
2 − 1
®−1

i.e., the minimal and maximal values are included as well. LHS submethods 0-2
belong to this scheme.
XIII.12.5.3 Non-marginal LHS
In this case, the samples are chosen so, that
¼3 = , +

M, − ,
2 − 0.5
®

i.e., the minimal and maximal values are not included. LHS submethods 3-5 belong to
this scheme.
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XIII.12.5.4 Non-optimized LHS
In this case, one of the possible LHS designs will be chosen from the possible variants.
Submethods 2,5,8 belong to this scheme.
XIII.12.5.5 Correlation-minimized LHS
In this case, several hunders of thousands of LHS designs will be generated and the
one will be chosen, which minimizes the maximal correlation (in an absolute sense)
between the different dimensions. Submethods 0,3,6 belong to this scheme.
XIII.12.5.6 Distance-maximized LHS
In this case, several hunders of thousands of LHS designs will be generated and the
one will be chosen, which maximizes the minimal distance between the samples.
Submethods 1,4,7 belong to this scheme.
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XIII.13 Constrained initialization
When you start an optimization with huge number of constraints, it happens often,
that the first generations only contain a couple of individuals, which do not violate
constraints. Although the algorithms will slowly find their way to the feasible regions
and individuals, but it is still advantageous to start the optimization with feasible
individuals, and thus the cross-over and mutation operators can start immediately
with feasible individuals. For this reason, OPAL++ offers a so-called constrained
initialization, in which the starting generation will contain only feasible individuals. You
can use constrained initialization with all previously mentioned method. You can see
examples for this in

Figure 23-Figure 26.

In these Figures, red areas mean

variable-only constraints.

Figure 23
Constrained initialization using MT19937 random sequence
(the red ellipse and rectangle is forbidden; 256 points)
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Figure 24
Constrained initialization using Sobol-set
(the red ellipse and rectangle is forbidden; 256 points)

Figure 25
Constrained initialization using Halton-set
(the red ellipse and rectangle is forbidden; 256 points)
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Figure 26
Constrained initialization using Hammersley-set
(the red ellipse and rectangle is forbidden; 256 points)
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XIV. OPAL++ Dynamic Libraries
Throughout this document, you have read about a special feature, the dynamic
loadable libraries or plug-ins several times. Using this feature, you get the possibility to
execute your own C++ code inside OPAL++ so, that it has direct access to all
variables, objectives and derived variables of OPAL++.
To create an OPAL++ Dynamic Library, you have to modify the provided template,
which contains a single function named “ExternalConverter”. The function has
following parameterization and form:
Windows (Visual C++ compiler):

extern "C" __declspec(dllexport) void __cdecl ExternalConverter(
FILE * l_ppFile,
const char * l_strWorkFolder,
bool * l_pValidity,
double * l_pConstrainViolation,
int l_iNumberOfRealVariables,
char** l_dRealVariableNames,
double* l_dRealVariableValues,
int l_iNumberOfBinaryVariables,
char ** l_dBinaryVariableNames,
double* l_dBinaryVariableValues,
int l_iNumberOfDerivedVariables,
char ** l_dDerivedVariableNames,
double* l_dDerivedVariableValues,
int l_iNumberOfObjectives,
char ** l_dObjectiveNames,double* l_dObjectiveValues);

Linux (g++ compiler):
extern "C" void ExternalConverter(
FILE * l_ppFile,
const char * l_strWorkFolder,
bool * l_pValidity,
double * l_pConstrainViolation,
int l_iNumberOfRealVariables,
char** l_dRealVariableNames,
double* l_dRealVariableValues,
int l_iNumberOfBinaryVariables,
char ** l_dBinaryVariableNames,
double* l_dBinaryVariableValues,
int l_iNumberOfDerivedVariables,
char ** l_dDerivedVariableNames,
double* l_dDerivedVariableValues,
int l_iNumberOfObjectives,
char ** l_dObjectiveNames,double* l_dObjectiveValues);

As you can see, in this function you can directly access not only the values of the
different variables, derived variables, objectives, but also the names and the
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location of the working directory. Besides these, another parameter is available, a
handle to a text file. When calling the dynamic loadable library, you can specify an
input file and OPAL++ will automatically open it for you.
To compile the library, in Windows you have to specify the output as a “dll” (In Visual
Studio: Configuration Type), and in Linux as “so”. You can compile your library with
the command:
gcc -Wall -fPIC -c yourlibrary.cpp
gcc -shared -Wl,-soname, yourlibrary.so -o yourlibrary.so *.o

Using dynamic libraries provides a great, unrivaled flexibility for the end-user, as you
can do any number of calculations in your C++ file with any complexity. It does not
only help you in adding complex codes your problem, but is also useful for the
coupling. If your external software generated an output file you cannot process
using OPAL++, you can define the rules to extract the necessary values.

XIV.1 Access to values
To simplify the use of dynamic libraries, a template provides an additional tool to
simplify the access to variables and values:
OPAL2_OptimizationIndividual Problem(
l_ppFile,l_strWorkFolder,l_pValidity,l_pConstrainViolation,
l_iNumberOfRealVariables, l_dRealVariableNames, l_dRealVariableValues,
l_iNumberOfBinaryVariables, l_dBinaryVariableNames,
l_dBinaryVariableValues,l_iNumberOfDerivedVariables,
l_dDerivedVariableNames,l_dDerivedVariableValues, l_iNumberOfObjectives,
l_dObjectiveNames, l_dObjectiveValues);
// ... TODO

Besides many other features (for the list of all available functions, please see
OPAL2_OptimizationIndividual.h) this class provides the user with the possibility to
reference any variable, derived variable or objective directly by its name:
//Access values
double l_dMeshSize=Problem["MESHING_SIZE"];
//Change values
Problem["ALFA_END"]=3.0;

This way, it becomes possible to build large and flexible plug-ins, where the user is
able to choose, if a value is constant or is to be optimized: the code of the plug-in
does not have to change, only the script file.
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XV. Tutorials
In this chapter, two optimization problems will be presented using OPAL++. Please
note, that it is not our intention to present the appropriate use of the external
software, but rather the coupling. If you do not know how to use these software, we
recommend you to open the appropriate manuals.

XV.1. SALOME + OpenFOAM
In the following example, the optimization of a simple heat-exchanger will be
presented. The mesh is generated using SALOME, and the flow is calculated using
OpenFOAM in two steps (first the pressure, then the temperature). The tutorial does
not detail all parts of the setup, only the OPAL++ specific parts.

XV.1.1 Problem
We will model a simple heat-exchanger (see Figure

27). The heat-exchanger has a

cold air inlet, an outlet and 7 warm heat-exchanger tubes. We suppose, that the
design is symmetric, thus it is enough to model the half of the geometry (see

Figure

28).

(50,25)

(-10,25)
D=6

inlet

outlet
(50,5)

(-10,5)

Figure 27
Simple heat-exchanger geometry
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Circle 1
Circle 2
Circle 4
Circle 3

Circle 5

Figure 28
Half of the heat-exchanger
XV.1.1.1 Variables
We would like to optimize the positions of the circles. Two circles can change their
positions both in x and y directions, but 3 circles have to move on the axis of
symmetry, so our variables are:
Circle 1:
X1, Y1
Circle 2:
X2, Y2
Circle 3:
X3 (Y3=0)
Circle 4:
X4 (Y4=0)
Circle 5:
X5 (Y5=0)
XV.1.1.2 Objectives
Our goal is to create a heat-exchanger, which will increase the temperature of the
exiting air as much as possible, while keeping the pressure-increase (and thus flowlosses) minimal. We can immediately realize that the goals are conflicting, thus we
need to perform a multi-objective optimization. We will denote the objectives as
follows:
Exit temperature: p >QP> → 
Pressure-loss:

XV.1.1.3 Constraints

∆J → 

For the definition of constraints the task is clear: no circle can intersect any other
circle or the wall. For this reason, we can formulate the following constrains:
Á ∈ −7; 43,

and

Â ∈ 3; 22,

Á − Á2



+ Â − Â2



 = 1…5
 = 1,2

≤ 3 ,  = 1 … 5, 2 = 1 … 5,  ≠ 2
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XV.1.2 Simulation setup
First, you have to create your geometry and mesh it in SALOME. The creation of such
a geometry is easy and straightforward, we will not detail it. If you are unfamiliar with
SALOME, please read its manual. The final, meshed geometry can be seen on

Figure 29. Upon creation, you can specify arbitrary coordinates for X1, Y1, X2, Y2,
X3, X4, X5. After you have successfully created the mesh, you have to save the
SALOME script file under the name geometry.py. If you do not want to create the
SALOME script yourself, you can find this file in the supplied folder.

Figure 29
Meshed geometry

You also have to add to the end of the script two commands.
Mesh_1.ExportUNV( r'./Mesh_1.unv' )
os._exit(0)
This will tell SALOME to export the mesh and exit automatically.
For OPAL++, to be able to parameterize the setup, you have to change a couple of
lines in this script. Supposing, that your script looks like the one on the left, you have
to change the entries for that of the right form.
notebook.set("X1",
notebook.set("X2",
notebook.set("X3",
notebook.set("X4",
notebook.set("X5",
notebook.set("Y1",
notebook.set("Y2",

15)
25)
10)
20)
30)
10)
15)

notebook.set("X1",
notebook.set("X2",
notebook.set("X3",
notebook.set("X4",
notebook.set("X5",
notebook.set("Y1",
notebook.set("Y2",

$X1)
$X2)
$X3)
$X4)
$X5)
$Y1)
$Y2)

After you have edited and written everywhere the name of the variables after a
dollar sign instead of the exact values, you can save the file. The second step is to set
up the simulation files for OpenFoam. Again, we will not detail how you have to do it.
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If you do not want to do this step, you can find again OpenFoam folder inside your
folder.
The next step is to copy the geometry.py into the OpenFoam/HeatEx folder, and
finally compress the whole folder into an OpenFoam.tar.gz archive:
tar –czf OpenFoam.tar.gz OpenFoam

XV.1.3 Master-script
First, you have to go to your working directory and create a folder to store all the
input files for OPAL++:
cd /home/user
mkdir Opt1
Following this step, you can copy the OpenFoam.tar.gz file into this folder. You also
have to create two empty text files: simulation.o2script and HeatExchanger.o2script.
We will now setup the master-script (HeatExchanger.o2script). To tell OPAL++, that
we will need simulation.o2script (which will be our numeric simulation script) and the
OpenFoam.tar.gz, we have to add the following lines in HeatExchanger.o2script:
#Location of files
OPAL2.SETUP.FILES.ADD({/home/user/Opt1/simulation.o2script},{simulation.o2script},OPAL2SCRIPT)
OPAL2.SETUP.FILES.ADD({/home/user/Opt1/OpenFoam.tar.gz},{openfoam.tar.gz},BINARY_DATAFILE)

We also have to specify the folder, where we would like to place the results. Please
note, that this folder does not have to exist before starting the optimization. If it exists,
it will be automatically deleted.
OPAL2.SETUP FILES.ADD({/home/Opt1/HeatExchanger1},{SimulationResults},WORKDIRECTORY)

Following this step, the best is to choose immediately the solver, we would like to use.
Our choice in this case will be NSGAII, which is usually well-suited for almost all
problems:
#Setup solver
OPAL2.SETUP SOLVER.METHOD=NSGAII

The next stage is to name our problem and add a small description as well:
# Setup variables
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.NAME({HeatExchanger})
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.DESCRIPTION({This is a problem, where …})
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Afterwards, we can now focus on the mathematical formulation of our problem. We
have to create the X1, X2, X3, X4 and X5 variables, all with a range of
[-7,43]. The easiest way is to define them in a single step:
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.VARIABLES.ADD_MORE_REAL(5,1,{X},-7.0,43.0,1.0)

In this command we specify, that we would like to create 5 variables, with the
numbering starting from 1, 2, … . The common part of the name will be “X”, and their
range is between -7 and 43. The last parameter is reserved for later use. We can add
Y1 and Y2 similarly and then we can finalize the definition of the variables.
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.VARIABLES.ADD_MORE_REAL(2,1,{Y},3.0,22.0,1.0)
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.VARIABLES.FINALIZED=TRUE

Four our current problem we do not need to create any derived variables, so we
can immediately finalize their definition:
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.DERIVED_VARIABLES.FINALIZED=TRUE

Now, we can define our objectives. We create two external objectives (as the
software will directly return these values), and we name them T and p. In the
definition we have to specify the name of the objective, whether we want to
minimize or maximize it, whether it has a lower limit on its range, whether it has an
upper limit on its domain, and the normalization settings (range, type of
normalization, normalization factor; for no normalization these can be left as
0,1,NO_NORMALIZATION,1). Following these definitions, we can finalize the objectives
definition:
#Setup objectives
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.OBJECTIVES.ADD_EXTERNAL({T},maximize,false,false,0,1,NO_NORMALIZATION,1)
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.OBJECTIVES.ADD_EXTERNAL({p},minimize,false,false,0,1,NO_NORMALIZATION,1)
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.OBJECTIVES.FINALIZED=TRUE

The last problem related task is to define the constraints. For all constraints we must
reorganize the equation into a form, which results in positive values, if the individual is
infeasible, and negative otherwise. All of our constraints can be calculated from the
variable values (and are thus design constraints), the normalization factor can be left
as 1.0:
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#Setup constrains
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({36-(X2-X1)*(X2-X1)-(Y2-Y1)*(Y2-Y1)},DESIGN,1.0)
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({36-(X3-X1)*(X3-X1)-(0-Y1)*(0-Y1)},DESIGN,1.0)
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({36-(X4-X1)*(X4-X1)-(0-Y1)*(0-Y1)},DESIGN,1.0)
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({36-(X5-X1)*(X5-X1)-(0-Y1)*(0-Y1)},DESIGN,1.0)
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({36-(X3-X2)*(X3-X2)-(0-Y2)*(0-Y2)},DESIGN,1.0)
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({36-(X4-X2)*(X4-X2)-(0-Y2)*(0-Y2)},DESIGN,1.0)
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({36-(X5-X2)*(X5-X2)-(0-Y2)*(0-Y2)},DESIGN,1.0)
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({36-(X4-X3)*(X4-X3)},DESIGN,1.0)
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({36-(X5-X3)*(X5-X3)},DESIGN,1.0)
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({36-(X5-X4)*(X5-X4)},DESIGN,1.0)
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.FINALIZED=TRUE

Following this step, we can now finalize the definition of the our problem:
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.FINALIZED=TRUE

Now, only three small changes remain. We want to reduce the number individuals
(N) in a single generation to 40, so we have to change this solver setting. We also set
the number of maximum generations to 205. And at last but not least we have to
create a license manager. This is necessary, as SALOME cannot be executed in a
parallel manner on a single computer, so we have to reduce the number of
instances running in parallel to 1. For this we create a new license-manager with the
name SALOME, unique ID 19 and 1 available license.
OPAL2.SETUP SOLVER.CHANGE_SETTINGS(N,40)
OPAL2.SETUP SOLVER.CHANGE_SETTINGS(GENERATION_MAX,205)
OPAL2.RUNTIME LICENSING.ADD({SALOME},19,1)

Finally, we specify, that we would like to use low-discrepancy series (SOBOL) for the
initialization for a more uniform distribution, as constrained initialization (so at the
beginning no individual exists, which would violate a constraint).
OPAL2.SETUP SOLVER.INITIALIZATION.TYPE=SOBOL
OPAL2.SETUP SOLVER.INITIALIZATION.CONSTRAINED=TRUE

We also specify, that we want OPAL++ to print the details about every individual it
has just finished:
OPAL2.RUNTIME INFORMATION.REFRESHRATE=INDIVIDUAL

Our master script is finally ready and we can save it.
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XV.1.4 Simulation script
Now we can start the setup of our simulation script! For this you have to remember,
that at any time when the evaluation of a new individual starts, OPAL++ will create a
unique folder and copy all the files you have specified as data file into this folder. If
you remember, we have compressed our data into OpenFoam.tar.gz, and
requested OPAL++ to copy it under the name openfoam.tar.gz to all individuals. So,
the first step is to unzip this archive. After this step, we can open the SALOME script
and substitute the actual values into it. Please remember, that as the working
directory for each individual will be unique, you must use here not absolute, but
relative paths:
OPAL2S.TOOLS.COMMAND({tar -zxvf openfoam.tar.gz})
OPAL2S.TOOLS.SUBSTITUTE({OpenFoam/HeatEx/geometry.py})

The next step is to run the SALOME script. However, you can remember, that we can
only run one instance at a time. For this reason, we borrow out a SALOME license,
and return it after the operation. As we would like to change directory during the
operation, we have to create, edit and execute a script file. Following the execution,
the changes will be reverted, and the folder returns to the original one.
OPAL2S.LICENSING.BORROW({SALOME })
OPAL2S.SCRIPT.OPEN({salome})
OPAL2S.SCRIPT.ADD({salome},{cd OpenFoam/HeatEx})
OPAL2S.SCRIPT.ADD({salome},{opt/SALOME-MECA-2011.2-LGPL-x86_64/SALOME/runSalome
--shutdown-servers=1 geometry.py})
OPAL2S.SCRIPT.EXECUTE({salome})
OPAL2S.LICENSING.RETURN({SALOME})

--terminal

Following the creation of the mesh and the return of our license, we go back into the
OpenFoam/HeatEx folder again. To be able to call all OpenFoam commands, we
source the bashrc file and convert the Mesh_1.unv mesh (exported from SALOME)
into an OpenFoam mesh. For this, we need to open a new script:
OPAL2S.SCRIPT.OPEN({openfoam})
OPAL2S.SCRIPT.ADD({openfoam},{cd OpenFoam/HeatEx})
OPAL2S.SCRIPT.ADD({openfoam},{source /opt/openfoam201/etc/bashrc})
OPAL2S.SCRIPT.ADD({openfoam},{ideasUnvToFoam Mesh_1.unv})

As the next step, we can scale our geometry and change the boundary conditions.
OPAL2S.SCRIPT.ADD({openfoam},{transformPoints -scale "(0.001 0.001 0.001)"})
OPAL2S.SCRIPT.ADD({openfoam},{changeDictionary})

At this point, it is advised to check the mesh. We perform a checkMesh command,
and re-route the output into a text file. If the text file contains the “Mesh OK” string,
everything was correct. If not, we do not have to continue execution. We can
achieve this effect using the VALIDITYCHECK command.
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OPAL2S.SCRIPT.ADD({openfoam},{checkMesh > Mesh.txt})
OPAL2S.SCRIPT.VALIDITIYCHECK({openfoam},{Mesh.txt},{"Mesh OK"})

Now, we can launch the first part of our OpenFoam calculation, namely the
calculation of the pressures. After the calculation is finished, we call the
patchAverage command to calculate the pressure at the inlet, and use grep to
search for the line, which contains the “Inlet”. Using awk we can get the appropriate
entry on the line and put it into a text file.
OPAL2S.SCRIPT.ADD({openfoam},{simpleFoam})
OPAL2S.SCRIPT.ADD({openfoam},{patchAverage

-latestTime -noZero p
"Inlet\[" | awk '{print $8}' > ../PressureAtTheInlet.txt})

Inlet

|

grep

Finally, we copy the mesh into the Transport folder, map our already calculated
values onto it, and start the solution of the scalar transport equation. When we are
finished, we save the temperature to a file using the method already described
above.
OPAL2S.SCRIPT.ADD({openfoam},{cd ../Transport})
OPAL2S.SCRIPT.ADD({openfoam},{cp -r ../HeatEx/constant/polyMesh constant/polyMesh})
OPAL2S.SCRIPT.ADD({openfoam},{mapFields ../HeatEx -sourceTime latestTime})
OPAL2S.SCRIPT.ADD({openfoam},{scalarTransportFoam})
OPAL2S.SCRIPT.ADD({openfoam},{patchAverage -latestTime -noZero T Outlet | grep
"Outlet\[" | awk '{print $8}' > ../TemperatureAtTheOutlet.txt})

Our simulation is ready at this point, the results are printed into text files, but OPAL++
does not know these values yet. We have to instruct it, that we want to process the
above files, read out a single value from them, and put it into the appropriate
objectives:
OPAL2S.PROCESSING.PROCESSFILE({OpenFoam/PressureAtTheInlet.txt},SINGLE_VALUE,{p})
OPAL2S.PROCESSING.PROCESSFILE({OpenFoam/TemperatureAtTheOutlet.txt},SINGLE_VALUE,{T})

Now our simulation script is ready, you can save it as well!

XV.1.5 Running the problem
Our setup is now complete, we have to validate it! For this we have to launch
OPAL++ in test mode:
./OPAL2

–opal2.mode=NUMERIC_TEST –opal2.file=”/home/user/Opt1/HeatExchanger.o2script”

If you have typed in everything correctly, your setup will be correct immediately.
OPAL++ will present you the problem definition, and if it is correct, it will ask for input
values for the variables. You can give e.g.: 15,25,10,20,30,10,15. At this moment we
do not need to install the setup on a server. OPAL++ will then perform a single
numeric simulation and return the values of the objectives. If everything was correct,
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a check string will be generated. If you made any mistakes, OPAL++ will print the
location of the error.
If you are ready with the testing, you can launch the simulation finally! Using our 4core workstation we can launch the optimization process using the following
commands on Linux:
mpirun –n 5 ./OPAL2

–opal2.mode=NUMERIC_NORMAL
–opal2.file=”/home/user/Opt1/HeatExchanger.o2script”

The calculation will take several hours. During the calculation, you can always see,
what operations OPAL++ is actually performing:
28 of November, 2012 - 04:04:51:
ID: 5120
Valid
Constrain violation: 0.00000000
Real variable '1' ( X1 ): 42.95365947
Real variable '2' ( X2 ): 30.57165767
Real variable '3' ( X3 ): 13.90313756
Real variable '4' ( X4 ): 35.10684188
Real variable '5' ( X5 ): 22.33623097
Real variable '6' ( Y1 ): 15.01737679
Real variable '7' ( Y2 ): 21.61351097
Objective '1' ( T ): 341.25200000
Objective '2' ( p ): 266.59100000
-----------------------------------------28 of November, 2012 - 04:04:51: ----------------------------------------------------Generation 127 ready!

XV.1.6 Results
Following the optimization, we can check the results (we can also do it during runtime). Go to /home/user/HeatExchanger1/Results/ParetoFront folder. Open a
gnuplot, change the data file separator and display the Pareto-front:
gnuplot
set key left
set datafile separator “;”
plot “< sort Gen_000205.csv –k4 –t ‘;’” using 4:5 with linespoints, “< sort Gen_000015.csv –k4
–t ‘;’” using 4:5 with linespoints

Using the command above you can immediately display the Pareto-front at
generation 205 and at generation 15 (see Figure

30).

You can see that although the program could find better solution as well at later
generations, it was quite fast to find the best solutions already at the beginning.
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Figure 30
Pareto-front at generation 205 and 15
Note: NSGAII is a stochastic algorithm, your front might differ
You can also plot the Pareto-front with altogether all elements ever encountered.
Here (see

Figure 31) you can see a major drawback of NSGAII, namely that it can

deteriorate over time, i.e. it is not guaranteed, that the Pareto-front will contain the
best points ever encountered.
set xrange [310:]
set yrange [220:]
plot “../FullArchive/Gen.csv” using 4:5 with points, “< sort Gen_000205.csv –k4 –t ‘;’” using
4:5 with linespoints
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Figure 31
Pareto-front at generation 205 and all individuals ever evaluated
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XV.2. Gambit + Fluent
In this chapter, another heat-exchanger optimization will be presented, but with
different geometry and by using different software.

XV.2.1 Problem
We will model a simple heat-exchanger (see Figure

32). The heat-exchanger has a

cold air inlet, an outlet and 7 warm heat-exchanger tubes. We do not assume, that
the design is symmetric, thus we have to model the full geometry.

(60,25)

(20,25)
Circle 3

Circle 7
inlet
(0,5)

outlet

D=6

(10,5)

(70,5)

(80,5)

Circle 5
Circle 1
Circle 4

Circle 6

(70,-5)

Circle 2
(60,-25)
(20,-25)

Figure 32
Heat-Exchanger
XV.2.1.1 Variables
We would like to optimize the positions of the circles, so our variables are:
Circle 1:
X1, Y1
Circle 2:
X2, Y2
Circle 3:
X3, Y3
Circle 4:
X4, Y4
Circle 5:
X5, Y5
Circle 6:
X6, Y6
Circle 7:
X7, Y7
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XV.2.1.2 Objectives
Our objectives are to create a heat-exchanger, which will increase the temperature
of the exiting air as much as possible, while keeping the pressure-increase (and thus
flow-losses) minimal. We can immediately realize, that the goals are conflicting, thus
we need to perform a multi-objective optimization. We will denote the objectives as
follows:
Exit temperature: p >QP> → 
Pressure-loss:

XV.2.2.3 Constraints

∆J → 

For the definition of the constraints the task is clear: no circle can intersect any other
circle or the wall. For this reason, we can formulate the following constraints:
Á ∈ 13,67,

and

Â ∈ −22,22,

Á − Á2

+ Â − Â2





 = 1…7
 = 1,2

≤ 3 ,  = 1 … 7, 2 = 1 … 7,  ≠ 2

At this case, there are also four walls, which are not parallel to the axis of our
Cartesian coordinate system. For these walls, we have to add additional constraints:
15 + 3√5 − 2Á + Â ≤ 0,  = 1 … 7
15 + 3√5 − 2Á − Â ≤ 0,  = 1 … 7

−145 + 3√5 + 2Á + Â ≤ 0,  = 1 … 7
−145 + 3√5 + 2Á − Â ≤ 0,  = 1 … 7

XV.2.2 Simulation setup
First you have to create your geometry and mesh it in Gambit. The creation of such a
geometry is easy and straightforward, we will not detail it. If you are unfamiliar with
Gambit, please read its manual. Upon creation, you can specify arbitrary
coordinates for X1, Y1, X2, Y2, X3, Y3, X4, Y4, X5, Y5, X6, Y6, X7, Y7. After you have
successfully created the mesh, you have to save the Gambit journal file under the
name geometry.jou. After having successfully created this file, open it, and add the
following lines:
export fluent5 “fluent.msh” nozval
abort

This will tell Gambit to export the mesh to fluent.msh file and exit.
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For OPAL++, to be able to parameterize the setup, you have to change a couple of
lines in this script. Supposing, that a part of your script looks like the one on the left
(defining e.g. circle 1), you have to change it according to the right:
face create radius 3 xyplane circle
face move “face.2” offset 13.35 18.34 0

face create radius 3 xyplane circle
face move “face.2” offset $X1 $Y1 0

After you have edited and written everywhere the name of the variables with a
dollar sign instead of the exact values, you can save the file.
The second step is to set up the simulation files for Fluent. Again, we will not detail
how you have to do it.
First, upon creation of the mesh we will have to check, if the mesh is correct. For this
open a file with the name fluent_grid_check.jou, and add the following lines.
file read ./fluent.msh
grid check
exit
yes
In the next step open fluent, and set up all your settings. To remain in the laminar
range, also scale the geometry with 1/3000. The inlet should be a velocity inlet with
air, 293 K, and 0,03 m/s. The outlet should a pressure outlet. All walls are adiabatic,
except the walls of the heat-exchanger pipes, which have a temperature of 343 K.
Finally, save the journal file under the name fluent_simulation.jou and add the postprocessing options. Your file should look like the file below. In this script, the underlined part exports the results of the calculation into text-files, the italic parts export an
image of the temperature field and the bold part closes fluent.
Please note, that all these commands change from versions to versions, thus it is
recommended that you check them with your actual Fluent version.
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file read ./fluent.msh
gr sc 0.0003333333333333 0.0003333333333333
define model energy yes no no no yes
define bc vi inlet y y n 0.03 n 1 n 0 n 293.
define bc po outlet n 0 n 293 n y n
define bc w pipewalls 0 n 0 n y temperature n 343. n n
define bc w wall 0 n 0 n n n 0. n n
solve set discretization-scheme mom 1
solve set discretization-scheme pressure 12
solve set discretization-scheme temperature 1
solve set discretization-scheme pressure 12
solve init cd az
solve init initialize-flow
solve monitor res conv 1.0e-4 1.0e-4 1.0e-4 1.0e-4
solve iterate 600
report surface-integrals area-weighted-avg 2 () temperature y "tout.txt"
report surface-integrals area-weighted-avg 1 () pressure y "pin.txt"
disp set hard-copy driver tiff
disp set hard-copy color-mode color
disp set contours filled-contours yes
disp set contours node-values yes
disp cont temperature 293 343
dis hard-copy temperature.tiff
exit
yes
The next step is to copy all the previous files (geometry.jou, fluent_simulation.jou,
fluent_grid_check.jou) into a folder, and finally compress them into a data.tar.gz
archive:
tar –czf data.tar.gz *.jou

XV.2.3 Master-script
First you have to go to your working directory, and create a folder to store all the
input files for OPAL++:
cd /home/user
mkdir Opt2
Following this step, you can copy the data.tar.gz file into this folder. You also have to
open two empty text files: simulation.o2script and HeatExchanger.o2script.
To tell OPAL++, that we will need simulation.o2script (which will be our numeric
simulation script) and the data.tar.gz, we have to add the following lines:
#Location of files
OPAL2.SETUP.FILES.ADD({/home/user/Opt1/simulation.o2script},{simulation.o2script},OPAL2SCRIPT)
OPAL2.SETUP.FILES.ADD({/home/user/Opt1/OpenFoam.tar.gz},{openfoam.tar.gz},BINARY_DATAFILE)
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We also have to specify the folder, where we would like to place the results. Please
note that this folder, does not have to exist before starting the optimization. If it exists,
it will be automatically deleted.
OPAL2.SETUP FILES.ADD({/home/Opt1/HeatExchanger2},{SimulationResults},WORKDIRECTORY)

If you remember, we have also added to our fluent journal several lines to create a
hard-copy. We do not want to lose them, so we will specify, that this file should be
collected on the master-node.
OPAL2.SETUP

FILES.ADD({temperature.tiff},{temperature.tiff},RETAINFILE)

Following this step, the best is to choose immediately the solver, we would like to use.
Our choice in this case will be INSGAII, which is usually well-suited for larger
optimizations:
#Setup solver
OPAL2.SETUP SOLVER.METHOD=INSGAII

The next stage is to name our problem and add a small description as well:
# Description
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.NAME({HeatExchanger2})
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.DESCRIPTION({We solve this problem with fluent.})
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.DESCRIPTION({The mesh is done with Gambit.})

Afterwards, we can focus on the mathematical formulation of our problem. We have
to create the X1, X2, X3, X4, X5, X6 and X7 variables, all with a range of [13,67]. The
easiest way is to define them in a single step:
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.VARIABLES.ADD_MORE_REAL(7,1,{X},-13.0,67.0,1.0)

In this command we specify, that we would like to create 7 variables, with the
numbering starting from 1, 2, … . The common part of the name will be “X”, and their
range is between 13 and 67. The last parameter is reserved for later use. We can add
Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4, Y5, Y6 and Y7 similarly, and then we can finalize the definition of the
variables.
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.VARIABLES.ADD_MORE_REAL(7,1,{Y},-22.0,22.0,1.0)
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.VARIABLES.FINALIZED=TRUE

For this problem, we will use intermediate variables for two reasons:
First, instead of the outlet temperature, we would like to print the temperatureincrease. Thus, we need to read the outlet temperature into a derived variable, and
then calculate the temperature difference. Similarly, instead of the pressure in Pa we
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would like to print it in mPa. For these reasons, we define two derived variables to use
as temporary storage:
# Intermediate variables
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.DERIVED_VARIABLES.ADD({T_Kelvin},{293})
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.DERIVED_VARIABLES.ADD({p},{0})

We initialize the variables with 293 and 0 values. You can also see, that we have
scaled our problem to 1/3000 in the fluent_simulation.jou. Thus, we would like to print
the real values of these variables in mm, and not the non-scaled values. Each
derived variable is calculated as the non-scaled value divided by 3.
# Scaled variables
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.DERIVED_VARIABLES.ADD({X1_real},{X1/3})
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.DERIVED_VARIABLES.ADD({X2_real},{X2/3})
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.DERIVED_VARIABLES.ADD({X3_real},{X3/3})
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.DERIVED_VARIABLES.ADD({X4_real},{X4/3})
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.DERIVED_VARIABLES.ADD({X5_real},{X5/3})
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.DERIVED_VARIABLES.ADD({X6_real},{X6/3})
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.DERIVED_VARIABLES.ADD({X7_real},{X7/3})
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.DERIVED_VARIABLES.ADD({Y1_real},{Y1/3})
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.DERIVED_VARIABLES.ADD({Y2_real},{Y2/3})
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.DERIVED_VARIABLES.ADD({Y3_real},{Y3/3})
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.DERIVED_VARIABLES.ADD({Y4_real},{Y4/3})
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.DERIVED_VARIABLES.ADD({Y5_real},{Y5/3})
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.DERIVED_VARIABLES.ADD({Y6_real},{Y6/3})
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.DERIVED_VARIABLES.ADD({Y7_real},{Y7/3})
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.DERIVED_VARIABLES.FINALIZED=TRUE

After we have finalized the definition of our derived variables, we can continue with
the objectives. We create two internal objectives (as the software will not directly
return these values), and we name them T and p. In the definition, we have to
specify the name of the objective, whether we want to minimize or maximize it, the
equation to calculate it, whether it has a lower limit on its range, whether it has an
upper limit on its domain, and the normalization settings (range, type of
normalization, normalization factor; for no normalization these can be left as
0,1,NO_NORMALIZATION,1). Following these definitions, we can finalize the objectives
definition:
# Setup objectives
OPAL2.SETUP.PROBLEM.OBJECTIVES.ADD_INTERNAL({T_Celsius},maximize,
{T_Kelvin-293},false,false,0,1,NO_NORMALIZATION,1)
OPAL2.SETUP.PROBLEM.OBJECTIVES.ADD_INTERNAL({p_mPa},minimize,{p*1000},false,false,0,1,
NO_NORMALIZATION,1)
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.OBJECTIVES.FINALIZED=TRUE

The last problem related task is to define the constraints. For all the constraints we
must reorganize the equation into a form, which results in positive values, if the
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individual is infeasible, and negative otherwise. All our constraints can be calculated
from the variable values (and are thus design constraints), the normalization factor
can be left as 1.0:
# Setup constraints
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({36-(X2-X1)^2-(Y2-Y1)^2},DESIGN,1.0)
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({36-(X3-X1)^2-(Y3-Y1)^2},DESIGN,1.0)
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({36-(X4-X1)^2-(Y4-Y1)^2},DESIGN,1.0)
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({36-(X5-X1)^2-(Y5-Y1)^2},DESIGN,1.0)
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({36-(X6-X1)^2-(Y6-Y1)^2},DESIGN,1.0)
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({36-(X7-X1)^2-(Y7-Y1)^2},DESIGN,1.0)
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({36-(X3-X2)^2-(Y3-Y2)^2},DESIGN,1.0)
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({36-(X4-X2)^2-(Y4-Y2)^2},DESIGN,1.0)
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({36-(X5-X2)^2-(Y5-Y2)^2},DESIGN,1.0)
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({36-(X6-X2)^2-(Y6-Y2)^2},DESIGN,1.0)
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({36-(X7-X2)^2-(Y7-Y2)^2},DESIGN,1.0)
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({36-(X4-X3)^2-(Y4-Y3)^2},DESIGN,1.0)
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({36-(X5-X3)^2-(Y5-Y3)^2},DESIGN,1.0)
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({36-(X6-X3)^2-(Y6-Y3)^2},DESIGN,1.0)
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({36-(X7-X3)^2-(Y7-Y3)^2},DESIGN,1.0)
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({36-(X5-X4)^2-(Y5-Y4)^2},DESIGN,1.0)
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({36-(X6-X4)^2-(Y6-Y4)^2},DESIGN,1.0)
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({36-(X7-X4)^2-(Y7-Y4)^2},DESIGN,1.0)
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({36-(X6-X5)^2-(Y6-Y5)^2},DESIGN,1.0)
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({36-(X7-X5)^2-(Y7-Y5)^2},DESIGN,1.0)
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({36-(X7-X6)^2-(Y7-Y6)^2},DESIGN,1.0)
OPAL2.SETUP
OPAL2.SETUP
OPAL2.SETUP
OPAL2.SETUP
OPAL2.SETUP
OPAL2.SETUP
OPAL2.SETUP

PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({15+Radius1/sqrt(5)-2*X1+Y1},DESIGN,1.0)
PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({15+Radius2/sqrt(5)-2*X2+Y2},DESIGN,1.0)
PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({15+Radius3/sqrt(5)-2*X3+Y3},DESIGN,1.0)
PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({15+Radius4/sqrt(5)-2*X4+Y4},DESIGN,1.0)
PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({15+Radius5/sqrt(5)-2*X5+Y5},DESIGN,1.0)
PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({15+Radius6/sqrt(5)-2*X6+Y6},DESIGN,1.0)
PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({15+Radius7/sqrt(5)-2*X7+Y7},DESIGN,1.0)

OPAL2.SETUP
OPAL2.SETUP
OPAL2.SETUP
OPAL2.SETUP
OPAL2.SETUP
OPAL2.SETUP
OPAL2.SETUP

PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({15+Radius1/sqrt(5)-2*X1-Y1},DESIGN,1.0)
PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({15+Radius2/sqrt(5)-2*X2-Y2},DESIGN,1.0)
PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({15+Radius3/sqrt(5)-2*X3-Y3},DESIGN,1.0)
PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({15+Radius4/sqrt(5)-2*X4-Y4},DESIGN,1.0)
PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({15+Radius5/sqrt(5)-2*X5-Y5},DESIGN,1.0)
PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({15+Radius6/sqrt(5)-2*X6-Y6},DESIGN,1.0)
PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({15+Radius7/sqrt(5)-2*X7-Y7},DESIGN,1.0)

OPAL2.SETUP
OPAL2.SETUP
OPAL2.SETUP
OPAL2.SETUP
OPAL2.SETUP
OPAL2.SETUP
OPAL2.SETUP

PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({Y1+2*X1-145+Radius1/sqrt(5)},DESIGN,1.0)
PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({Y2+2*X2-145+Radius2/sqrt(5)},DESIGN,1.0)
PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({Y3+2*X3-145+Radius3/sqrt(5)},DESIGN,1.0)
PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({Y4+2*X4-145+Radius4/sqrt(5)},DESIGN,1.0)
PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({Y5+2*X5-145+Radius5/sqrt(5)},DESIGN,1.0)
PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({Y6+2*X6-145+Radius6/sqrt(5)},DESIGN,1.0)
PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({Y7+2*X7-145+Radius7/sqrt(5)},DESIGN,1.0)

OPAL2.SETUP
OPAL2.SETUP
OPAL2.SETUP
OPAL2.SETUP
OPAL2.SETUP
OPAL2.SETUP
OPAL2.SETUP

PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({2*X1-Y1-145+Radius1/sqrt(5)},DESIGN,1.0)
PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({2*X2-Y2-145+Radius2/sqrt(5)},DESIGN,1.0)
PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({2*X3-Y3-145+Radius3/sqrt(5)},DESIGN,1.0)
PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({2*X4-Y4-145+Radius4/sqrt(5)},DESIGN,1.0)
PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({2*X5-Y5-145+Radius5/sqrt(5)},DESIGN,1.0)
PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({2*X6-Y6-145+Radius6/sqrt(5)},DESIGN,1.0)
PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({2*X7-Y7-145+Radius7/sqrt(5)},DESIGN,1.0)

OPAL2.SETUP
OPAL2.SETUP
OPAL2.SETUP
OPAL2.SETUP
OPAL2.SETUP
OPAL2.SETUP

PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({X1-X2},DESIGN,1.0)
PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({X2-X3},DESIGN,1.0)
PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({X3-X4},DESIGN,1.0)
PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({X4-X5},DESIGN,1.0)
PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({X5-X6},DESIGN,1.0)
PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.ADD({X6-X7},DESIGN,1.0)

OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.CONSTRAINS.FINALIZED=TRUE
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In order to avoid cyclic permutations of the solutions, we also add 6 more constraints,
which specify, that the x coordinates have to be in increasing (but not monotonically
increasing) order.
Following this step, we can now finalize the definition of our problem:
OPAL2.SETUP PROBLEM.FINALIZED=TRUE

Now only two small changes remain. We specify that we would like to use lowdiscrepancy series (SOBOL) for the initialization for a more uniform distribution, with
constrained initialization (so at the beginning no individual exists, which would violate
a constraint).
OPAL2.SETUP SOLVER.INITIALIZATION.TYPE=SOBOL
OPAL2.SETUP SOLVER.INITIALIZATION.CONSTRAINED=TRUE

We also specify, that we want OPAL++ to print the details about every individual it
has just finished:
OPAL2.RUNTIME INFORMATION.REFRESHRATE=INDIVIDUAL

All other settings will remain as default. Our master script is finally ready and we can
save it!

XV.2.4 Simulation script
Now we can start the setup of our simulation script. For this you have to remember,
that any time when the evaluation of a new individual starts, OPAL++ will create a
unique folder, and copy all the files you have specified as data file to this folder. We
have compressed our data into data.tar.gz, and requested OPAL++ to copy it under
the name data.tar.gz to all individuals. So, the first step is to unzip this archive. After
this step, we can substitute the actual variable values into it. Please remember, that
as the working directory for each individual will be unique, you must use here not
absolute, but relative paths:
OPAL2S.TOOLS.COMMAND({tar -zxvf data.tar.gz})
OPAL2S.TOOLS.SUBSTITUTE({geometry.jou})

The next step is to run the Gambit script:
OPAL2S.TOOLS.COMMAND({gambit -inp geometry.jou})

Following this operation, we should check, if the mesh was really created. If the mesh
file was available, we can check the correctness of the mesh.
OPAL2S.PROCESSING.PROCESSFILE({fluent.msh},AVAILABLE,{})
OPAL2S.TOOLS.COMMAND({fluent 2d -g -i fluent_grid_check.jou > grid_check.txt})
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If the mesh file was available, we can check the correctness of the mesh. If the string
„Error” is not present in the grid_check.txt file, we can continue. If it is present, the
„Invalid mesh” string will be printed into the log file.
OPAL2S.PROCESSING.VALIDITYCHECK({grid_check.txt},{Error},NOT_PRESENT,{Invalid mesh})

Following the mesh generation, we can launch fluent:
OPAL2S.TOOLS.COMMAND({fluent 2d -driver null -gu -i fluent_simulation.jou},{fluent.txt})

The next step is to check, whether the “solution is converged” string is present in the
fluent.txt.
OPAL2S.PROCESSING.VALIDITYCHECK({fluent.txt},
{solution is converged},PRESENT,{Divergent solution})

At this point, Fluent has exported the appropriate values to text files, so we can use
grep to find the line, where the name of the boundary is, and awk to read out the
appropriate entry in the line:
OPAL2S.TOOLS.COMMAND({cat
tout.txt
|
grep
outlet
|
awk
'{print
$2}'},{temperature_value.txt})
OPAL2S.TOOLS.COMMAND({cat pin.txt | grep inlet | awk '{print $2}'},{pressure_value.txt})

Our simulation is ready at this point, the results are printed into text files, but OPAL++
does not know these values yet. We have to tell it, that we want to process the
above files, read out a single value from them, and put it into the appropriate
derived variables (the objectives will be calculated using this value).
OPAL2S.PROCESSING.PROCESSFILE({temperature_value.txt},SINGLE_VALUE,{T_Kelvin})
OPAL2S.PROCESSING.PROCESSFILE({pressure_value.txt},SINGLE_VALUE,{p})

Now our simulation script is ready, you can save it as well!

XV.2.5 Running the problem
Our setup is now complete, we have to validate it! For this we have to launch
OPAL++ in test mode:
./OPAL2

–opal2.mode=NUMERIC_TEST –opal2.file=”/home/user/Opt1/HeatExchanger.o2script”

If you have typed everything correctly, your setup will be correct immediately.
OPAL++ will present you the problem definition, and if it is correct, it will ask for the
input values for the variables. You can give e.g.:
20,25,25,40,45,45,60,0,-10,10,0,-10,10,0.
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We do not need to install the setup on a server. OPAL++ will then perform a single
numeric simulation and return the values of the objectives. If everything was correct
a check string will be generated. If you made any mistakes, OPAL++ will print the
location of the error, so you can correct it.
If you are ready with the testing, you can launch the simulation finally! Using our 4core workstation we can launch the optimization process using the following
commands on Linux:
mpirun –n 5 ./OPAL2

–opal2.mode=NUMERIC_NORMAL
–opal2.file=”/home/user/Opt1/HeatExchanger.o2script”

The calculation will take several hours. During the calculation, you can always see,
what OPAL++ is performing actually:
27 of November, 2012 - 10:47:00:
-------------------------------------ID: 8
Valid
Constrain violation: 0.00000000
Real variable '1' ( X1 ): 24.64832306
Real variable '2' ( X2 ): 30.26412201
Real variable '3' ( X3 ): 35.11568451
Real variable '4' ( X4 ): 40.83118439
Real variable '5' ( X5 ): 50.35427094
Real variable '6' ( X6 ): 58.47742462
Real variable '7' ( X7 ): 64.40633392
Real variable '8' ( Y1 ): -4.44206238
Real variable '9' ( Y2 ): 20.51942444
Real variable '10' ( Y3 ): 1.47721863
Real variable '11' ( Y4 ): 13.04252625
Real variable '12' ( Y5 ): -4.30073547
Real variable '13' ( Y6 ): -12.85755920
Real variable '14' ( Y7 ): -7.91178894
Derived variable '1' ( Radius1 ): 3.00000000
Derived variable '2' ( Radius2 ): 3.00000000
Derived variable '3' ( Radius3 ): 3.00000000
Derived variable '4' ( Radius4 ): 3.00000000
Derived variable '5' ( Radius5 ): 3.00000000
Derived variable '6' ( Radius6 ): 3.00000000
Derived variable '7' ( Radius7 ): 3.00000000
Derived variable '8' ( mesh_size ): 0.50000000
Derived variable '9' ( T_Kelvin ): 340.29254000
Derived variable '10' ( p ): 0.00468200
Derived variable '11' ( X1_real ): 8.21610769
Derived variable '12' ( X2_real ): 10.08804067
Derived variable '13' ( X3_real ): 11.70522817
Derived variable '14' ( X4_real ): 13.61039480
Derived variable '15' ( X5_real ): 16.78475698
Derived variable '16' ( X6_real ): 19.49247487
Derived variable '17' ( X7_real ): 21.46877797
Derived variable '18' ( Y1_real ): -1.48068746
Derived variable '19' ( Y2_real ): 6.83980815
Derived variable '20' ( Y3_real ): 0.49240621
Derived variable '21' ( Y4_real ): 4.34750875
Derived variable '22' ( Y5_real ): -1.43357849
Derived variable '23' ( Y6_real ): -4.28585307
Derived variable '24' ( Y7_real ): -2.63726298
Objective '1' ( T_Celsius ): 47.29254000
Objective '2' ( p_mPa ): 4.68200070
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XV.2.6 Results
Following the optimization, we can check the results (we can also do it during runtime). Go to /home/user/HeatExchanger1/Results/ParetoFront folder. Open a
gnuplot, change the data file separator and display the Pareto-front.
gnuplot
set key left
plot “< sort Gen_000250.csv –k4 –t ‘;’” using 4:5 with linespoints, “< sort Gen_000015.csv –k4
–t ‘;’” using 4:5 with linespoints

Using the command above you can immediately display the Pareto-front at
generation 205 and at generation 15.
You can see in

Figure 33, that although the program could find better solution as

well at later generations, it was quite fast to find the best solutions already at the
beginning.

Figure 33
Pareto-front at generation 250 and 15
Note: INSGAII is a stochastic algorithm, your front might differ

If you open the /home/user/HeatExchanger1/Results/ParetoFront/Gen_000250.csv
file, you can see the list of the individuals, which belong to the Pareto-front. The first
column contains their individual IDs. In our case e.g. the element with ID 21532
belonged to the highest temperature increase. If we go to the
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/home/user/HeatExchanger1/Data/ID21532 folder, we will find the temperature.tiff
file in this folder (we told OPAL++ to keep it). You can see it on Figure

34.

Figure 34
Highest outlet temperature
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A. Appendix – Version history
OPAL++ v2.6.0.0 – 2017.08.10 – Full documentation updated, new functions added
OPAL++ v2.4.0.6 – 2014.08.16 – Several bugfix
OPAL++ v2.4 – 2013.05.15 – Response Surface module
OPAL++ v2.3 – 2013.04.01 – Scripting module
OPAL++ v2.2 – 2013.03.01 – Networking module
OPAL++ v2.1 – 2012.12.01 - First beta release
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